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Carolina Hurricanes trade defenseman Ethan Bear to Vancouver Canucks 

By Chip Alexander and Luke DeCock 

The Carolina Hurricanes first traded for defenseman Ethan 
Bear in summer 2021, believing he could be a good addition 
to their blue line moving forward. 

But Bear, who has not played this season, was traded Friday 
to the Vancouver Canucks along with forward prospect Lane 
Pederson. The Canes received a 2023 fifth-round draft pick 
in return. 

The Hurricanes said in a release they retained 18% of Bear’s 
salary, to close to $400,000..  

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour was asked Thursday about 
Bear’s status after the D-man was a healthy scratch for the 
first six games of the 2022-23 season. 

“It’s tough for him, we understand that.” Brind’Amour said. 
“We just have a lot of quality defensemen on this team. It’s 
tough on him but it’s just how it is.” 

Bear, 25, came to the Hurricanes in a July 2021 deal with the 
Edmonton Oilers that sent forward Warren Foegele to the 
Oilers. The Canes later re-signed Bear to a one-year 
contract, avoiding a salary arbitration hearing. 

Bear had five goals and nine assists in 58 games with the 
Hurricanes in 2021-22, his season hampered by 
complications from COVID-19 that hindered his conditioning. 
He did not play in the 2022 Stanley Cup playoffs.  

Pederson, 25, has played five games with the Chicago 
Wolves of the AHL this season.

 

Observations from Hurricanes’ 6-2 loss to the Islanders, Carolina’s first home loss 

By Chip Alexander 

After putting in five consecutive road games, the Carolina 
Hurricanes were back in town Friday at PNC Arena. 

A sellout crowd settled in to see the Canes face the New 
York Islanders, most fans expecting good things, but the 
Islanders came away with a 6-2 victory as Brock Nelson 
scored twice and goalie Ilya Sorokin had 33 saves. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour credited the Islanders’ team 
game, saying, “They played I think the best game in the four 
years I’ve been doing it (as head coach) against them. By far 
the best game they’ve played.” 

Some quick takeaways from the game: 

▪ In a close game, you have to take advantage of a 5-on-3 
power play and especially with 1:23 of a two-man advantage. 
The Canes didn’t and lost, falling to 4-2-1. 

Late in the second period, the Isles’ Zach Parise was called 
for interference and then Adam Pelech for flipping a puck 
over the glass attempting to clear. The Canes kept 
hammering the puck at the net — Dylan Coghlan banging 
one off the post — but could not get one past goalie Ilya 
Sorokin. 

“I’ll take that all day,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s probably a 
different game if we poke one in there but their goalie played 
really well.  

▪ Martin Necas can make a tough game look easy at times. 
In the second, the Canes winger carried the puck into the 
Isles zone, passed to Brady Skjei, turned on the jets down 
the slot and converted a return pass from Skjei.s  

▪ Rough night at times for the Canes’ third defensemen 
pairing. A turnover in the second period by Jalen Chatfield 

caused by Casey Cizikas in the Canes zone resulted in Matt 
Martin scoring for a 2-1 Islanders lead. 

Chatfield and Coghlan had some other adventures in the 
Canes’ end. Chatfield did get a piece of an Islanders’ 
wraparound in the third to save a goal. 

▪ Like every other Canes-Islanders game in the past four or 
five years, everything was contested and the Islanders 
stayed patient, picking their spots.  

“They made us make mistakes,” Canes captain Jordan Staal 
said. “That’s kind of our game and our style, and they did it to 
us. A few miscues and they made us pay.” 

New York’s first goal came when the Canes’ Brent Burns 
couldn’t control the puck at the Isles blue line — a costly 
bobble. Mathew Barzal took off with it on the rush, setting up 
Oliver Wahlstrom for New York’s first goal. 

After Brent Burns’ first goal with the Canes tied it 2-2 in the 
second period, the Islanders quickly responded as Josh 
Bailey scored less than a minute later. 

“We knew how they were going to play and talked about it,” 
Brind’Amour said. “I thought we fought back. But the 
crushing ones ... you can’t give up a goal right after we get it 
back and tie it up.” 

▪ Call it a game within the game but watching Canes 
defenseman Jaccob Slavin duel Barzal at times was like a 
mini-clinic — by both players. Barzal had two assists in the 
game, setting up Josh Bailey for a goal in Bailey’s 1,000th 
career game that would be the game-winner. 

▪ Canes forward Teuvo Teravainen has had a slow start to 
the season. Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour had Jordan 
Martinook replace Teravainen on the Sebastian Aho line in 
the third period. Aho and Teravainen each had a minus-3 
plus/minus rating for the game.  
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“That line wasn’t good,” Brind’Amour said. “They need to be 
better.”  

▪ Big hit in the third period as Aho was hammered into the 
boards by Scott Mayfield. No penalty on the play, which had 

Canes fans, and Aho, steaming. Aho took a run at a few 
guys before leaving the ice and had some hot words for the 
refs.

 

Hurricanes, Islanders switch roles for a night. Why that spelled trouble for the Canes 

By Luke DeCock 

Secure in their own dominion, the Carolina Hurricanes don’t 
get to see the mood that so often prevails in opposing locker 
rooms after frustrating nights getting ground into tiny pieces 
by the Hurricanes’ relentless pressure. 

The uniforms and the venues change but the sense of 
pervasive frustration and helplessness does not, universally 
experienced by those unfortunate enough to face the 
Hurricanes when they’re at their best and on their game. Not 
only is there no space on the ice, there’s the sudden and 
baffling inability to do all the things they normally do because 
the Hurricanes are so often in the way. 

It’s what the Hurricanes do well, how they win, exactly what 
has made them good year after year after year after year 
after under Rod Brind’Amour, who was able to take what the 
2006 team he captained did well and turn it into a guiding 
and enduring philosophy. 

In their return to PNC Arena and home re-opener, after not 
only surviving but thriving on the dreaded State Fair Road 
Trip, the skate was on the other foot. 

It doesn’t happen often, but the New York Islanders basically 
did to the Hurricanes what the Hurricanes do to everyone 
else. As the Hurricanes discovered themselves in a 6-2 loss, 
there’s a reason other teams don’t enjoy it very much. 

That had a lot to do with the Islanders, but the Hurricanes 
were certainly to blame as well. Whether they were fat and 
happy after a 4-1-1 start or just unwilling, on this evening, to 
meet the Islanders’ level of intention, is almost immaterial. 
There’s a way they have to play to be successful, to do to 
other teams what the Islanders did to them, and this wasn’t 
it. 

“This is what happens,” Jordan Martinook said, “when you go 
off script.” 

It’s also just one of 82, a forgivable lapse of concentration 
filled with uncharacteristic miscues that are not, presumably, 
prone to recurrence. If the Hurricanes get back to their usual 
ways Saturday night in Philadelphia, this will be forgotten in 
the jet wash of their hurried departure Friday night. 

Bad games come and go, and the Hurricanes should be able 
to overcome them in the end. But nights like this also shine a 
light on the darker corners of the roster, and whether it was 
the struggles of the third defensive pairing or the chronic 
sloppiness of some of the Hurricanes’ better players — 
Teuvo Teravainen in particular, although Sebastian Aho 
won’t enjoy watching the tape either — that can’t become a 
trend. 

On the brighter side, Martin Necas’ hot start has 
unquestionably become a trend, finishing off a nice give-and-
go with Brady Skjei to chip the puck over Ilya Sorokin after 
storming down the slot. His line, with Andrei Svechnikov and 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi, has been kept off the board only once in 
seven games. 

And the Hurricanes had a chance to flip things around late in 
the second period, with 83 seconds of two-man advantage. 
But Dylan Coghlan hit the post, and the Hurricanes were 
buzzing around Sorokin but failed to convert. It went from 3-2 
to 6-2 in the third, as the Hurricanes — like so many of their 
opponents — had been worn down to a nub by waves of 
Islanders. 

“You don’t win games when you play like that,” Hurricanes 
captain Jordan Staal said. “There’s too many good teams out 
there.” 

The Hurricanes are one of them. Usually. They got the same 
treatment Friday they so often hand out, and they found out 
just how little fun it really is.
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NHL Power Rankings: Bruins climb to the top, Canucks stumble to bottom 

By Dom Luszczyszyn, Sean Gentille and more 

Once again, we are caught up in the lavender haze of yet 
another Taylor Swift album, listening day and night, through 
sunshine or midnight rain. “Midnights” is perfect for every 
mood. 

That means it’s time for yet another labyrinth of Taylor Swift 
references littered throughout the power rankings, with Dom 
of course being the mastermind of that. Don’t question it, just 
go with it or you’ll be faced with bad karma for the rest of 
your life. 

Sean, ever the anti-hero on his vigilante s––, said “you’re on 
your own, kid” for this one, refusing to participate. In terms of 
Taylor Swift content, he provided sweet nothing for this 
gimmick — but he’s still here for actual hockey talk for those 
who aren’t as bejeweled by Dom’s obsession with Taylor 
Swift. 

His efforts to maroon Dom’s gimmick this week were 
thwarted though with the addition of Hailey Salvian, our 
resident Taylor Swift expert. Whether she’s trudging through 
Canadian snow, on the beach in the summer, or just 
lounging at home watching TikToks — she’s always game to 
talk Swift. 

So that’s the deal this week: One lyric from Midnights for 
every team plus Sean providing a one-sentence review for 
each team to go along with his one-sentence review for 
Taylor Swift’s new album: “I refuse to engage with this.” 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 5 
Record: 7-1-0 
Dom rank: 1 
Sean rank: 1 
Hailey rank: 1 

Pierced through the heart but never killed 

Dom: So many people wanted to bury the Bruins in the 
offseason because they were old and would be missing Brad 
Marchand, Charlie McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk to start the 
season. What did we learn? This team can’t die. Patrice 
Bergeron will be a Selke-calibre center until he’s 47 years 
old. 

I expected the Bruins to be great again but after a middling 
start as they dealt with injuries. To start 6-1-0 without two 
franchise players and then get Marchand back earlier than 
expected to make it 7-1-0 speaks volumes about where this 
team is heading this season. The Bruins are a legitimate Cup 
contender. 

Sean: The season-opening injury list was ridiculous and 
made for an easy target, but my biggest reason for 
skepticism — the idea that David Krejci was going to jump 
back in the deep end after a year in the Czech league — 
seems to have an answer. He’s still good. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 1 
Record: 4-1-1 
Dom rank: 2 
Sean rank: 2 
Hailey rank: 2 

Uh oh, I’m falling in love 

Oh no, I’m falling in love again 

Oh, I’m falling in love 

Hailey: This is the year where I go from being on the fence 
about the Hurricanes as a top-tier contender to picking them 
as my Stanley Cup winner in my (way too early) preseason 
predictions. Andrei Svechnikov looks great thus far. Brent 
Burns and Jaccob Slavin are a great top pair. And they’ll get 
a nice trade deadline boost when Max Pacioretty comes off 
LTIR. 

So yes, you could say that I am falling in love with Carolina 
this season. 

Dom: The Hurricanes have burned us before, leading to 
some trepidation, but damn, they look for real this season. 

Sean:  I’m just going to use this space to say that anytime 
you folks see the term “oomph per 60” pop up regarding this 
team — that’s Dom, not me. But yes, it seems like there’s an 
uptick in finishing ability down there. 

Dom: Safe to assume that anything awesome and fun was 
coined by me, yes. 

3. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 6 
Record: 5-1-0 
Dom rank: 5 
Sean rank: 3 
Hailey rank: 3 

Lately I’ve been dressing for revenge 

Dom: After a breakup, the best thing to do is show how much 
better off you are without them. Calgary had two very high-
profile breakups this summer — but Hot Girl Fall has gone 
extremely well for the vengeful Flames. A 5-1-0 start 
screams “we don’t need you.” 

Sean: After a shaky start, Jacob Markstrom has stopped 57 
of the last 60 shots he’s faced. If he’s fresh come spring, he’s 
a league-wide X-factor. 

4. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 3 
Record: 4-2-1 
Dom rank: 3 
Sean rank: 4 
Hailey rank: 4 
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Summer went away, still the yearning stays 

I play it cool with the best of them 

Hailey: The Avalanche had a long summer of Stanley Cup 
parties and celebrations. They’re back now, and haven’t 
exactly had a hot start to the season, but we know that 
they’re still hungry for another championship and – barring 
disaster – should be right in the mix once again. 

Sean: The five-on-five numbers are middling, but it’d take 
Alexandar Georgiev turning out to be an upturned mop 
wearing an Avs jersey for me to worry all that much about 
this team. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 8 
Record: 6-2-0 
Dom rank: 4 
Sean rank: 5 
Hailey rank: 5 

Best believe I’m still bejeweled when I walk in the room 

I can still make the whole place shimmer 

Dom: This lyric was tailor-made for the Golden Knights. 
There were some writing the team off after last season’s 
disaster, but they’ve clearly still got the goods to be an elite 
team. 

Hailey: They also have shimmery helmets and their jerseys 
sparkle. 

Dom: Last year the Golden Knights were in their Mirrorball 
era. They’ve upgraded. 

Sean: Given what Vegas has riding on him, we might as well 
just start doing a weekly check-in on Logan Thompson. He’s 
doing just fine (1oth league wide in GSAx, .931 save 
percentage). 

6. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 7 
Record: 4-2-1 
Dom rank: 6 
Sean rank: 6 
Hailey rank: 7 

Picture me, thick as thieves with your ex wife 

Hailey: The Flames might be doing well post breakup, but 
Florida still got Matthew Tkachuk. He’s playing on the top 
line with Aleksander Barkov, leading the Panthers in scoring, 
and has been very effective at five-on-five with three goals 
and seven points in seven. That’s an area where Jonathan 
Huberdeau (one five-on-five point) and the Flames’ new top 
line (zero goals) are still trying to figure out. 

Sean: Aaron Ekblad is targeting a Nov. 12 return, which 
should help prevent the Panthers from humiliations like 
“losing to the Flyers.” 

7. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 2 
Record: 4-2-1 
Dom rank: 7 

Sean rank: 7 
Hailey rank: 6 

Ask me what I learned from all those years 

Ask me what I earned from all those tears 

Ask me why so many fade, but I’m still here 

Dom: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang — still 
elite. As long as they are, so are the Penguins. 

Sean: It’s a big drop from last week, but I’m still not willing to 
read all that much into one horrific period against Edmonton 
immediately followed by a game in Calgary. 

8. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 11 
Record: 4-2-1 
Dom rank: 8 
Sean rank: 8 
Hailey rank: 8 

You know how much I hate that everybody just expects me 
to bounce back 

Just like that 

Hailey: An ode to Tyler Seguin who barely had a quad 
muscle in 2021 and everyone expected to just be OK? 

Dom: He’s got six points in eight games. Not a bad start. 

Hailey: It’s almost like we expected him to bounce back too 
soon. 

Sean: Top 10 in expected goal percentage, top 10 in points 
percentage, elite players at each position. 

9. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 4 
Record: 3-3-2 
Dom rank: 9 
Sean rank: 9 
Hailey rank: 9 

I think I’ve been a little too kind 

Didn’t notice you walking all over my peace of mind 

Dom: A little behind-the-scenes from Power Rankings HQ: 
Last week, Sean and I were absolutely ready to rank the 
Rangers second (!) after a strong start. Whoops! The Power 
Rankings Curse strikes again as the Rangers drop four 
straight. Just as we were ready to go all in on them. 

Hailey: I do think some of their issues in their last four games 
are a matter of puck luck. Mika Zibanejad has zero goals on 
18 shots. The team had 87 shots on goal in their last two 
games and only scored twice. Those have to bounce back 
eventually. Jaroslav Halak played in two of the four losses, 
he’ll (obviously) need to be better whenever Igor Shesterkin 
gets a rest. 

Sean: The Rangers, after aaaaaall that, having solid five-on-
five numbers and lousy goaltending would be very, very 
funny. 
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10. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 13 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 10 
Sean rank: 10 
Hailey rank: 10 

You say ‘what a mind’ 

This happens all the time 

Hailey: Taylor Swift actually wrote this song for Connor 
McDavid. 

Sean: Hey, uh, should Stu Skinner start stealing starts from 
Jack Campbell? The latter was rough yet again on Thursday 
against Chicago, and Skinner is fourth leaguewide in GSAx 
with a .957 save percentage. 

11. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 12 
Record: 4-4-0 
Dom rank: 11 
Sean rank: 11 
Hailey rank: 11 

Does it feel like everything’s just like second-best after that 
meteor strike? 

Hailey: Steven Stamkos on losing in the Stanley Cup Final 
after winning back-to-back championships: “It’s crushing.” 

Dom: High bar in Tampa Bay — one the Lightning are 
struggling to come close to meeting so far. Still early. 

Sean: Tampa opens November with Ottawa, Carolina, 
Buffalo, Edmonton, Washington twice, Dallas and Calgary. 
We’ll know by then whether it’s time to wonder. 

12. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 10 
Record: 4-3-1 
Dom rank: 12 
Sean rank: 13 
Hailey rank: 12 

It’s me 

Hi 

I’m the problem, it’s me 

At teatime 

Everybody agrees 

I’ll stare directly at the sun but never in the mirror 

It must be exhausting always rooting for the anti-hero 

Dom: The chorus to Anti-Hero feels like it was written 
specifically about the Leafs, especially if you think of it as 
“tee time” rather than teatime. And yes, it is exhausting 
rooting for this team. 

Sean: Everything will be fine, so long as Ilya Samsonov 
keeps this up for several more months. 

13. Minnesota Wild 

Last Week: 15 
Record: 3-3-1 
Dom rank: 14 
Sean rank: 12 
Hailey rank: 14 

Do I really have to tell you how he brought me back to life? 

Hailey: I don’t know about you guys, but watching Kirill 
Kaprizov gives me life. This can also be applied to Marc-
Andre Fleury turning things around and bringing life back into 
the Wild. 

Sean: Maybe those first two games were a blip on the radar 
for Fleury. He had another good night on Thursday against 
Ottawa (27 saves on 29 shots). 

Dom: Vintage. 

14. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 20 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 16 
Sean rank: 14 
Hailey rank: 13 

I searched the party of better bodies 

Just to learn that my dreams aren’t rare 

Dom: Ottawa spent all summer attempting to turn the corner 
by acquiring Alex DeBrincat, Claude Giroux and Cam Talbot 
— and so far it’s working well. The problem? The Senators 
play in the very deep Atlantic where there are four 
contenders, plus the rising Sabres and Red Wings. It’s going 
to be an uphill battle. 

Sean: Josh Norris might be out for the season. That’s a huge 
loss and the main reason I couldn’t bring myself to put them 
any higher. 

15. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 17 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 13 
Sean rank: 15 
Hailey rank: 15 

I can’t speak, afraid to jinx it 

I don’t even dare to wish it 

Hailey: Two years in a row, I’ve said the Devils are going to 
turn things around. They’ve had some shaky games due to 
goaltending, but there are a ton of reasons to be optimistic 
about New Jersey, including a league-leading 69 percent 
expected goal rate at five-on-five. I don’t want to get ahead 
of myself though. I refuse to be a jinx. 

Dom, on the other hand, had a different idea. Care to 
explain? 

Dom: I’m thinking of another J-word: Juggernaut. Although, 
in Swiftlore… J-words are a bad omen. 
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Sean: Once again, we’re assuming that a goaltender 
dumped by the Capitals is going to be good enough for 
another Model-approved Eastern Conference contender. 

16. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 9 
Record: 3-3-0 
Dom rank: 15 
Sean rank: 16 
Hailey rank: 16 

Trick me once, trick me twice 

Don’t you know that cash ain’t the only price? 

It’s coming back around 

Dom: Three straight multi-goal losses and the Blues are 
suddenly a middling 3-3-0. The big thing is that last year’s 
magic — outscoring expectations — hasn’t quite manifested 
for St. Louis yet. Once again, the Blues are struggling to out-
chance opponents with a 47 percent expected goals rate… 
but this time the actual goal rate is even worse at five-on-five 
at 37 percent. Isn’t that something? 

Sean: If Jordan Binnington keeps this up (.936 save 
percentage, 10th-best GSAx in the league), he’ll offset a 
chunk of whatever regression the Blues wind up facing. 

17. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 19 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 17 
Sean rank: 17 
Hailey rank: 17 

My smile is like I won a contest 

And to hide that would be so dishonest 

And it’s fine to fake it ’til you make it 

Til you do 

Til it’s true 

And it’s like snow at the beach 

Weird but f–––– beautiful 

Dom: Once again, the vibes in Buffalo are pretty incredible. 
Should this team be any good based on the roster? Probably 
not, but hey, it’s working and it’s beautiful. Sabres fans have 
every right to be happy with the team right now — no need to 
hide it — and even if they aren’t for real yet, that time is 
coming. Soon. 

Sean: They’ve got talent at the top of the roster and two 
decent goaltenders. Might end up being a little realer than we 
thought. 

18. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 21 
Record: 3-4-1 
Dom rank: 18 
Sean rank: 19 
Hailey rank: 18 

God rest my soul, I miss who I used to be 

Hailey: The Predators played well against St. Louis on 
Thursday. But, they’re still not the contender they were three 
years ago. 

Sean: They scored five unanswered goals against the Blues, 
their underlyings are half-decent and Juuse Saros hasn’t 
quite found his form. I’m less worried about them than I 
thought. 

19. Los Angeles Kings 

Last Week: 16 
Record: 4-5-0 
Dom rank: 19 
Sean rank: 18 
Hailey rank: 19 

Take the moment and taste it 

You’ve got no reason to be afraid 

Hailey: The Kings looked promising in their taste of the 
playoffs last season. Then they added Kevin Fiala and 
locked up Adrian Kempe — after having a good offseason 
the year before too! — it’s time to take the next step. 

Sean: Jonathan Quick and Calvin Petersen have been 
brutal. Combining for the 26th-best save percentage in the 
league, regardless of how much there is to like about the rest 
of the roster, is not going to work. 

20. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 22 
Record: 4-4-0 
Dom rank: 20 
Sean rank: 20 
Hailey rank: 20 

Sometimes I feel like everybody is a sexy baby 

And I’m a monster on the hill 

Dom: This much-discussed line from “Anti-Hero” fits perfectly 
with the NHL’s resident senior’s home who will spend the 
season thwarting off up-and-coming teams like Ottawa, New 
Jersey, Buffalo and Detroit. The NHL’s sexy babies. 

Sean: This is the one time I’m going to acknowledge the bit 
— it’s a “30 Rock” quote. There’s nothing to discuss. Tom 
Wilson and Nicklas Backstrom are skating a bit, so that’s 
nice. 

21. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 18 
Record: 3-2-2 
Dom rank: 22 
Sean rank: 21 
Hailey rank: 21 

I laid the groundwork and then, just like clockwork 

The dominoes cascaded in a line 

Dom: This line worked a little better before the Red Wings 
got throttled by the Bruins, a measuring stick game that 
showed just how far Detroit still has to go. Still, everything is 
going according to plan thanks to the foundation Steve 
Yzerman has built here, Detroit’s mastermind. 
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Hailey: I still liked the offseason moves they made. Just 
because they might need one more year of seasoning and 
drafting high doesn’t mean the Yzerplan isn’t going exactly 
according to plan. 

Sean: They got worked by the Devils the night before, too. 
The Wings went in the tank a few different times last season. 
Time to see if things are actually much different. 

22. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 23 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 21 
Sean rank: 24 
Hailey rank: 23 

If you fail to plan, you plan to fail 

Dom: Honestly, we don’t really know what the Jets are doing. 
It doesn’t really feel like they do either. 

Sean: I just hope Rick Bowness is feeling better. 

23. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 14 
Record: 3-4-0 
Dom rank: 23 
Sean rank: 23 
Hailey rank: 22 

So scarlet, it was maroon 

Hailey: *Gestures wildly at the Islanders’ five-on-five 
defensive impacts* 

Their expected goals against per 60 (3.45) is second last in 
the league. Who would have thought the Islanders would be 
a leaky defensive team when they fired Barry Trotz? 

Sean: Maybe that Mathew Barzal-Kyle Palmieri-Zach Parise 
line will work, after all. Through seven games, they’ve got an 
expected goals percentage of about 73. 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 24 
Record: 5-2-0 
Dom rank: 25 
Sean rank: 22 
Hailey rank: 24 

And then someone screams out 

“She’s laughing up at us from hell!” 

Hailey: Are the Flyers … good?  

Dom: No. 

Hailey: Looks like the joke is on you. 

Sean: And now they’re bailing out Carter Hart. God bless 
them. I hope it lasts forever. 

25. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 25 
Record: 3-4-2 
Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 25 
Hailey rank: 25 

Did all the extra credit then got graded on a curve 

I think it’s time to teach some lessons 

Dom: In expansion terms, the Golden Knights were a very 
tough act to follow — everything Seattle did would be 
compared. Opposing front offices smartened up and Seattle 
did the best it could, but that obviously wasn’t good enough 
in Year 1. Year 2 is showing some promise though as Seattle 
already has a more respectable record and excellent 
underlying numbers in the early goings. 

Of course, they also lost to the Canucks despite dominating 
the shot clock… so… maybe it’s the same old Kraken after-
all. 

Sean: Matty Beniers had six points in his first eight games 
with underlying numbers that suggest even better things on 
the horizon, then beat Thatcher Demko on Thursday night. 
Calder stuff. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 27 
Record: 4-4-0 
Dom rank: 27 
Sean rank: 26 
Hailey rank: 26 

‘Cause there were pages turned with the bridges burned 

Everything you lose is a step you take 

Hailey: The Canadiens have lost a lot of key players in the 
last year leading to a somewhat unexpected rebuild. But 
what they’ve gotten back is continuing to stock their prospect 
cupboard and draft capital. What more do you really want in 
a rebuild? 

Sean: This is going to be one of the best bad teams we’ve 
seen in years. 

27. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 26 
Record: 3-5-0 
Dom rank: 26 
Sean rank: 27 
Hailey rank: 28 

My town was a wasteland 

Full of cages, full of fences 

Pageant queens and big pretenders 

But for some, it was paradise 

Dom: To Johnny Gaudreau, Columbus was exactly where he 
wanted to be. To the rest of us, it was an odd choice going to 
a very thin team (a wasteland) that wasn’t as good as their 
record (big pretenders). So far so good for Gaudreau who’s 
scoring at a point-per-game, but not so much for the 3-5-0 
Blue Jackets. 

Sean: I dunno, I’ll throw on the Blue Jackets if the rest of the 
games are lame. Patrik Laine is back. David Jiricek is 
already on the roster. 
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28. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 29 
Record: 4-3-0 
Dom rank: 28 
Sean rank: 28 
Hailey rank: 27 

I should not be left to my own devices 

They come with prices and vices 

I end up in crisis 

Dom: As spooky season comes to an end, there is perhaps 
no scarier duo than “the Chicago Blackhawks” and “have 
traded.” The first domino to this crisis was the Seth Jones 
trade, but they’ve only dug bigger holes since — and now 
they might not even be bad enough to fully tank. 

Hailey: My favorite thing to happen this week was 
Blackhawks fans trying to galaxy-brain an Alex DeBrincat 
trade back to Chicago. 

Sean: Alex Stalock had a rough Thursday night — Connor 
McDavid, things of that nature — but he came into the game 
with a .938 save percentage and the sixth-best GSAx in the 
league. That’s how this is happening, in other words. 

29. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 28 
Record: 1-5-1 
Dom rank: 29 
Sean rank: 29 
Hailey rank: 30 

And the voices that implore 

“You should be doing more” 

To you I can admit 

That I’m just too soft for all of it 

Dom: Really expected more out of the Ducks to start the 
season — they look awful. They’re also one of the least 
physical teams in the league which may be a problem if any 
of their young players want to “skill it up” this season. 

Sean: Whatever — Trevor Zegras has a one-timer now. 

30. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 31 
Record: 3-7-0 
Dom rank: 31 
Sean rank: 30 
Hailey rank: 29 

I have this thing where I get older but just never wiser 

Hailey: Are we talking about the previous management group 
who kept signing aging players to long contracts? Or the 

aging players on long-term contracts? Choose your own 
adventure! 

Sean: Congrats to Kevin Labanc and Matt Benning, the only 
two guys on this roster with an expected goals percentage 
above 50. 

31. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 32 
Record: 2-4-0 
Dom rank: 32 
Sean rank: 31 
Hailey rank: 31 

And every single one of your friends was making fun of you 

But 15 seconds later they were clapping too? 

Then what did you do? 

Dom: The whole “playing in a college arena” thing is one big 
joke, a Mickey Mouse operation for what should be a major-
league team. It’s getting routinely made fun of for good 
reason. 

On the other hand, it’s also going to rule. A college 
atmosphere is going to make Coyotes home games actually 
fun this year, especially with tickets set aside for a students 
section. And a drumline! Neat! 

Sean: It’s unfair that we have to think critically each week 
about a team that doesn’t take this season seriously. Just 
speed-run this whole thing. 

32. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 30 
Record: 1-5-2 
Dom rank: 30 
Sean rank: 32 
Hailey rank: 32 

You know how scared I am of elevators 

Never trust it if it rises fast 

It can’t last 

Hailey: Did we all put too much trust in the 103-point pace 
Canucks under Bruce Boudreau? Did Thatcher Demko 
create a mirage with excellent goaltending? Do I have trust 
issues? 

Dom: Some Canucks fans certainly did, but hey — they got 
their first win of the season! Good for them, it only took a 
couple weeks. 

Sean: If you look at certain numbers, you may think that the 
Canucks don’t deserve to be down here. Do not look at those 
numbers.
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Vancouver Canucks acquire Ethan Bear from Carolina Hurricanes 

By Thomas Drance 

The Vancouver Canucks acquired defenseman Ethan Bear 
from the Carolina Hurricanes for a fifth-round draft pick, the 
teams announced Friday. The Canucks also received 25-
year-old forward Lane Pederson as part of the deal. Here’s 
what you need to know: 

 The 25-year-old Bear had five goals and nine 
assists, while averaging 16:05 per game over 58 
contests last season. 

 Bear has not played this season. He’s on a one-
year $2.2 million contract. 

 The Hurricanes will retain 18 percent of Bear’s 
salary and cap hit. 

 Vancouver has been hit by injuries to start the 
season, with defensemen Quinn Hughes and Travis 
Dermott both out. 

 The Canucks are 1-5-2 on the season and won their 
first game Thursday. 

Why each club was interested in this deal 

The Hurricanes needed to get Bear to a situation in which 
he’d play, and there was a fair bit of interest in the talented 
right-handed defender around the league. Ultimately it’s the 
Canucks that were able to snag him in a deal that also 

returns an American League depth player in Pederson, who 
is a plus skater. 

From the Hurricanes’ end, they were able to shed two one-
way salaries, free up a contract slot and net a fifth-round pick 
for a fringe non-tender candidate that wasn’t in their lineup. 

From the Canucks end, Bear is now probably their best or 
second-best right-handed defender and helps the club 
address their biggest weakness at a reasonable price. 

Why did Bear only fetch a fifth-rounder 

Vancouver is relatively asset poor, but they’re a relatively big 
market team and seized on an opportunity to effectively 
“purchase” Bear, by taking on an additional one-way salary 
(Pederson is due $750k this season). That’s solidly creative, 
even if the retention on Bear made stomaching Pederson’s 
salary somewhat more palatable from the Canucks” 
perspective. 

Where does Bear fit in Canucks’ lineup 

Bear likely plays on Vancouver’s second pair immediately, 
and could be the stay-at-home answer on Hughes’ right side 
in the short term. His hockey IQ and fitness levels have been 
issues in the past, but he appears to have addressed the 
latter issue over the past couple of years. In any event, he’s 
now easily Vancouver’s most dynamic two-way right-handed 
defender and will help the club enormously in the short term, 
with some remaining upside to grow into a top-four player.
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NHL’s biggest surprises early in 2022-23: Emerging stars, disappointing starts, and what 
else didn’t we see coming? 

As the first month of the NHL’s 2022-23 calendar nears its 
end, the Philadelphia Flyers are in first place in the 
Metropolitan Division, the Tampa Bay Lightning are tied for 
last in the Atlantic and Kyle Connor is eighth on the Winnipeg 
Jets in scoring. 

Even the boldest of our predictions are being surpassed by 
the surprises of a season in action. 

What has been each team’s biggest surprise so far, for good, 
bad or ugly? The Athletic posed that question to the writers 
who know the teams best. 

Here’s what they said. 

Anaheim Ducks 

John Klingberg’s lack of offensive impact: The most notable 
of the free agents signed by general manager Pat Verbeek is 
playing a lot of minutes for Anaheim but having next to no 
positive impact in the early going. Klingberg was supposed to 
add extra oomph to a promising Ducks power play, and it 
has been lackluster and unproductive. He can still move the 
puck with the best of them, but he’s been surprisingly poor 
on his handle, and turnovers have resulted. The Ducks knew 
he would be no dynamo in his own end, but he is expected to 
be so when he crosses the red line. They weren’t counting 
on only two assists and a minus-6 rating in the first eight 
games. — Eric Stephens 

Arizona Coyotes 

The vastly improved power play: Even without Nick 
Schmaltz, who played only 2:26 in the first game before 
getting injured, the Coyotes’ power play is humming along at 
a 27.6 percent success rate, a significant improvement over 
last season’s 30th-ranked PP, which managed only a 13.9 
percent conversion rate. A big part of that has been the play 
of Shayne Gostisbehere, who leads the team in goals (four), 
points (eight) and PP points (five) while gobbling up around 
23 minutes of ice time per night. Gostisbehere is on an 
expiring contract and is going to be intriguing trade-deadline 
bait for any contender needing a PP QB. — Eric Duhatschek 

Boston Bruins 

Nick Foligno’s resurgence: The Bruins placed Foligno on 
waivers prior to the start of the season for cap purposes. It 
has not affected him at all. The No. 4 left wing has three 
goals and four points in nine games while averaging 12:30 
per appearance. He had just two goals in 64 games all of last 
season and looked like he might have hit the end of the road. 
In retrospect, limited offseason training, combined with 
oblique, knee and head injuries, kept Foligno from 
performing to expectations. — Fluto Shinzawa 

Buffalo Sabres 

JJ Peterka’s seamless NHL adjustment: Peterka came into 
the season with a lot of promise after an outstanding season 
in Rochester, but his preseason was a bit uneven and 
expectations were that he may need some time to adjust to 
the NHL game. Instead, he hit the ground running, with four 
points in Buffalo’s first six games. He has adjusted well to the 

pace of the game and has been one of the Sabres’ most 
consistent forwards. That’s he’s doing so this quickly is a 
pleasant surprise. — Matthew Fairburn 

Calgary Flames 

Nazem Kadri not missing a beat: There wasn’t much reason 
to doubt that Kadri would succeed in Calgary, at least in the 
early years of the seven-year, $49 million contract he signed 
this offseason. But not many predicted he’d start the season 
as one of the league’s hottest players. There’s the six-game 
points streak, the three-point night against the Penguins, the 
highlight-reel goal in the Battle of Alberta while playing in 
hostile territory — and he’s doing this while playing alongside 
Andrew Mangiapane and Dillon Dube on a line that’s 
supposed to be second fiddle. It has been a perfect fit so far. 
— Julian McKenzie and Hailey Salvian 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Jalen Chatfield’s dominance: Like I said earlier this week, I 
should have known better than to bet against Chatfield. 
Whether paired with Calvin de Haan or Dylan Coghlan, he 
has been dominant. Heading into Friday’s home game 
against the Islanders, the Hurricanes’ possession numbers 
with him on the ice were just shy of 70 percent. His average 
of 2.17 shots per game (13 in six games) was higher than 
Cale Makar (who’s played more than 183 minutes to 
Chatfield’s under 77 and gets tons of power play time), and 
at five-on-five, no defenseman in the league was getting 
more shots per 60 minutes than Chatfield’s 10.85. — Cory 
Lavalette 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Getting something for nothing in Jason Dickinson: Dickinson 
was, essentially, acquired as a cap hit by the Blackhawks, 
who coaxed a second-round pick out of the Canucks in order 
to take on his $2.65 million salary for this season and next. 
But he has been a revelation, stepping in and posting a 
three-point game in his Blackhawks debut, five points in his 
first four games and helping transform the penalty kill into an 
absolute wrecking crew, with four shorthanded goals already. 
Can he keep this up? Unlikely. But he’s gotten back to the 
all-around play he showed in Dallas and lost in Vancouver 
and has been a perfect fit for Luke Richardson’s aggressive 
forechecking style. — Mark Lazerus 

Colorado Avalanche 

Alexandar Georgiev’s fast adjustment: Each of Colorado’s 
past two starting goaltenders — Philipp Grubauer and Darcy 
Kuemper — had an adjustment period when first acquired. 
Georgiev, this past offseason’s trade acquisition, has looked 
comfortable from the start, especially in a 44-save effort 
against the Rangers, his former team, on Tuesday. He has 
saved more goals than expected, according to Evolving-
Hockey, and has a .921 save percentage in five starts. It’s an 
encouraging sign for the Avalanche, who traded for Georgiev 
despite him not having experience as a full-time starter. — 
Peter Baugh 
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Columbus Blue Jackets 

Cole Sillinger losing his momentum: It’s too early to deem 
this a sophomore slump, but Sillinger’s second NHL season 
so far has looked nothing like his rookie season, when he 
scored 16 goals. Sillinger finally earned his first point of the 
season (an assist) in Tuesday’s 6-3 loss to Arizona, and he 
has just 15 shots on goal and six high-danger scoring 
chances in the Blue Jackets’ first nine games. With a better 
start, he could be playing on the top line between Johnny 
Gaudreau and Patrik Laine, but Boone Jenner (at season’s 
start) and Jack Roslovic (as of Friday) have taken the spot. 
— Aaron Portzline 

Dallas Stars 

Ty Dellandrea’s versatility and impact: The Stars have a 
handful of candidates for this among their young players, 
including Nils Lundkvist and Wyatt Johnston. However, by 
expectations-to-impact ratio, Dellandrea grades out the 
highest. The Stars expected him to be a decent depth 
forward, but instead he’s been a player who has helped drive 
production of whatever line he’s on, whether he was the right 
winger for the second line with Mason Marchment and Tyler 
Seguin that got off to a hot start or now helping Johnston and 
Jamie Benn. As DeBoer said of Dellandrea, “If we had two of 
him, we’d be alright.” Dellandrea has made a noticeable 
mark at even strength and has been one of the top penalty-
killing weapons in the NHL. — Saad Yousuf 

Detroit Red Wings 

Dominik Kubalik’s resurgence: Just months after the 
Blackhawks opted not to make him a qualifying offer, Kubalik 
has opened the 2022-23 season on a tear. He had 10 points 
in his first six games, has already worked his way onto the 
top line and top power-play unit, and looks much more like 
the player who scored 30 goals as a rookie than the one who 
struggled last season. He won’t stay this hot all year, but he 
looks like a legit contributor on a bargain contract. — Max 
Bultman 

Edmonton Oilers 

Stuart Skinner’s .957 save percentage: Skinner had just 14 
NHL appearances to his name heading into the season. 
That’s not a lot, especially since the Oilers are counting on 
him to make at least 25 starts behind new No. 1 goalie Jack 
Campbell. Skinner has alleviated any concerns so far. He 
was perfect in relief of Campbell in 2 1/2 periods against the 
Flames and was the biggest reason the Oilers secured a 
road win over the Blues. Overall, he has posted a .957 save 
percentage in three appearances this season. Sure, that’s 
unsustainably high, but the team has enjoyed his early work. 
— Daniel Nugent-Bowman 

Florida Panthers 

Colin White, offensive dynamo: The Panthers signed White 
to a one-year, $1.2 average-annual-value deal after Ottawa 
bought him out. Best-case scenario seemed to be that he’d 
rebound to add bottom-six defensive value after an 
absolutely brutal end to his time with the Sens. He’s been 
better than that so far, though, putting up seven points in 
eight games. More importantly, he’s meshing with Anton 
Lundell and showing enough under the hood (63.6 percent 

expected goals rate) to suggest that he could keep it up. — 
Sean Gentille 

Los Angeles Kings 

Gabriel Vilardi’s scoring: Even if he recently downplayed a 
question about the confidence he has now, the 23-year-old is 
playing with a ton of it after struggling to find enough 
consistency to stay with the Kings full-time previously. Vilardi 
leads L.A. with six goals and 10 points even as he has 
played between the second and third lines. Coach Todd 
McLellan rewarded him Thursday with a third-period move to 
the top line with Anze Kopitar and Adrian Kempe. It may not 
be permanent, but it’s a sign of how much Vilardi has grown 
in a short time. Freed of the heavy responsibility of playing 
center, the 6-foot-3 forward is using his size to hog the puck 
in the offensive end and his soft hands to make plays and be 
a finisher at the net. — Eric Stephens 

Minnesota Wild 

The power play’s turnaround: Special-teams play was a big 
part of the Wild’s demise last season, particularly the power 
play when they needed a big goal in the first round against 
the Blues. Fixing that was a focal point this past offseason, 
and here we are, seven games in, and the Wild’s power play 
is clicking at 31 percent, good for third in the NHL. Mats 
Zuccarello leads the league with eight power-play points, and 
Kirill Kaprizov has chipped in six. — Michael Russo 

Montreal Canadiens 

The emergence of Arber Xhekaj: Xhekaj, 21, was not drafted 
and did not play in the OHL in 2020-21, but he managed to 
get invited to Canadiens training camp and signed an entry-
level contract by the end of it in the fall of 2021. A year later, 
the rugged defenseman earned a spot on the Canadiens’ 
blue line before playing a single minute of pro hockey at any 
level. Xhekaj is confident and fearless (he shook Zack 
Kassian like a ragdoll during a fight) and has very good 
mobility and interesting offensive skills. There is a chance he 
is sent down to the AHL at some point, but he’s undoubtedly 
the talk of the town in Montreal. — Marc Antoine Godin 

Nashville Predators 

A moribund power play: Granted, the Preds did get a much-
needed goal with the man advantage in a much-needed win 
over St. Louis on Thursday, but that elevated their celebrated 
power play to 27th in the league (9.7 percent). This after the 
same group with the same approach finished sixth last 
season at a robust 24.4 percent. Sometimes the puck just 
doesn’t go in for a stretch, but the Preds’ first unit has been 
far too discombobulated. And that ties directly into a 
collective slow start for this team’s high-priced players. — 
Joe Rexrode 

New Jersey Devils 

How dominant they’ve been at five-on-five: Signs pointed to 
New Jersey being a good team at even strength after they 
made progress in front of the net last season and made a 
few key additions over the summer … but not to this degree. 
After Friday’s 1-0 win over the defending champion 
Avalanche, the Devils lead the league with a nice 67.8 
percent expected-goals rate at five-on-five, according to 
Evolving-Hockey, evidence of their efforts on both ends of 
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the ice. Adds like John Marino have solidified the back end, 
while the foundational players are leading the way up front. 
The results should come as long as the saves are there, and 
the Devils could become a force if this keeps up. — Shayna 
Goldman 

New York Islanders 

Lack of scoring from their centers: We knew that the 
Islanders might have trouble scoring, but after Friday’s two-
goal game from center Brock Nelson, they now have only 
that many on the season from centers. Nelson was the 
team’s leading goal-scorer last season, with 37, and it was 
especially concerning to see him not getting a ton of chances 
early. Mathew Barzal is more of a playmaker than a goal-
scorer, but it’s still surprising that he’s still on zero himself 
after signing a massive extension. On a more positive note, 
the Islanders have seven goals from defensemen in their first 
eight games. But they’re going to need more from the guys 
up front. Maybe Nelson’s two-goal night can get the 
momentum going. — Kevin Kurz 

New York Rangers 

Igor Shesterkin being human: Last season’s Vezina Trophy 
winner and Hart Trophy finalist is sporting a very ordinary 
.916 save percentage through five starts and made a 
puckhandling mistake that led to an Avalanche goal 
Tuesday. Now, .916 is still well above the league average so 
far, but the Rangers’ offense has been sputtering, so they 
need Shesterkin to wear the cape again. He hasn’t done it 
yet. — Arthur Staple 

Ottawa Senators 

Shane Pinto’s goal-scoring: If you asked Senators fans 
before the season to predict the team’s leading goal-scorer 
near the end of October, you would probably have seen a lot 
of votes for Alex DeBrincat, Tim Stützle, Josh Norris, Brady 
Tkachuk, Drake Batherson — but nobody was thinking Pinto 
would emerge into a dynamic goal-scorer this quickly. There 
was so much emphasis on Ottawa’s newly improved top six 
that a lot of people forgot about Pinto on the third line. But 
the rookie has made sure to stay in the spotlight, with a 
scorching start that has included a rookie franchise-record 
goal-scoring streak. Now, with Norris sidelined for an 
extended period of time, there is a good chance Pinto can 
take on an even bigger role. His surprising start has certainly 
lifted him into the early Calder Trophy conversation. — Ian 
Mendes 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Their 5-2-0 record: I don’t think anyone expected the Flyers 
to win five out of their first seven games, especially given 
that top players Sean Couturier and Cam Atkinson have 
combined for zero games played. Is it sustainable? Probably 
not. The Flyers rank near the bottom of every five-on-five 
advanced metric and have been carried by Carter Hart’s 
sterling play (.947 save percentage, undefeated in five 
starts). But regardless of the process, it’s still a shock to look 
at the Metropolitan Division standings with October coming 
to a close and see the Flyers at the top. — Charlie O’Connor 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Danton Heinen’s showcase: Danton Heinen scored 18 goals 
last season, so it’s not a surprise he’s potted three already in 
2022-23. But how he’s gone about it is a pleasant 
development for the Penguins. Heinen has supplanted an 
injured Jake Guentzel on the top line and has not looked out 
of place. He’s won puck battles with his skill and has taken 
advantage of opportunities created by Sidney Crosby. The 
Penguins would be in trouble without him. — Rob Rossi 

San Jose Sharks 

Nico Sturm and Evgeny Svechnikov earning bigger roles: 
Sturm was a relatively under-the-radar free-agent addition, 
and Svechnikov came aboard just before training camp 
started. They began the year together on the fourth line but 
have been promoted to third-unit duty in large part because 
they have been the most effective offensive duo on the club. 
Sturm is tied for the team lead with four goals, while 
Svechnikov has two goals and four points. The only forward 
on the team with more points is Logan Couture after his 
three-point night against Toronto. — Corey Masisak 

Seattle Kraken 

How well they are scoring by committee: Obviously the 
Kraken needed saves last season, but scoring support was 
missing as well. That’s what management sought to fix over 
the summer with additions like Andre Burakovsky and Oliver 
Bjorkstrand, along with an infusion of youth in Matty Beniers 
full-time and Shane Wright seeing his first action. Still, even 
with those changes, the star-power factor was missing. But 
so far, Seattle’s offense has been greater than the sum of its 
parts. A few days back, @NHLtoSeattle measured that the 
Kraken lead the league in unique goalscorers, and that’s 
been key to their start. — Shayna Goldman 

St. Louis Blues 

Jordan Kyrou’s slow start: The Blues had enough confidence 
in Jordan Kyrou’s future that they signed him to an eight-
year, $65 million contract in September. As they would be 
with any young player, the Blues are focused on the big 
picture with the 24-year-old and that looks bright based on 
his 27-goal, 75-point season in 2021-22. That said, Kyrou’s 
slow start this year has to be concerning. Through six 
games, he has just one point — a goal in Game 2. Through 
six games last season, he had two goals and eight points. — 
Jeremy Rutherford 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Nick Perbix filling a need on defense: The Lightning blue line 
entered the season in flux after the trade of Ryan McDonagh, 
departure of Jan Rutta and injury to Zach Bogosian. It meant 
a pressing need for replacements. We didn’t think one of 
them would be Nick Perbix, a 2017 sixth-rounder who has 
looked strong in just his first handful of NHL games. There’s 
been a dropoff in Tampa Bay’s penalty kill and defense 
overall, but it’s encouraging Perbix is showing he’s an option 
on the right side. — Joe Smith 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Ilya Samsonov’s solid start: The biggest surprise, generally, 
is the team-wide scuffling out of the gate. The most pleasant 
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surprise, on the other hand, has to be Samsonov. He has 
won four of his first five starts and posted a .932 save 
percentage. His play has been all the more important with 
Matt Murray sidelined by injury. Can Samsonov keep it up? 
That’s the big question. — Jonas Siegel 

Vancouver Canucks 

Blown third-period leads: Vancouver set an NHL record by 
opening the season with blown multiple-goal leads in four 
consecutive losses. At a micro level, the penalty kill has been 
a disaster. J.T. Miller’s five-on-five impact both defensively 
and offensively has been sorely lacking, and Thatcher 
Demko hasn’t looked like his usually sturdy self. — Harman 
Dayal 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The solid goaltending without Robin Lehner: On the 
shoulders of Logan Thompson and Adin Hill, the Golden 
Knights have the NHL’s second-highest team save 
percentage at .940. There were major question marks in the 
crease for Vegas this season after Lehner underwent double 
hip surgery, but these two unproven netminders have risen 
to the occasion thus far, with Thompson’s 29-save shutout 
Friday the latest showcase. The Golden Knights’ team 
defense deserves a ton of credit, too, keeping teams to the 
outside and making the goalie’s lives easier, but Thompson 
and Hill have made key saves in big moments and have yet 
to allow a single soft goal. — Jesse Granger 

Washington Capitals 

Backup goalie Charlie Lindgren’s strong play: A full-time 
NHLer for the first time, Lindgren has shined in both of his 
starts with his new team: a 36-save defeat in Toronto and a 
38-save victory in New Jersey. He boasts a .925 save 
percentage and, per Sportlogiq’s analytics, has saved 0.67 
goals above expected. Lindgren has also endeared himself 
to the room and staff with his effervescent personality and 
tireless practice habits. Although he is not expected to 
challenge undisputed No. 1 Darcy Kuemper and two starts is 
a small sample size, the Caps have every reason to feel 
confident about their decision to ink the 28-year-old to a 
three-year, $3.3 million contract this summer. — Tarik El-
Bashir 

Winnipeg Jets 

Kyle Connor being eighth in team scoring: Connor is coming 
off a 47-goal, 93-point season that set Winnipeg Jets 2.0 
records, and he remains a top-line force who troubles 
goaltenders every time he shoots. This season, he leads the 
Jets in shots and expected goals and has been skating as 
well as ever. Yet he has just one goal and four points in the 
first eight games, landing him eighth in team scoring. It’s too 
early to sound the alarm, but it’s all kinds of strange to look 
at the Jets scoring leaders and see Connor behind seven 
players, including two defencemen and shutdown center 
Adam Lowry. — Murat Ates
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Hurricanes deal Ethan Bear, Lane Pederson to Canucks for 5th-rounder 

The 25-year-old defenseman had been a healthy scratch in 
20 straight games  

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — The seemingly inevitable became a reality 
Friday afternoon when the Hurricanes finally traded 
defenseman Ethan Bear hours before he was set to be a 
healthy scratch for the 21st straight game. 

Carolina dealt Bear and depth forward Lane Pederson to 
Vancouver in exchange for a fifth-round pick in the 2023 
draft. The Hurricanes retained $400,000, a little more than 
18%, of Bear’s $2.2 million contract that expires after this 
season. 

Bear played 58 games last season after being acquired from 
Edmonton in the summer of 2021 for Warren Foegele, 
totaling five goals and nine assists. 

He started the 2021-22 season alongside Jaccob Slavin on 
Carolina’s top pair but caught COVID-19 in late November. 
After being isolated in a San Jose hotel, Bear returned to the 
team but lost his spot alongside Slavin to Tony DeAngelo. 
He never really regained his form, battling for ice time on the 
Hurricanes’ third pairing. 

The 25-year-old was a healthy scratch for all 14 of Carolina’s 
playoff games last season, last playing in the team’s regular 
season finale. 

The Hurricanes entered training camp with four defensemen 
battling for two spots on the third pairing. Jalen Chatfield 
seized one spot, playing in all of Carolina’s first six games, 
while one of Calvin de Haan and Dylan Coghlan played 
opposite him. 

Bear, meanwhile, was a healthy scratch in the season’s first 
two weeks, and ongoing trade rumors heated up as the team 
opted to put Jordan Martinook on waivers to maximize their 
long-term injured reserve space rather than Bear. Martinook 
cleared waivers, as the team expected, and that allowed 
Carolina to keep Bear on the roster and shop him around the 
league without having other teams trying to exploit a bad cap 
situation. 

Bear said during preseason that the trade speculation, which 
started in the offseason, wasn’t affecting him. 

“I don’t think it was hard at all. I’m kind of used to it now at 
his point,” said Bear, who was also the subject of rumors 
when he was with the Oilers in the lead-up to his trade to 
Carolina. “My name gets put out there a lot. It’s kind of just 
everyday life nowadays.” 

On Thursday, Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour admitted it 
was a difficult position for Bear. 

“It’s tough for him,” Brind’Amour said. “We understand that, I 
guess, we just have a lot of quality defensemen on this team, 
which is a great thing to have. … So it’s tough on him. I 
understand that, but it’s just how it is.” 

It culminated in Friday’s trade, which also sent 25-year-old 
Pederson to the Canucks. Pederson, acquired in the trade 
that brought Brent Burns to Carolina, had no points in four 
games with the AHL’s Chicago Wolves. 

The Hurricanes now have nine draft picks in the 2023 NHL 
Draft. Carolina holds all its own picks except its third-round 
selection, but it also has Philadelphia’s third-rounder, 
Vancouver’s fifth and Chicago’s sixth.
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Mistakes cost Hurricanes in 6-2 loss to Islanders 

Brent Burns scored his first goal with Carolina in the loss 

By Cory Lavalette  

RALEIGH — Even with a new coach leading their bench, the 
Islanders looked like the same old team Friday night in 
Raleigh. 

New York feasted on the Hurricanes’ mistakes and then 
counterattacked when Carolina tried to claw its way back into 
the game, leading to a 6-2 win for the Islanders in front of a 
sellout crowd at PNC Arena. 

“Once we got behind, it just felt like we tried almost too hard 
to make plays that aren’t there,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said, “and that fed right into what they wanted to 
do.” 

The Hurricanes (4-2-1) in fact never led, tying the game 
twice but succumbing to coach Lane Lambert’s Barry Trotz-
inspired structured style. 

“Give them a little credit,” Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal 
said. “I thought they did a good job of keeping their game 
simple and getting the pucks out when they needed to and 
not letting us sustain any pressure and really just kind of 
making us make mistakes. And that’s kind of our aim, our 
style. That’s what we want to do, and they did it to us.” 

Carolina finally got some momentum just before the game’s 
midway point when Martin Necas scored his fourth goal of 
the season by finishing off a pretty give-and-go play with 
Brady Skjei to tie the game 1-1, but the Islanders (4-4-0) 
answered quickly each time the Hurricanes seemed to get 
back in the game. 

The Isles scored the first of three goals in 1:57 of game time 
to reclaim the lead when Hurricanes defenseman Jalen 
Chatfield was forced into a turnover by Casey Cizikas. The 
puck went to Matt Martin in the high slot, and the rugged 
winger scored stick side on Frederik Andersen (26 saves) to 
give New York the lead again at 14:29 of the second. 

Seventy-seven seconds later, Brent Burns got his first goal 
with the Hurricanes, snapping a shot through traffic that hit a 
body in front and got past Ilya Sorokin (33 saves) to tie the 
game 2-2. 

But Carolina made another mistake, and New York made the 
Hurricanes pay. 

Center Sebastian Aho’s pass through the neutral zone was 
intercepted by the Islanders and pushed ahead to Mathew 
Barzal. The New York center found Josh Bailey — playing in 
his 1,000th game in the NHL — at the top of the left faceoff 
circle, and Bailey dangled around Skjei and waited out 
Andersen to give the Islanders a 3-2 lead at 16:26 of the 
second. 

“You can’t give up a goal right after we finally get back and 
tie it up,” Brind’Amour said. 

The Hurricanes then had a chance to tie the game in the final 
two minutes of the second period when the Islanders were 
called for consecutive penalties and gave Carolina 83 
seconds of a 5-on-3 power play. 

Burns and Dylan Coghlan took turns teeing off on one-timers 
on Sorokin, with Coghlan hitting the post just 16 seconds into 
the two man-advantage and the Islanders even going down 
one broken stick, but the Hurricanes were unable to covert 
and entered the third period down a goal. New York’s penalty 
kill is still perfect on the season, denying all 28 chances by 
opponents this season. 

“I’ll take that all day,” Brind’Amour said of the Hurricanes’ 
chances at 5-on-3. “We had Brent Burns (with) two or three 
right down the pipe, we hit the post. It’s probably a different 
game if we pump one in there, but their goalie played really 
well. I give him a lot of credit, he was excellent.” 

The Hurricanes continued to make mistakes in the third, and 
Brock Nelson scored twice in the period to extend the lead to 
5-2. The Islanders capped the scoring when Zach Parise 
scored into an empty net immediately after Carolina went on 
a late power play with 1:54 remaining. 

The Hurricanes travel to Philadelphia to play the Flyers on 
Saturday night to complete their first back-to-back set of the 
season. 

“The good news is they get to go right back at tomorrow,” 
Brind’Amour said. 

Notes: Before the game, the Hurricanes traded defenseman 
Ethan Bear and forward Lane Pederson to Vancouver. … 
Oliver Wahlstrom opened the scoring off a feed from Barzal. 
… Teuvo Teravainen was demoted off the top line, flipping 
places with Jordan Martinook to stop the third period, and 
finished the game minus-3. … Martinook, who assisted on 
Burns’ goal finished the night with a 91.67% Corsi For 
percentage (22-2).
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Recap: Canes Suffer Setback Against Islanders, 6-2 

Burns scores first as a Cane, but the Isles come out on top 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes' weekend back-to-
back started on a sour note Friday, falling to the New York 
Islanders by a score of 6-2. 

Three Things 

1) Necas Stays Hot 

Although it wasn't a strong night as a whole for home club, 
one positive from the effort was the ninth point in seven 
games for Martin Necas. 

After New York had claimed their first lead of the night, #88 
and Brady Skjei combined for a must-see give-and-go goal 
that evened the contest for Carolina. 

2) Burns Gets His First 

After the first period concluded with each team posting 
single-digit shots on goal, each turned up the output for the 
middle frame. 

One of Carolina's 17 shots came via Brent Burns, who threw 
one on from his post at the point, squeaking by Islanders 
netminder Ilya Sorokin. The goal now gives him points in 
back-to-back games and his five points (1-4--5) lead the 
team's blueliners in scoring. 

3) New York's Penalty Kill Stays Perfect 

Entering the game a perfect 25-for-25, a key component to 
the Islanders victory was their ability to hold the Canes off 
the scoreboard on their man advantage. Rod Brind'Amour's 
crew only had three power play attempts on the night, but 
two came as a five-on-three scenario during the late stages 
of the second period. 

Trailing by one, Carolina had a glowing opportunity to even 
the contest and take the game into the third tied. However, 
the NHL's best won the battle. 

The Canes managed to put five shots on Sorokin during the 
1:23 two-man advantage, but as the cliché goes, New York's 
netminder was their best penalty killer. 

In total, the Islanders' goalie turned away 33 out of 35 placed 
upon him over the course of the contest. 

They Said It 

Jordan Staal on what went wrong for the team tonight... 

"Give them credit, I thought they did a good job of keeping 
their game simple and getting the pucks out when they 
needed to. They didn't let us sustain any pressure. They 
made us make mistakes and that's our game, that's our 
style. They did that to us. I think we were still sloppy with the 
puck a few times. We had our miscues and they made us 
pay." 

Rod Brind'Amour offering his thoughts on the defeat... 

"We had a couple tough bounces and they capitalized. They 
played well. Give a lot of credit to the other team. The puck 
was on us, we coughed it up and it was in the back of our 
net. Once we got behind we almost tried too hard. We tried 
to make plays that weren't there and that fed right into what 
they wanted to do." 

Bonus Notes 

 Frederik Andersen suffered just his second loss of 
the season in net for Carolina, allowing five on 31 
shots against. 

 Brock Nelson led the way offensively for New York 
with a pair of goals, both coming in the third period. 

 Islanders forward Josh Bailey, who was playing in 
his 1,000th NHL game tonight, also recorded a goal 
for his team. 

 New York finished the night with 28 blocked shots. 

What's Next? 

The Canes are scheduled to travel to Philadelphia post-
game for the second half of their back-to-back set. The team 
will take on the Flyers at the Wells Fargo Center Saturday 
night at 7 p.m.
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Preview: October 29 at Philadelphia 

Canes aim to get back in the win column, hope for a Friday-
Saturday split 

By Walt Ruff 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. - The Carolina Hurricanes will look to 
quickly turn the page from last night's defeat, taking on the 
Philadelphia Flyers in the second half of a back-to-back set 
Saturday. 

When: Saturday, October 29 

Puck Drop: 7 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports+ 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 4-2-1 (9 Points, T-3rd, Metropolitan Division) 

Canes Last Game: 6-2 Loss to the New York Islanders on 
Friday, October 28 

Flyers Record: 5-2-0 (10 Points, T-1st, Metropolitan Division) 

Flyers Last Game: 4-3 Win over the Florida Panthers on 
Thursday, October 27 

THE QUICK HITS: 

Last Time Out: In their first game back home after a 13-day 
road trip, the Canes took a tough 6-2 defeat to the Islanders 
Friday. Martin Necas continued his hot start to the campaign 
and Brent Burns recorded his first as a member of his new 
club, but it was New York's night as a whole. Goaltender Ilya 
Sorokin was strong throughout, denying 33 out of 35 and the 
Isles' penalty kill remained perfect on the season by going 3-
for-3. 

Post-game both Rod Brind'Amour and players alike were 
quick to credit New York for their efforts, however, they were 
also honest in saying that their team needs to be better. 

Get Pucks On (And Through): In addition to their penalty kill, 
one area that the Islanders really excelled in Friday was 
blocking shots. They were credited with 28 over the course 
of 60 minutes. Tonight the Canes will be tasked with finding 
more lanes, specifically from the blue line, if they want to 
have success. 

1100 For Staal: Carolina Captain Jordan Staal will play in his 
1100th NHL game tonight. 668 have come with the Canes 
after playing the first 431 of his career with Pittsburgh. 

Shooting Star: Despite being held off the scoresheet in 
Friday night's defeat, Andrei Svechnikov's seven goals this 
season remain tied for second league-wide. Only Connor 
McDavid (8) has more. 

Strong In The Dot: Paul Stastny started the season playing 
on the left wing of Staal and Jesper Fast. He's since moved 
to centering a line that also features Derek Stepan and 
Stefan Noesen. Since being back in the middle he's won 
70.8% of his faceoffs, tops among all NHL centers that have 
taken at least 20 draws. 

Give Me That: Defenseman Jaccob Slavin has 13 takeaways 
through seven games this year, tied for second in the NHL. 
Since the start of the 2015-16 season, his rookie year, no 
defenseman in the league has more (492). 

Injury Report: Defenseman Calvin de Haan (day-to-day) has 
not played in either of the team's last two games. Forward 
Ondrej Kase remains out of the lineup and in concussion 
protocol since October 13. 

On The Other Side: Under the guidance of new Head Coach 
John Torterella, Tony DeAngelo and the Philadelphia Flyers 
have had a hot start to their season. They've allowed just 17 
goals in seven games and starting netminder Carter Hart has 
registered a save percentage of .947 in his five starts. 
Forward Kevin Hayes leads the group with 10 points in 
seven contests. Defenseman Ivan Provorov ranks third in the 
NHL with his 29 blocked shots. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes will be wearing their 
white uniforms tonight. 

AFTER TODAY: 

The Canes are scheduled to travel back to Raleigh post-
game and have an off day slated for Sunday. They'll return to 
action Monday against the Washington Capitals at 7 p.m.
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Bear, Pederson traded to Canucks by Hurricanes 

Carolina receives fifth-round pick in 2023 Draft for 
defenseman, forward 

Ethan Bear and Lane Pederson were traded to the 
Vancouver Canucks by the Carolina Hurricanes on Friday. 

Carolina received a fifth-round pick in the 2023 NHL Draft. 

Bear, a defenseman, has not played an NHL game this 
season. He had 14 points (five goals, nine assists) in 58 
games for Carolina last season and did not play in the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

The 25-year-old signed a one-year, $2.2 million contract with 
the Hurricanes on July 28 and can become a restricted free 
agent after the season. 

"Obviously, we've watched him through the Western Hockey 
League starting in Seattle and had an early start in 
Edmonton and got traded to Carolina, and hopefully he's 
excited to come back to Canada and be part of the 
Vancouver Canucks and hopefully this will give the coaching 
staff more options on the back end," general manager Patrik 
Allvin said. "He's a very smart defenseman and he showed 
early in his career in Edmonton that he is a really good puck 
mover and transition defenseman." 

Selected by the Edmonton Oilers in the fifth round (No. 124) 
of the 2015 NHL Draft, Bear has 47 points (13 goals, 34 
assists) in 190 regular-season games for the Oilers and 
Hurricanes and no points in eight playoff games. 

"Everything we can do to improve our team, I'm good [with 
it]," Vancouver coach Bruce Boudreau said. "I haven't seen 
Ethan play in a long time, but I remember him in Edmonton 
as a very good puck-moving defenseman and very 
aggressive offensively, so we're looking forward to having 
him here." 

Pederson, a forward, was acquired by Carolina on July 13 
from the San Jose Sharks, along with defenseman Brent 

Burns. He has not played in the NHL this season and has no 
points in four games with Chicago of the American Hockey 
League. 

The 25-year-old is in the final season of a two-year contract 
he signed with San Jose on July 28, 2021, and can become 
an RFA after the season. 

Signed by the Arizona Coyotes on Oct. 13, 2016, Pederson 
has five points (one goal, four assists) in 44 regular-season 
games with the Coyotes and Sharks. 

Vancouver is currently without defensemen Quinn Hughes, 
who is week to week with a lower-body injury, Travis Dermott 
(upper-body injury), Tucker Poolman (undisclosed) and Riley 
Stillman (undisclosed). The Canucks have played 10 
defensemen this season. 

"We have been a little bit depleted here early on our back 
end," Allvin said. "As we said all the way along, we wanted to 
add younger players. We got a right-shot defenseman that's 
been playing in the League for a couple of years and been 
part of some playoffs and hopefully we could get him back on 
track here with our group." 

On Thursday, Vancouver acquired forward Jack Studnicka 
from the Boston Bruins for goalie Michael Dipietro and 
defenseman prospect Jonathan Myrenberg. 

Studnicka, 23, has played one game with the Bruins this 
season. He has seven points (one goal, six assists) in 38 
regular-season games since he was selected in the second 
round (No. 53) of the 2017 NHL Draft. Studnicka has no 
points in five postseason games. 

The Canucks (2-5-2) won their second straight game Friday, 
5-1 against the Pittsburgh Penguins. They got their first win 
of the season with a 5-4 victory against the Seattle Kraken 
on Thursday.
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Bailey scores in 1,000th NHL game, Islanders defeat Hurricanes 

Nelson has two goals; Burns gets first goal with Carolina 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

Josh Bailey scored the game-winning goal in his 1,000th 
NHL game when the New York Islanders defeated the 
Carolina Hurricanes 6-2 at PNC Arena in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, on Friday. 

Bailey gave the Islanders a 3-2 lead at 16:26 of the third 
period when he took a pass from Mathew Barzal, drew 
Frederik Andersen out of position and scored on the 
backhand. 

"'Barzy,' when he gets the puck, you're just trying to find 
open ice," Bailey said. "He curled up and the timing worked 
out well. I was able to put a good move on him and put it in 
the back of the net." 

Selected in the first round (No. 9) of the 2008 NHL Draft, 
Bailey is the third to play 1,000 games with New York, joining 
Hall of Famers Denis Potvin (1,060) and Bryan Trottier 
(1,123). 

"There was countless texts from friends and former 
teammates, family and everyone," the 33-year-old forward 
said. "Just overwhelming with the support and all the kind 
words." 

Bailey, who has 557 points (178 points, 379 assists) in his 
NHL career, scored his 23rd career game-winning goal. 

"For Josh, it's fun to see that," New York forward Brock 
Nelson said. "You can't write it any better, him getting the 
game-winner. Huge part of the franchise and this team, so 
well deserved." 

Nelson scored two goals, Anthony Beauvillier and Barzal 
each had two assists, and Ilya Sorokin made 33 saves for 
the Islanders (4-4-0), who have won two in a row following a 
three-game losing streak. 

Brent Burns and Martin Necas scored, and Andersen made 
26 saves for the Hurricanes (4-2-1). 

"Their goalie played really well, I give him a lot of credit," 
Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "But their team game, 

I think they played their best game in the [five] years I've 
been [coaching] against them. By far the best game they've 
played." 

Oliver Wahlstrom gave New York a 1-0 lead at 16:29 of the 
first period on a 2-on-1 with Barzal, but Necas tied it 1-1 at 
8:57 of the second period on a give-and-go with Brady Skjei 
when he redirected the return pass backdoor. 

Matt Martin put the Islanders ahead 2-1 at 14:29 after 
Hurricanes defenseman Jalen Chatfield turned the puck over 
in front of the net and Casey Cizikas swiped the puck to 
Martin for the goal. 

"We were a little sloppy with the puck a few times," Carolina 
captain Jordan Staal said. "A couple of miscues, and they 
made us pay." 

Burns scored his first goal with the Hurricanes on a one-timer 
from inside the blue line that deflected off Islanders 
defenseman Scott Mayfield to tie it 2-2 at 15:35. The 
defenseman, who also has four assists this season, was 
acquired from the San Jose Sharks on July 13. 

After Bailey made it 3-2, Nelson scored twice. He extended 
the lead to 4-2 at 3:59 of the third period off a cross-ice pass 
from Beauvillier and made it 5-2 at 11:06 after a dot-to-dot 
pass from Beauvillier. 

"He's walking down with an open shot, and he freezes the 
goalie for me, which is huge," Nelson said. "Great plays by 
him, and it's nice to be on the end of it." 

Zach Parise scored a short-handed empty-net goal with 1:54 
left for the 6-2 final. 

NOTES: Barzal has nine assists in eight games, including 
five in the past three. … The Islanders were 3-for-3 on the 
penalty kill, including a 5-on-3 for 1:23 late in the second 
period. New York has not allowed a power-play goal in each 
of its eight games (28-for-28) to start the season, 
establishing a new NHL record. … Carolina forwards 
Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen were each minus-3. … 
Burns scored his 228th NHL goal, passing Steve Duchesne 
and Kevin Hatcher for 12th place all-time among 
defensemen.
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Canucks acquire Ethan Bear, Lane Pederson from Hurricanes 

VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — The struggling 
Vancouver Canucks acquired defenseman Ethan Bear and 
forward Lane Pederson from the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Friday for a fifth-round draft pick. 

The 25-year-old Bear had five goals and nine assists in 58 
games for the Hurricanes last season, but has yet to appear 
in an NHL game this season. He has 13 goals and 34 assists 
in 190 career NHL games with Carolina and Edmonton. 

“We’re pleased to have added an established defenseman to 
our blue line,” Canucks general manager Patrik Allvin said in 
a statement. “It gives the coaching staff another option with 
his right shot, his ability to move pucks, and his ability to get 
the puck out of our own end quick. (Bear’s) transition game 

has been something that I’ve watched over the years that I 
like.” 

Carolina will retain $400,000 of Bear’s $2.2 million contact 
that is due to expire at the end of the season. 

The 25-year-old Pederson is scoreless in four games this 
season for the Chicago Wolves in the American Hockey 
League. He has a goal and four assists in 44 NHL games 
with Arizona and San Jose. 

Vancouver hosted Pittsburgh on Friday night. The Canucks 
beat Seattle 5-4 on the road Thursday night to end their 
season-opening losing streak at a franchise-record seven 
games.

 

Bailey, Nelson lift Islanders past Hurricanes 6-2 

By Bob Sutton 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Josh Bailey celebrated his 1,000th 
NHL game with a big play for the New York Islanders. 

Bailey snapped a tie in the second period, and the Islanders 
set an NHL record for successful penalty kills to begin a 
season in a 6-2 victory over the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Friday night. 

“The guys in here knew how much this meant to me,” Bailey 
said. “They all stepped up and played a (great) game.” 

Brock Nelson had two goals in the third period for the 
Islanders, who won for the first time in three road games this 
season. Oliver Wahlstrom and Matt Martin also scored 
before Zach Parise added a short-handed empty-netter. 

The Islanders seemed inspired by Bailey. 

“Those things seem to happen to the guys who do things the 
right way,” teammate Cal Clutterbuck said. “I’m glad I was 
here for that.” 

The 33-year-old Bailey made it 3-2 with 3:34 left in the 
second, capping a stretch of three goals combined for the 
teams in less than two minutes. 

“Everyone is thrilled for Josh,” Islanders coach Lane Lambert 
said. “His career, his successes, what a better what to cap 
your 1,000th game doing something like that.” 

Mathew Barzal and Anthony Beauvillier each had two assists 
for New York. 

Islanders goalie Ilya Sorokin made 32 saves after stopping 
41 shots in a 3-0 victory over the New York Rangers on 
Wednesday night. 

With three more penalty kills, the Islanders haven’t allowed a 
power-play goal in their first eight games, the first team in 
league history to accomplish that feat. 

Martin Necas and Brent Burns scored for the Hurricanes, 
who played at home for the first time in more than two 
weeks. They weren’t able to duplicate the solid play that 
contributed to a 3-1-1 road trip. Frederik Andersen stopped 
26 shots. 

“Once we got behind, I just felt like we were trying almost too 
hard,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 

The first goal occurred when Barzal led a transition 
sequence and passed the puck back to Walstrom, who 
drilled the puck past Andersen. It was Wahlstrom’s fourth 
goal of the season, but he had gone four games without a 
point. 

Necas scored on a give-and-go with Brady Skjei 8:57 into the 
second, cutting down the slot to secure the goal. 

The teams then combined for three goals in a 1-minute, 57-
second span. Martin put the Islanders back on top when he 
cleaned up a Carolina turnover and blasted a shot past 
Andersen. 

Burns, a veteran defenseman, posted his first goal with 
Carolina on a shot from inside the blue line. Bailey scored 51 
seconds later. 

The most impressive New York stretch came with a 5-on-3 
penalty kill late in the second period, a sequence that 
included center Jean-Gabriel Pageau on an extended shift 
without his stick. The Islanders are 28 for 28 on penalty kills, 
marking a franchise record to start a season. 
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“The kill did a tremendous job there,” Nelson said. “The 
turning point, giving us the momentum going into the third 
period.” 

COUNT TO A THOUSAND 

Bailey, a right winger, became the third player in team history 
to reach the 1,000-game mark. A 2008 first-round pick, he’s 
in his 15th season with the Islanders. 

“Couldn’t be more happy for a teammate, a friend,” Pageau 
said. “I think that’s the same feeling for everyone.” 

Only Bryan Trottier (1,123) and Denis Potvin (1,060) have 
played in more games for the Islanders. 

Bailey, 33, had one point this season entering the game, 
scoring Wednesday night against the Rangers. 

BEAR-LY GONE 

Carolina traded defenseman Ethan Bear to the Vancouver 
Canucks. 

Bear, who had been scratched in each of the Hurricanes’ first 
six games, played in 58 games last season after a previous 
stint with the Edmonton Oilers. 

In return for Bear and minor-league forward Lane Pederson, 
the Hurricanes acquired a fifth-round pick in the 2023 draft. 

UP NEXT  

Islanders: Saturday night at home vs. Colorado. 

Hurricanes: Saturday night at Philadelphia.

 

Philadelphia takes on Carolina in Metropolitan Division play 

Carolina Hurricanes (4-2-1, third in the Metropolitan Division) 
vs. Philadelphia Flyers (5-2-0, first in the Metropolitan 
Division) 

Philadelphia; Saturday, 7 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -178, Flyers 
+150; over/under is 6.5 

BOTTOM LINE: The Philadelphia Flyers host the Carolina 
Hurricanes in a matchup of Metropolitan Division opponents. 

Philadelphia had a 25-46-11 record overall and went 8-14-4 
in Metropolitan Division games last season. The Flyers 
averaged 2.6 goals on 31.0 shots per game last season. 

Carolina had a 54-20-8 record overall and went 20-12-1 in 
Metropolitan Division games last season. The Hurricanes 
scored 277 total goals last season, with 51 power-play goals 
and four shorthanded goals. 

INJURIES: Flyers: Bobby Brink: out (hip), Cam Atkinson: out 
(upper body), Ryan Ellis: out (pelvis), James van Riemsdyk: 
out (finger), Patrick Brown: out (back), Sean Couturier: out 
(back). 

Hurricanes: Ryan Suzuki: out (upper body), Ondrej Kase: out 
(concussion), Jake Gardiner: out (hip/back), Calvin de Haan: 
day to day (undisclosed), Cavan Fitzgerald: out 
(undisclosed), Max Pacioretty: out (achilles).
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Canucks acquire Ethan Bear, Lane Pederson from Hurricanes for draft pick 

The Vancouver Canucks have traded for defenceman Ethan 
Bear from the Carolina Hurricanes. 

"I'm hoping he's going to find his way. I said before, 
especially for defencemen, I've seen a lot of them (who 
have) a lot of ups and downs before you establish yourself 
and understand how to play night in and night out," said 
Canucks general manager Patrik Allvin prior to Friday's 
game against the Pittsburgh Penguins.  

"He's definitely capable of being a top-four defenceman. 
We're just going to make sure he understands how we want 
to play, and then the coach is going to find a fit for him." 

Carolina will also send minor league forward Lane Pederson 
in exchange for a 2023 fifth-round draft pick while also 
retaining $400,000 of Bear's salary in the deal.  

"It's always important when you're working in a cap system 
here, and for us, being on LTIR, every dollar matters," said 
Allvin of how important the retained salary was. "It was 
definitely a big part of the negotiation with Carolina, but I 
thought that this was a fair deal for both of us." 

Bear has not played a game this season after signing a one-
year, $2.2 million deal with the Hurricanes this past off-
season.  

The 25-year-old was selected in the fifth round of the 2015 
draft by the Edmonton Oilers but was traded to Carolina in 
2021 for forward Warren Foegele. 

The right-shooting rearguard has 13 goals and 34 assists for 
47 points in 190 NHL games. 

"I think he's a very smart defenceman, and he showed early 
in his career in Edmonton that he's a really good puck mover 
and transition defenceman there," said Allvin. 

"He's still young, and if you look around the league, there is a 
lot of defenceman that. . . break through in this age. And I 
thought he was good in Carolina as well. Hopefully here he's 
excited about the opportunity that we have to give him." 

Pederson has appeared in four games in the AHL for the 
Chicago Wolves (AHL) so far this season. In 44 career NHL 
games for the San Jose Sharks and the Arizona Coyotes, 
the 25-year-old has five points.
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Canucks Acquire Ethan Bear from Hurricanes 

By Mike Stephens 

It's been a busy 24 hours in Vancouver.  

After taking a flier on one young player in need of a fresh 
start on Thursday night, the Vancouver Canucks pulled the 
trigger to bring in another, acquiring defenseman Ethan Bear 
from the Carolina Hurricanes on Friday, along with forward 
Lane Pederson, in exchange for a fifth-round draft pick in 
2023.  

As reported in the deal, the Hurricanes will retain 18 percent 
of Bear's $2.2 million cap hit this season.  

Bear had been rumored to be on the move for quite some 
time, with the young defenseman clearly falling out of favor 
with the Hurricanes' coaching staff in his time with the club, 
leading to him being a healthy scratch in every game this 
season.  

There's no doubt that Bear is a worthwhile player to take a 
flier on, possessing some very intriguing tools that can be 
quite effective if developed properly. But it's a risk 
nonetheless.  

Did Bear have a great 2021-22 campaign? No, he didn't. And 
he'd probably admit that himself. 

Bear suited up in just 58 games this past season, averaging 
the lowest ice-time total of his career thus far and racking up 
just five goals and nine assists for 14 points while displaying 
the same hesitancy in the defensive end that landed him 
outside the Canes' top-six towards the end of the season. 
Injuries played a factor in Bear's struggles, absolutely. But he 
could have been better. 

Still, there is cause for optimism. Bear is a young player still 
trying to iron some things out. How many of those have we 
seen go on to accomplish great things?  

Not to mention, Bear is a right-shot defenseman in a league 
with very few of them, who puts up encouraging underlying 
numbers and still has some room left to grow. 

For the Canucks, who may very well boast the worst defense 
corps in the NHL outside of Arizona, Bear is a worthwhile 
reclamation project who is still young enough to develop and 
has proven he can handle heavy minutes in the right 
situation.  

The Canucks' front office has been aggressive of late to 
salvage their disastrous start to the season. Whether these 
moves will help that cause remains to be seen.
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Carolina acquires fifth-round pick for Bear, Pederson 

The Carolina Hurricanes traded Ethan Bear and Lane 
Pederson to the Vancouver Canucks for a fifth-round pick. 

By Ryan Henkel 

The Carolina Hurricanes finally caved and moved out one of 
their eight defenseman, trading Ethan Bear to the Vancouver 
Canucks along with forward Lane Pederson in exchange for 
a 2023 fifth-round pick. 

Along with that, the Hurricanes will be retaining 18%, or 
$400,000, of Bear’s one-year contract. 

It was obvious that Bear wasn’t going to make the roster 
barring a few injuries, so this gives the young defenseman a 
chance for a fresh start with the Canucks who badly need 
defensive help. 

Bear started off strong with Carolina, but fizzled out after a 
tough bout with COVID-19 midseason.  

The pick might not amount to much, but cap space and 
contract space are the biggest gains by the Hurricanes in this 
move. It’s also more about giving two guy chances to 
actually playing some meaningful minutes in the NHL, rather 
than sitting the press box or playing down in the AHL. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – October 28, 2022 

‘CANES ACQUIRE FIFTH-ROUND PICK FROM CANUCKS 

Bear, Pederson traded to Vancouver 

RALEIGH, N.C. – Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has acquired a 
fifth-round pick in the 2023 NHL Draft from the Vancouver 
Canucks in exchange for defenseman Ethan Bear and 
forward Lane Pederson. As part of the deal, Carolina will 
retain 18% of the remaining salary cap hit on Bear’s contract. 

Bear, 25, earned 14 points (5g, 9a) in 58 NHL games with 
the Hurricanes in 2021-22 and has yet to appear in an NHL 
game this season. The 6’0”, 207-pound defenseman has 
registered 47 points (13g, 34a) in 190 career NHL games 
with Carolina and Edmonton. A native of Regina, Sask., Bear 
was selected by the Oilers in the fifth round (124th overall) of 
the 2015 NHL Draft. 

Pederson, 25, has skated in four American Hockey League 
(AHL) games with Chicago this season. The 6’1”, 188-pound 
forward has tallied 142 points (67g, 75a) in 209 career AHL 
games with Tucson, San Jose and Chicago. The Saskatoon, 
Sask., native has also posted five points (1g, 4a) in 44 career 
NHL games with Arizona and San Jose.
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Canes drop dud against Islanders 

The Carolina Hurricanes came out and finished flat as they 
fell to the New York Islanders 6-2 Friday night at PNC Arena. 

By Ryan Henkel 

Nothing went the Carolina Hurricanes’ way in their 6-2 loss at 
the hands of the New York Islanders Friday night at PNC 
Arena. 

The little mistakes proved fatal as the Isles capitalized on 
nearly every one of them while the Canes were left 
scrambling and trying to force too many plays. 

It was the kind of game that the Islanders wanted to play, 
and Carolina fell right into it. 

“Give them credit,” said captain Jordan Staal. “I thought they 
did a good job of keeping their game simple and getting 
pucks out when they needed to and not letting us sustain any 
pressure and really just making us make mistakes. That’s 
kind of our game and our style and what we want to do and 
they did it to us. I think we were a little sloppy with the puck a 
few times, a couple of miscues and they made us pay.” 

The misplays mostly took place in the defensive zone and 
came from subtle little miscues, like a bouncing puck or a 
missed assignment off a faceoff. But the worst part was that 
the Canes kept making those blunders just after they crawled 
back into the game. 

Twice they tied the score up just to give it right back to New 
York. 

The Islanders capitalized on those chances and once 
Carolina got behind, they just lost their composure. 

“We knew the way they were going to play,” said head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour. “We talked about it. I thought we fought 
back, but you can’t just give up a goal once we finally get 
back in and tie it. We were having two or three turnovers in 
the neutral zone trying to make something happen when we 
just didn’t need to. There was nothing there. They made us 
pay for it.” 

While Martin Necas and his line continued to stay hot — 
Necas’ give-and-go goal with Brady Skjei tied the game up at 
1-1 — the rest of the Hurricanes’ forward lines are still 
floundering to consistently produce. 

The Canes have just nine even-strength goals from the rest 
of their nine forwards combined and Sebastian Aho has 
three of those. 

They need a lot more from the rest of the lineup if they want 
to be competitive.  

“All four [lines] have got to get going,” Staal said. “We can’t 
have any passengers. My line obviously has to find ways to 
create more. We’ve been getting better, but there’s still more 
out there. For sure for myself. You can’t have any 
passengers if you want to win in this league and I thought 
tonight there was a few too many.” 

The Canes also failed to capitalize on really their one true 
power play opportunity.  

They ended up with a 5-on-3 power play for 1:23 late in the 
second period, trailing 3-2, and those are the make or break 
moments of games. 

The Hurricanes were doing everything right, with multiple 
bombs being ripped from the point and even a couple of 
strikes on the iron, but the Canes just couldn’t strike gold. 

Even though the results weren’t there, Brind’Amour was still 
satisfied with the process. 

“I’ll take that all day,” Brind’Amour said. “We had Brent Burns 
with two or three right down the pipe, we hit the post. It’s 
probably a different game if we pump one in there, but their 
goalie played really well. I give him a lot of credit. He was 
excellent, but really their team game. They played probably 
their best game, in the four years I’ve been going against 
them, by far the best game they’ve played.” 

Maybe one positive that can be taken from the game was 
that Burns finally found the back of the net, with his long 
range shot finding it’s way through a crowd of Islanders and 
ultimately Ilya Sorokin. 

The Canes have needed him to start coming into form and if 
he can get that ball rolling, it will go a long way for them. 

Luckily for the Hurricanes, they don’t have to stew on this 
game long as they head to Philadelphia to take on the Flyers 
Saturday night.
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Canes smacked by Islanders 6-2 in return to Raleigh  

By Bryan Pyrtle and Joey Biancone 

The Carolina Hurricanes suffered a 6-2 loss to the New York 
Islanders on Friday, Oct. 28 in PNC Arena. 

The Canes (4-2-1) lagged behind the Islanders (4-4-0) all 
night, never taking the lead and looking generally sluggish 
after a long five-game road trip out west. Carolina 
surrendered odd rush after odd rush, allowing New York to 
stay on the front foot. The Isles also capitalized on several 
turnovers the Hurricanes made in their own zone. 

“They did a good job of keeping their game simple,” said 
center Jordan Staal. “Getting the pucks out when they need 
to, not letting us sustain any pressure and just making us 
make mistakes. That’s our game and our style. That’s what 
we want to do and they did it to us. We were a little sloppy 
with the pucks a few times, a couple miscues, and they 
made us pay.” 

The Hurricanes squandered a golden power play opportunity 
late in the second period that encapsulated the evening. 
Down 3-2 with 2:40 to go in the period, New York left wing 
Zach Parise went to the box for interference. Defenseman 
Dylan Coghlan dinged a potential game-tying goal off the 
post during the first 37 seconds of the power play, but the 
Canes just couldn’t push the puck into the net. 

A delay of game penalty on Isles center Mathew Barzal gave 
Carolina a crucial 5-on-3 advantage for 1:23. Despite 
showering Islanders goaltender Ilya Sorokin for shots on 
goal, the score still stood at 3-2 going into the second 
intermission. 

“I’ll take that all day,” said head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “We 
had two or three right down the pipe, we hit the post. It's 
probably a different game if we put one in there, but their 
goalie played really well. I give him a lot of credit, he was 
excellent.” 

The two teams traded blows over the first two periods 
starting with New York right wing Oliver Wahlstrom’s goal 
just 3:31 into the game. Wahlstrom quickly quelled the home 
crowd with the opening score, making the Canes play catch-
up all game. 

Unlike the opening 20 minutes, the second period ramped up 
the offensive output with four combined goals. Center Martin 
Nečas put Carolina on the board just under nine minutes into 
the second period, but the majority of the goals occurred 
down the stretch. Islanders left wing Matt Martin put the 
visitors ahead again at the 14:29 mark, but defenseman 

Brent Burns netted his first goal as a Hurricane to knot up the 
score again at 2-2. 

New York right wing Josh Bailey nipped Carolina’s 
momentum in the bud. In his 1,000th game as an Islander, 
Bailey scored less than a minute after Burns to make it 3-2. 

Any chance of a Canes comeback in their second game at 
home completely fell apart throughout the third period. 
Islanders center Brock Nelson would score his first two goals 
of the season to put the Isles up by three. 

The Islanders gifted the home team with multiple golden 
ticket goal opportunities in the latter half of the period that the 
Canes could not capitalize on. 

Even up on the power-play with over two minutes left, the 
Canes gave up a short-handed empty-net goal to Parise just 
10 seconds into their man advantage. 

Sorokin had a monster game with 33 saves on 35 shots 
against, improving his record against Carolina to 2-1 in his 
career. 

Goaltender Freddie Andersen, on the other hand, was under 
constant pressure all night long. Sloppy Carolina turnovers 
and defensive struggles would lead to countless Islander 
odd-man rushes and scoring chances against the Carolina 
netminder. Andersen ended up with 26 saves out of 31 shots 
faced. 

The continued excellence from the second line was one of 
the few positive takeaways for the Hurricanes. Right wing 
Andrei Svechnikov, center Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Nečas put 
together another solid night, accounting for one of Carolina’s 
two goals and posting a 24-15 Corsi advantage in 12:52 on 
the ice. 

On the flip side, the Canes sorely missed production from its 
other lines. Brind’Amour broke up his top line for left wing 
Teuvo Teräväinen and centers Sebastian Aho and Seth 
Jarvis, flipping Teräväinen to the third line for left wing 
Jordan Martinook. The Hurricanes’ fourth line also failed to 
put much offense together, contributing to the loss. 

“All four gotta get going, we can’t have any passengers,” 
Staal said. “My line obviously has to find ways to create 
more. We’ve been getting better, but there's still more out 
there for myself.” 

Carolina will hope for a return to form sooner rather than 
later as it travels to Philadelphia for another Metro division 
matchup against the Flyers on Saturday, Oct. 29. Puck is set 
to drop at 7 p.m.
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Wolves fall to IceHogs 5-3 

ROCKFORD, Ill. – Alexander Pashin scored his first North 
American goal and Nathan Sucese and Jamieson Rees also 
found the back of the net but it wasn’t enough as the 
Chicago Wolves fell to the IceHogs 5-3 on Friday night in 
Rockford. 

Chicago had its two-game winning streak snapped as former 
Wolves player David Gust had two goals and three assists to 
lead the IceHogs. Brett Seney added a goal and two assists 
while Alec Regula and Jakub Regula also scored to help 
Rockford snap a three-game losing skid. 

“I actually thought we battled,” Wolves coach Brock Sheahan 
said. “We carried the play early. We’re going to watch this 
game again and see that there were a lot of good, quality 
chances for us.” 

The Wolves struck first when Pashin sent a laser beam from 
the left dot that sailed over the shoulder of Rockford 
goaltender Dylan Wells into the back of the net. The first-
period score marked Pashin’s first goal of the season and 
first with the Wolves after playing in Russia last season. 

After Rockford took the lead with a pair of goals early in the 
second, Sucese scored his first goal of the season when he 

banged in a pass into the crease from teammate David 
Farrance. 

Rockford then reeled off three consecutive goals to take a 5-
2 lead before Rees knocked in a feed from Max Lajoie from 
in close to cut the deficit to two. On Rees’ first goal of the 
season, Anttoni Honka earned his second assist of the 
game. 

That was it for the scoring as the Wolves fell to 2-3-0-0 on 
the season while Rockford improved to 2-3-0-0. 

“They’re a good team,” Sheahan said of the IceHogs. “They 
have a lot of talent and I thought some of our puck 
management led to good opportunities for them that they 
capitalized on.” 

Zachary Sawchenko (19 saves) suffered the loss in goal for 
the Wolves while Wells (24 saves) earned the win. 

Next up: The Wolves will take on the Milwaukee Admirals at 
7 p.m. on Saturday night at Allstate Arena. 

For information on Wolves ticket plans for the 2022-23 
season — everything from single-game tickets to Flex Packs 
to group outings — visit ChicagoWolves.com or call 1-800-
THE-WOLVES.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article266974441.html 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article267784462.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article267775657.html 
https://theathletic.com/3738852/2022/10/28/nhl-power-rankings-bruins-canucks/ 

https://theathletic.com/3740646/2022/10/28/canucks-trade-ethan-bear-hurricanes/ 
https://theathletic.com/3740551/2022/10/29/nhl-surprises-2022-23-season/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/10/hurricanes-deal-ethan-bear-lane-pederson-to-canucks-for-5th-rounder/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/10/mistakes-cost-hurricanes-in-6-2-loss-to-islanders/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-suffer-setback-against-islanders-6-2/c-336927498 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-october-29-at-philadelphia/c-336928034 

https://www.nhl.com/news/ethan-bear-lane-pederson-traded-to-vancouver-by-carolina/c-336920732 
https://www.nhl.com/news/new-york-islanders-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-336805576 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-vancouver-canucks-canada-d7e93c6f8e40b0f906f409ecec6aa18c 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-new-york-carolina-hurricanes-hockey-3c3de96e97a8806525bd6a3550460e99 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-philadelphia-carolina-hurricanes-flyers-2f85a9e2d0f54e7b8d791eba5f65d2ab 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/canucks-acquire-defenceman-ethan-bear-from-hurricanes/ 
https://thehockeynews.com/news/canucks-acquire-ethan-bear-from-hurricanes 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/10/28/23429015/carolina-hurricanes-acquire-fifth-round-pick-for-ethan-bear-lane-pederson-vancouver-canucks 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/10/28/23429475/carolina-hurricanes-drop-dud-against-new-york-islanders 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/canes-smacked-by-islanders-6-2-in-return-to-raleigh/article_7d26c140-5737-11ed-9002-7fc997c2cbba.html 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/10/28/wolves-fall-to-icehogs-5-3/ 
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Observations from Hurricanes’ 6-2 loss to the Islanders, Carolina’s first 
home loss 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED OCTOBER 29, 2022 12:18 AM 

 

RALEIGH 

After putting in five consecutive road games, the Carolina Hurricanes 
were back in town Friday at PNC Arena. 

A sellout crowd settled in to see the Canes face the New York Islanders, 
most fans expecting good things, but the Islanders came away with a 6-2 
victory as Brock Nelson scored twice and goalie Ilya Sorokin had 33 
saves. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour credited the Islanders’ team game, 
saying, “They played I think the best game in the four years I’ve been 
doing it (as head coach) against them. By far the best game they’ve 
played.” 

SOME QUICK TAKEAWAYS FROM THE GAME: 

▪ In a close game, you have to take advantage of a 5-on-3 power play 
and especially with 1:23 of a two-man advantage. The Canes didn’t and 
lost, falling to 4-2-1. 

Late in the second period, the Isles’ Zach Parise was called for 
interference and then Adam Pelech for flipping a puck over the glass 
attempting to clear. The Canes kept hammering the puck at the net — 
Dylan Coghlan banging one off the post — but could not get one past 
goalie Ilya Sorokin. 

“I’ll take that all day,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s probably a different game if 
we poke one in there but their goalie played really well. 

▪ Rough night at times for the Canes’ third defensemen pairing. A 
turnover in the second period by Jalen Chatfield caused by Casey 
Cizikas in the Canes zone resulted in Matt Martin scoring for a 2-1 
Islanders lead. 

Chatfield and Coghlan had some other adventures in the Canes’ end. 
Chatfield did get a piece of an Islanders’ wraparound in the third to save 
a goal. 

▪ Like every other Canes-Islanders game in the past four or five years, 
everything was contested and the Islanders stayed patient, picking their 
spots. 

“They made us make mistakes,” Canes captain Jordan Staal said. 
“That’s kind of our game and our style, and they did it to us. A few 
miscues and they made us pay.” 
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New York’s first goal came when the Canes’ Brent Burns couldn’t control 
the puck at the Isles blue line — a costly bobble. Mathew Barzal took off 
with it on the rush, setting up Oliver Wahlstrom for New York’s first goal. 

After Brent Burns’ first goal with the Canes tied it 2-2 in the second 
period, the Islanders quickly responded as Josh Bailey scored less than 
a minute later. 

“We knew how they were going to play and talked about it,” Brind’Amour 
said. “I thought we fought back. But the crushing ones ... you can’t give 
up a goal right after we get it back and tie it up.” 

▪ Call it a game within the game but watching Canes defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin duel Barzal at times was like a mini-clinic — by both players. 
Barzal had two assists in the game, setting up Josh Bailey for a goal in 
Bailey’s 1,000th career game that would be the game-winner. 

▪ Canes forward Teuvo Teravainen has had a slow start to the season. 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour had Jordan Martinook replace 
Teravainen on the Sebastian Aho line in the third period. Aho and 
Teravainen each had a minus-3 plus/minus rating for the game. 

“That line wasn’t good,” Brind’Amour said. “They need to be better.” 

▪ Big hit in the third period as Aho was hammered into the boards by 
Scott Mayfield. No penalty on the play, which had Canes fans, and Aho, 
steaming. Aho took a run at a few guys before leaving the ice and had 
some hot words for the refs. 
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Vancouver Canucks acquire Ethan Bear from Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Thomas Drance 

3-4 minutes 28/10/2022 

 

The Vancouver Canucks acquired defenseman Ethan Bear from the 
Carolina Hurricanes for a fifth-round draft pick, the teams announced 
Friday. The Canucks also received 25-year-old forward Lane Pederson 
as part of the deal. Here’s what you need to know: 

The 25-year-old Bear had five goals and nine assists, while averaging 
16:05 per game over 58 contests last season. 

Bear has not played this season. He’s on a one-year $2.2 million 
contract. 

The Hurricanes will retain 18 percent of Bear’s salary and cap hit. 

Vancouver has been hit by injuries to start the season, with defensemen 
Quinn Hughes and Travis Dermott both out. 

The Canucks are 1-5-2 on the season and won their first game Thursday. 

Why each club was interested in this deal 

The Hurricanes needed to get Bear to a situation in which he’d play, and 
there was a fair bit of interest in the talented right-handed defender 
around the league. Ultimately it’s the Canucks that were able to snag him 
in a deal that also returns an American League depth player in Pederson, 
who is a plus skater. 

From the Hurricanes’ end, they were able to shed two one-way salaries, 
free up a contract slot and net a fifth-round pick for a fringe non-tender 
candidate that wasn’t in their lineup. 

From the Canucks end, Bear is now probably their best or second-best 
right-handed defender and helps the club address their biggest 
weakness at a reasonable price. 

Why did Bear only fetch a fifth-rounder 

Vancouver is relatively asset poor, but they’re a relatively big market 
team and seized on an opportunity to effectively “purchase” Bear, by 
taking on an additional one-way salary (Pederson is due $750k this 
season). That’s solidly creative, even if the retention on Bear made 
stomaching Pederson’s salary somewhat more palatable from the 
Canucks” perspective. 

Where does Bear fit in Canucks’ lineup 

Bear likely plays on Vancouver’s second pair immediately, and could be 
the stay-at-home answer on Hughes’ right side in the short term. His 
hockey IQ and fitness levels have been issues in the past, but he 
appears to have addressed the latter issue over the past couple of years. 
In any event, he’s now easily Vancouver’s most dynamic two-way right-
handed defender and will help the club enormously in the short term, with 
some remaining upside to grow into a top-four player. 
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Artem Anisimov progressing after ‘break’ in his foot; Kieffer Bellows to 
debut Saturday 

 

Olivia Reiner 

 

In the Flyers locker room at their practice facility in Voorhees, each 
player on the team receives a stall for their gear with a name placard 
posted on top. But one of those stalls bears the name of a player who is 
technically not on the team — Artem Anisimov. 

A 13-year NHL veteran that played for the New York Rangers, Chicago 
Blackhawks, Columbus Blue Jackets, and the Ottawa Senators, 
Anisimov joined the Flyers on a professional tryout for training camp, 
seeking to return to the league and earn a contract after spending last 
season in the KHL. Anisimov had plenty of familiarity with coach John 
Tortorella, who coached Anisimov for parts of four seasons with the 
Rangers (2009-12). But after the Flyers’ preseason opener on Sept. 24 
against the Boston Bruins, Anisimov saw his contract aspirations put on 
hold. 

Six and a half minutes into the first period, the 34-year-old Anisimov 
blocked a point-blank Vinni Lettieri one-timer off of the laces of his left 
foot, causing what he later found out to be a break. He sustained the 
injury in his fourth shift of the game and ultimately grinded through 21 
more for a total of 18:41 of ice time. 

“It was disappointing, obviously,” Anisimov told The Inquirer. “It’s not fun 
to break the bones, especially in the leg. But I cannot control that. I can 
control if I’m going to block the shot or if I am not going to block the shot.” 

Five weeks after the shot block, Anisimov, who has been listed as out 
with a lower-body injury, is skating again and working his way back to full 
health. He is focused on taking his rehab day-by-day, following the 
guidance of the training staff as he continues through the progression. 
It’s a challenging process to go through alone in a new city, with his wife 
and three children back in Chicago for the time being. 

Anisimov said he has “no idea” what will happen from a contract 
standpoint once he is cleared for contact. But even though he isn’t 
technically on the team, he still feels like a piece of the Flyers’ locker 
room. He has spent plenty of time with fellow injured player Bobby Brink, 
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who is recovering from offseason hip surgery. The two live in the same 
hotel and carpool to games together, watching the Flyers and their 5-2 
start from the press box. He’s also close with fellow Russian Egor 
Zamula, whom Anisimov shares tips with as Zamula looks to become a 
full-time NHL defenseman. 

“The team, the guys, they’re very good,” Anisimov said. “I always hang 
out with them, I go to the games, I’m always in the locker room. I feel like 
I’m part of the team now. Not on paper, [I’m on a] PTO. But inside, for 
me, I feel like I’m part of the team. I don’t know what’s going to happen 
after, but I feel that.” 

Bellows set to make Flyers debut 

After general manager Chuck Fletcher claimed Kieffer Bellows off 
waivers from the New York Islanders on Thursday, the 23-year-old 
forward will make his Flyers debut on Saturday night against the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

Bellows arrived in Philadelphia on Thursday night to watch their game 
against the Florida Panthers and participated in an optional skills practice 
with a limited group on Friday morning. Now, Bellows is eager for a fresh 
start with a youthful Flyers team after spending the last four seasons 
shuffling between the Islanders and their AHL affiliate, the Bridgeport 
Islanders. 

“Talking with the coaches and Chuck about that, he just emphasized the 
young guys that we have on the team and just relatability that you have,” 
Bellows said. “I’m excited for that. Obviously, the young guys here have 
made a big impact on this team.” 

With his powerful shot and 6-foot-1, 195-pound frame, Bellows envisions 
himself as a power forward. It’s a role he hasn’t been able to consistently 
achieve yet at the NHL level. In 68 NHL games, Bellows has scored 11 
goals and registered 14 assists, averaging just 11:29 of ice time. 

In his Flyers debut, Bellows is looking to take a step toward realizing that 
prototype. He wants to keep it simple, as he hasn’t spent any time 
practicing in Tortorella’s system. But Bellows is also looking to showcase 
his calling card and prove to the Flyers that they made the right decision 
by claiming him. 

“I’d say my biggest strength is just shooting the puck and scoring goals,” 
Bellows said. “No matter what, I’m just putting the puck on net. And 
whether that’s five-on-five, power play, whatever it is, I’m shooting to 
score.” 

Breakaways 

The 5-2-0 Flyers will face the 4-1-1 Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday 
night at the Wells Fargo Center (7 p.m., NBC Sports Philadelphia). ... 
Tortorella said that center Tanner Laczynski will be out again due to a 
family matter. This time, with the addition of Bellows to the lineup, he 
plans on playing 12 forwards and six defensemen. 
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'Incredible' Hart improves to 5-0-0 as Flyers hold off Panthers 

 

by Jordan Hall 

 

Carter Hart anchored another win Thursday night as the Flyers fended off 
the Panthers, 4-3, at the Wells Fargo Center. 

The 24-year-old delivered a career-high 48 saves. 

Tony DeAngelo, Scott Laughton, Zack MacEwen and Joel Farabee 
provided the Flyers' goals. 

John Tortorella's club rolled with 11 forwards and seven defensemen. 
Fourth-liner Tanner Laczynski was away from the team for a family 
matter. 

"It is never going to be perfect with this hockey club this year, I'll tell you 
that right now, because we've got so much growing to do," Tortorella 
said. "But as we've played these first seven games, we've handled 
situations and you end up having a little success." 

The Flyers are 5-2-0. 

"I think we knew from the beginning that for us to be successful, every 
single person has to contribute," Ivan Provorov said. "Whether it's 
blocking a shot, getting the puck out of the zone, taking a hit, making 
plays, scoring goals. It has to be a collective effort for us to be 
successful." 

The Panthers (4-3-1) have handed the Flyers one of their two losses. 

• Kevin Hayes and Travis Konecny had no problem turning the page from 
their third-period benching Sunday. 

Tortorella said he turned the page right when the game ended. 

"I turned the page probably at the 15-minute mark when I accepted that I 
wasn't going on the ice," Hayes said Thursday after the team's optional 
morning skate. 

"It's done with. It'll have no effect on me tonight." 

Konecny assisted both of the Flyers' first-period goals. Hayes assisted 
the second marker and then added another in the middle frame. 

They finished with four combined points. 

"I respect everything that Torts brings to this room, I respect all of his 
ideas and all of his coaching stuff," Hayes said. "Obviously when you get 
benched, you don't agree with him. I don't think I'll ever agree with a 
coach that benches me. 

"That was his decision. I turned the page immediately. It does nothing to 
my confidence. I'm not going to sit here and say I agree with it. I don't 
think anyone would ever agree with getting benched. I know what I can 
bring to this team and I think I've been doing it." 

Staying on the ice-time theme, Morgan Frost played only 7:43 minutes 
and Wade Allison 5:09. 

Allison had a shift in the third period. Frost appeared briefly and 
committed a penalty. 

Tortorella will probably do this a good bit. 

"I needed to play Laughts' line and Kevin's line a lot tonight for us to 
compete with that team," Tortorella said. "I just think some other guys 
were overwhelmed. 

"They suffered a little bit there, but that's the only reason. ... They're 
going to have to keep on fighting and try to find their ice time." 

• Hart, who entered with a 1.75 goals-against average and .949 save 
percentage, improved to 5-0-0. 

He allowed more than two goals in a game for the first time this season. 

He faced 18 shots in the first period and had 28 saves by second 
intermission. He ended up seeing 51 shots. 

Brandon Montour trimmed the Flyers' advantage to one early in the third 
period on a Florida power play. Hart closed the door the rest of the way. 

"It's incredible," Konecny said. "He's playing hard, he's playing well. 
We've got to clean up the stuff in front of him and give him a little bit more 
of a rest back there." 
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In the early going of this season, Hart has been the Flyers' best and most 
important player by far. 

"I think that's something we haven't really had the last few years is an 
identity," Hart said. "We're becoming a gritty hockey team to play against. 
I think for us to be successful, that's how we have to play — we have to 
play hard." 

Panthers netminder Sergei Bobrovsky, who entered 19-5-1 in his career 
against the Flyers, yielded the four goals on 22 shots. 

• Laughton scored on his first crack at the net-front power play role. He's 
taking on James van Riemsdyk's job as the big winger is set to miss at 
least a month with a broken finger. 

Laughton's power play marker drew the Flyers even at 2-2 in the first 
period. He was working on some net-front strategy with Hayes at 
morning skate. 

"He's everywhere in the lineup, it's crazy," Hayes said about Laughton's 
versatility. "Even throughout the games, if Torts doesn't think games are 
going well, he switches up lines and Laughty's a guy who's f---ing 
everywhere. It's fun to see." 

• During the second period, Provorov blocked a missile of a shot. He 
found a way to get back up and defend an ensuing rush. 

He was able to take his very next shift on the penalty kill. 

Tough customer. 

"He's always been just a great competitor," Tortorella said. "I just like his 
swagger. He's willing to carry a puck, carry it in traffic, turned a net and 
tried to beat someone on the net, blocking shots. Plays some important 
minutes for us." 

• The Flyers got two reinforcements in Rasmus Ristolainen and Owen 
Tippett. 

Ristolainen made his season debut after missing the first six games with 
a lower-body injury. He was called for a questionable interference penalty 
in the second period when he put a clean hit on Patric Hornqvist. 

Tippett was back after suffering a head injury in the first period of the 
season. He picked up an assist on Farabee's second-period goal that 
cushioned the Flyers' lead to 4-2. 

Farabee also collected an assist for a two-point game. 

• Appearing to be in pain, DeAngelo went up the tunnel with a little over 
five minutes left in the second period. 

He was able to return in the third period. The Flyers really can't afford 
any more injuries. 

• Tortorella did not have good news Thursday morning on Sean Couturier 
(back) and Cam Atkinson (upper body). 

• The Flyers finish October with a home matchup Saturday against the 
Hurricanes (7 p.m. ET/NBCSP). 

Kieffer Bellows could see his Flyers debut. The Flyers claimed the 24-
year-old forward off of waivers Thursday afternoon. 
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Flyers claim a 2016 1st-round winger off of waivers 

 

by Jordan Hall 

 

The Flyers took to waivers Thursday for another forward. 

The club claimed winger Kieffer Bellows from the Islanders. Just over a 
week ago, the Flyers plucked Lukas Sedlak from the Avalanche. Last 
season, they added Zack MacEwen and Patrick Brown off of waivers 
during a three-day span in October. 

Bellows, who played 68 career games for New York, was a first-round 
pick of the Islanders in 2016. He went three spots ahead of German 
Rubtsov, a Russian center the Flyers selected at 22nd overall. Rubtsov 
was sent to the Panthers in the Claude Giroux trade and is now back 
playing in his home country. 

The 24-year-old Bellows is a power forward type at 6-foot-1, 195 pounds. 
Back in the summer of 2016, many saw goal-scoring potential with 
Bellows, who had 50 markers for the U.S. national U-18 team during his 
draft year. 

With the Islanders, Bellows played a career-high 45 games last season. 
He finished with six goals and 13 assists while playing 11:52 minutes per 
game. 

The Flyers are dealing with various injures up front. They're without Sean 
Couturier (back), Cam Atkinson (upper body), James van Riemsdyk 
(broken finger) and Patrick Brown (back). 

As a result, the Flyers have played an overall young group at forward. 
Getting younger was also an offseason objective for the Flyers after the 
club went 25-46-11 last year. 

In the Flyers' second game of this season, eight of their 12 forwards were 
25 years old or younger and six of them had under 100 games of NHL 
experience. 

"In the big picture of it all, when you have kids that maybe should be 
getting the big minutes down there (AHL) and learning, and not just the 
game, but just learning how to be a pro, and they're here and we have 
them, it gives us a chance to forecast the organization quicker for the 
future," Flyers head coach John Tortorella said Thursday during the 
team's optional morning skate. "When people do — I'm not optimistic that 
it's going to happen right away — but when people do get healthy, you 
become a better organization because these guys have played minutes 
that they didn't expect to play. 

"Quite honestly, it gives us a longer look at them — a longer look as far 
as to see what good stuff we have, but also, maybe there's some 
mistakes we've made and some guys just aren't going to be part of this. It 
gives us a longer look to figure all that out. 

"Injuries are a part of it. You deal with it and you just keep on plowing 
ahead, go about your business and make your calls from there." 

The Flyers played 11 forwards and seven defensemen Thursday night 
against the Panthers (7 p.m. ET/NBCSP). Bellows could see his Flyers 
debut Saturday when the club hosts the Hurricanes (7 p.m. ET/NBCSP). 
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Couturier no longer skating, returning to the ice 'a ways away' 

 

by Jordan Hall 

 

VOORHEES, N.J. — Sean Couturier's on-ice rehab work has come to a 
halt. 
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The Flyers' first-line center had been skating this month in his recovery 
from a back reinjury. But with a back issue, especially following a 
reinjury, it's such a wait-and-see approach every day. 

"Pretty much," Couturier said Oct. 9. "At the same time, I really want to 
just get out there and rip some pucks and go 100 miles per hour, but the 
trainers are really kind of holding me back, just really trying to slowly 
progress me where I don't have any setbacks." 

Couturier has endured a setback given he's no longer on the ice. 

"He stopped skating," Flyers head coach John Tortorella said Thursday 
during the team's optional morning skate. "He's just not ready to skate 
right now. That's a ways, that's a ways away." 

Last season, Couturier underwent back surgery in February, which 
knocked him out for the rest of the year. The 29-year-old seemed poised 
for a full return to start the 2022-23 season but then felt concerning pain 
in his back just a handful of days before training camp. 

The reinjury did not require surgery and Couturier had been skating in his 
rehab. On Oct. 12, Chuck Fletcher noted Couturier was feeling "the best 
he's felt since pre-surgery last year." 

"We're cautiously optimistic and hopefully he'll continue to progress," the 
Flyers' general manager said. 

The setback is tough news for Couturier and the Flyers. Up front, the 
Flyers are also without Cam Atkinson (upper body), James van 
Riemsdyk (broken finger) and Patrick Brown (back). 

Like Couturier, Atkinson has yet to play this season and is not skating. 
He practiced in limited fashion a day before the regular-season opener 
Oct. 13. 

"I'm not thinking about them right now as far as lineups in the near future 
here," Tortorella said of Couturier and Atkinson. "So we've just got to wait 
and see what happens." 

Tortorella had expressed optimism about Atkinson's status for the season 
opener in the days leading up to it. 

"Things changed and it just went the other way," he said Thursday. 
"That's one frustrated young man right there. He wants to be a big part of 
this. 

"His body's just not allowing him to get to the spot where he can start 
conditioning again and start getting ready to play. I'm hoping that could 
change as quickly as it went the wrong way." 

On Thursday, the head coach could only sympathize with his injured 
players. 

"Coots has been battling, trying to get back, and then he was healthy, 
and now he isn't," Tortorella said. "The ups and downs you go through as 
an athlete just to play, it's hard. 

"Same thing with Ryan Ellis, I feel bad for Ryan, I feel bad for all of them 
because they kind of hang around. 

"The greatest thing about sports is the camaraderie — being in the locker 
room, joking around, Halloween parties, Christmas parties, all the s--- 
you go through together as a group. You just don't feel a part of it when 
you're not putting a uniform on with them." 
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Why Tortorella is 'anxious to see' and 'work with' Ristolainen's style of 
defense 

 

by Jordan Hall 

 

VOORHEES, N.J. — A significant reason why the Flyers wanted Rasmus 
Ristolainen was his in-your-face defense. 

It's a style of play that has dissipated from the game the more the talent 
level has climbed. 

But it's needed. 

"I think there's not enough of it, probably," Scott Laughton said 
Wednesday. 

John Tortorella is in that camp, too. 

"Oh, God yeah," the head coach said. 

For the first time this season, the Flyers will have their bruiser on the 
back end. Ristolainen was out during the Flyers' 4-2-0 start because of a 
lower-body injury. The 6-foot-4 Finnish defenseman will make his season 
debut Thursday when the Flyers host the Panthers (7 p.m. ET/NBCSP). 
It will also be his 28th birthday. 

Ristolainen got after it in two straight days of practice and felt good. 

"Always when you practice, you try to go 100 percent out there," he said. 
"Try to engage and have some contact situations." 

The Flyers will roll with 11 forwards and seven blueliners against Florida. 
Along with Ristolainen, winger Owen Tippett will make his return after 
suffering an upper-body injury in the first period of the season. The Flyers 
will play an extra defenseman with forwards James van Riemsdyk 
(broken finger) and Tanner Laczynski (family matter) unavailable. 

General manager Chuck Fletcher acquired Ristolainen during July 2021 
in a trade with the Sabres. The Flyers re-signed him to a five-year, $25.5 
million contract extension in March last season. Ristolainen missed the 
club's final nine games of the 2021-22 campaign with an upper-body 
injury, so Thursday night will be his first regular-season game in a little 
under 200 days. 

"Risto's a great player, important player for this team," Ivan Provorov 
said. "His size, his reach, his physicality is definitely a big part of his 
game and a pretty important part of defending well, giving your team 
momentum." 

Tortorella appreciates Ristolainen's brand of defense. 

"I think that's how you have to play defense is stiff and hard and at you," 
the 64-year-old head coach said Wednesday. "There's just too much 
talent in this league. It's a problem we have. We mirror, we watch them 
play, we think we have them because they're on the outside, but there's 
so many things going behind that play with people cutting and darting. 
Talented people find people. 

"The longer they have the puck and it's not stopped, it's better for the 
other guys without the puck to get away from their check. It gives them 
more of an opportunity. That's why we want to stop it as quickly as 
possible. That's the way we play defense. We play a layered defense, but 
it starts with our initial contact on the puck." 

Tortorella wants Ristolainen to balance big hits with smart reads. Being 
out of position has been a knock on Ristolainen. 

"He's a big body and he's willing to get involved," Tortorella said 
Tuesday. "I want him to understand our coverages, the way we play 
defense. 

"I think the biggest thing is I don't want him just looking for the big hits. I 
think you start looking for big hits as a defenseman, you end up on the 
outside and that's when people start coming through you. I want the 
physicality, but I also want some patience and positioning in his game. 
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"When he does play, he's going to be revved up, I'm sure that's going to 
be something where we're going to have to calm him down a little bit, 
looking for those big hits. We'll work with him." 

Ristolainen understands what Tortorella and assistant coach Brad Shaw 
will ask of him. 

"Try to play smart and kill plays," Ristolainen said. "Try to get the puck 
more than go through the guy." 

But they'll take that in-your-face nastiness. 

"I think the game's kind of gone away from it," Laughton said. "But you 
get into a game like Nashville where they have a couple of big boys and 
we do too, it's fun games to play in. It brings out the best in some guys." 

Thursday night will be Tortorella's first game as Ristolainen's coach. 

"I didn't really concentrate too much on him when he was playing with 
other teams, but heard some really good things out here from the reports 
I get from Chuck and the staff," Tortorella said. "So I'm anxious to see 
him play."  
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The Flyers know they’re probably not ‘going to be a great analytic team’ 
but they keep winning 

 

Charlie O'Connor 

14-18 minutes 28/10/2022 

 

Seven games into the season, the Philadelphia Flyers are in a place no 
one expected they would be: the top of the Metropolitan Division. A 5-2-0 
record has catapulted them into the division lead, on the strength of 
Thursday’s 4-3 victory over a Florida Panthers team that led the NHL in 
standings points last season. 

Yet the Flyers don’t feel like a division-leading club, and it’s not just 
because most prognosticators had them pegged for a bottom-of-the-
standings finish in 2022-23. 

Philadelphia hasn’t dominated its opponents — in fact, aside from 
scattered periods here and there, the team has been outplayed 
dramatically, a script that played out again Thursday. The Flyers were 
outworked in the first period, turned in a better second and then hung on 
for dear life through most of the third. So how exactly are they winning so 
many games? Is their strong start nothing more than a mirage? 

1. Flyers keep winning … somehow 

After a 4-3 victory where the Flyers were outshot 51-22, allowed a 
whopping 109 shot attempts and collected just 27.94 percent of the 
expected goals (per Natural Stat Trick), head coach John Tortorella 
dropped an interesting admission. 

“Our numbers … we’re not going to have many nights I think with great 
numbers,” he said. “The analytics stuff that’s spit out there after each 
game? I just don’t think we’re going to be a great analytic team. And 
we’ve talked about that. We’ve just got to try to find a way.” 

“We’re not going to be a great analytic team” is one heck of a blunt 
statement, so let’s break it down, because there are really two ways it 
can be interpreted. 

The first is as a snide shot at the importance and viability of analytics as 
a tool to judge teams. Basically, it’s the old “you nerds don’t understand 
what real winning hockey looks like” argument. And it’s true that the 

Flyers are winning so far even if they’ve yet to win the xG battle in a 
single game. One could certainly interpret Tortorella’s comments that 
way. 

But there’s a second way the statement can be read, and my read is that 
this is closer to what Tortorella meant: we know that we’re not actually 
playing that well. 

Analytics critics can argue until they’re blue in the face that numbers and 
models are made up and wins/losses are all that matters. But the hard 
truth is that over large samples, great teams almost always have strong 
analytical profiles and bad teams almost always have bad ones. After all, 
shots on goal aren’t “advanced.” Scoring chances are mentioned by 
every coach and on every hockey broadcast. “We’re not going to be a 
great analytic team” essentially is a euphemism for “We’re not going to 
be a great team.” At least not right now. 

And let’s make it very clear: by the numbers, the Flyers haven’t merely 
been “not a great team” thus far. They’ve been awful, particularly at five-
on-five. Through seven games, the Flyers have collected 39.14 percent 
of the shot attempts, which ranks 31st in the NHL (above only the 
Arizona Coyotes). They’re at 39.46 percent by expected goals share 
(also 31st in the NHL). In the analytics era, only four clubs have finished 
their season with an xG share lower than 41 percent: the 2014-15 Buffalo 
Sabres (23 wins), 2021-22 Arizona Coyotes (25 wins), 2016-17 Arizona 
Coyotes (30 wins) and 2013-14 Buffalo Sabres (21 wins). Teams that get 
bulldozed to the degree that the Flyers have so far this season don’t just 
struggle over an 82-game slate — they finish at the very bottom of the 
NHL standings. 

Teams can defy their analytics for short periods of time, even a few 
months. But ultimately, a team has two choices: either improve the 
process or wait for the bottom to fall out, as it invariably does for teams 
that are collecting around 40 percent of the shots and chances in their 
games. It’s not that stretches of good luck are inherently bad — hockey 
remains a uniquely chaotic sport played on ice, and sometimes, the 
bounces will go your way and your goalie will stand on his head (more on 
Carter Hart in a bit). But coaches and players can’t fall into the trap of 
believing that a flawed process actually isn’t, that their way of getting 
crushed on the stat sheet but succeeding on the scoreboard is somehow 
sustainable. 

2. So are the Flyers buying it? 

The good news is that Tortorella and the Flyers players seem fully aware 
that this quality of underlying play is not one that can serve as the 
foundation for a sustainable contender. When Ivan Provorov was asked if 
Thursday’s win should be viewed as opportunistic or gritty, his answer 
was telling. 

“I think a little bit of both,” he said. “I think obviously a little bit of luck, a 
little bit of our ability to stay with it, and I guess capitalizing when it 
matters.” 

It’s pretty rare when you hear a player after a game acknowledge the 
“luck” factor, but Provorov’s willingness to do so here speaks to the 
knowledge that the Flyers skaters in particular aren’t playing all that well 
despite their shiny record. 

It helps that Tortorella isn’t letting the club rest on its laurels. 

“We have to play important minutes at key times, and hopefully we get 
great goaltending at other times when we’re struggling. It is never going 
to be perfect with this hockey club this year, because we’ve got so much 
growing to do,” he said. 

The Flyers will be facing an uphill battle to win games while handing 
opponents massive edges in shots and chances. And Tortorella 
acknowledged that they’ll continue to work to improve in that regard. In 
the here and now, however, it’s not the like the Flyers should be forfeiting 
games just because their advanced metrics are poor. They’re still a team 
with the goal of winning games. And the only way for them to do so — 
until/unless the process improves — is to work hard, make clutch plays 
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and hope their goaltending erases the gap between them and their 
opponent. 

“We’ll just keep working at it. We have so many things that we need to 
work on,” Tortorella said. “But I appreciate their effort.” 

3. Hart is the biggest reason for the wins 

So why are the Flyers winning games despite the fact they’re getting 
pulverized in both shot and scoring chance metrics? 

Hart isn’t the only reason — the Flyers are scoring at clutch moments, 
and their special teams (particularly the power play) have been 
surprisingly effective so far. But Hart is most of the reason. 

“He’s been awesome,” Provorov said. “There’s so many games this year 
where we were able to win because at times, we would lose our 
momentum and the way we’re supposed to play, but he was able to shut 
the door.” 

Through five games, Hart has an eye-popping .947 save percentage. Per 
Evolving-Hockey’s Goals Saved Above Expected (GSAx) model, Hart 
has prevented 9.08 more goals than would be expected based on the 
quality of shots he’s faced. In other words, a league-average goalie 
would have a .898 save percentage facing what Hart has faced. Hart is 
nearly 50 points higher than that through his five starts — unsurprisingly, 
the Flyers have won them all. 

“I’m just taking things one day at a time,” Hart said when asked if this is 
the most locked-in he’s ever been to start an NHL season. “Not getting 
too ahead, not worrying about the past. Just taking things day by day. 
That’s it.” 

One of the arguments that has popped up on social media regarding the 
sustainability of the Flyers’ start is that yes, technically it is possible that 
the Flyers could keep winning like this, as long as Hart continues to stand 
on his head. That’s true, at least in a theoretical sense. But it’s worth 
noting that if Hart were to continue this level of play over a full season, he 
would be delivering a generational campaign. 

Since 2007-08, the best full-season save percentage by a starter was 
from Tim Thomas in 2010-11, when he posted a .938. The best over the 
past decade was Igor Shesterkin’s performance last season, when he 
delivered a .935. And those were historically amazing seasons — for 
Hart to keep this up, he’d have to clear Thomas by 10 points and 
Shesterkin by close to 15. Even if Hart has taken the leap from being a 
perfectly fine starter into a true star netminder, the chances of him 
stopping 94 percent of the shots over 50-plus starts are essentially nil. 

But that doesn’t mean the Flyers can’t enjoy the ride while it lasts. It’s 
worth noting that Thursday night was probably Hart’s least sharp game 
by the eye test of the season — he allowed two relatively weak goals in 
the first period, and gave up more than a few big rebounds that his 
teammates were forced to panic clear out of danger. The fact that he 
lacked his A-game and still stopped 48 shots (a regular season career-
high) speaks to just how strong his baseline level of play has been. Hart 
has been absolutely stellar and is the driving force behind the Flyers’ 
surprising start. 

4. Konecny responds to benching as well as possible 

It was no secret that Tortorella was going to be tough on his players, and 
not just on the young ones looking to establish themselves at the NHL 
level. Setting a standard starts at the top, with the established veterans 
who proved unable over the past two seasons to arrest the organization’s 
freefall. So it came as little surprise that Tortorella chose to bench two of 
his highest-profile veterans — Travis Konecny and Kevin Hayes — for 
the third period of a listless 3-0 loss to the San Jose Sharks on Sunday. 

Tortorella chose to keep the specific reasons for the benchings “in the 
room,” choosing not to call either player out directly to the media. But the 
action spoke strongly enough on its own, and a spotlight was going to be 
on both Konecny and Hayes in their next game Thursday. It likely was no 
coincidence that Tortorella chose to send both players out for the first 

shift — both a sign that he had turned the page, but also a challenge for 
both to respond in a positive manner to the discipline. 

Konecny, in particular, picked up the gauntlet and ran with it. 

Hart may have carried the Flyers through the final 40 minutes, but it was 
Konecny who was the standout after 20 minutes. Even before he made 
an appearance on the scoresheet, Konecny was flying around the ice, 
forechecking aggressively and backchecking with aplomb. But it was his 
setups that rightfully gathered the most attention, starting with this 
gorgeous no-look behind-the-back pass to Tony DeAngelo. 

Konecny’s second primary assist of the night wasn’t too shabby, either, a 
quick-thinking pass amidst the chaos of a power play net-front scramble. 

This wasn’t a player sulking. This was a player taking to heart legitimate 
criticism, and responding with probably his best period of an already 
strong start to the season. 

“I wanted to respond the right way,” Konecny said. “It wasn’t a good effort 
from me the previous game, last two games actually. So I wanted to 
make sure I was doing as much as I could to help the team tonight. Just 
buying into doing the right things.” 

My understanding is that Konecny did seek out Tortorella after the 
benching Sunday, and the two had a one-on-one conversation about it. 
Clearly, Konecny left that meeting intent on proving that he could 
respond in a mature, productive manner on the ice. Tortorella obviously 
noticed. 

“I have no qualms as far as hard he plays. I don’t think I’ll ever question 
that,” Tortorella said. “So how he felt about (the benching), I don’t know. 
You’ll have to ask him. If that’s (his play Thursday) what it was about? So 
be it. I thought he played really well. I thought Kevin played well, with a 
lot of ice time being poured to him. Whatever his feelings are towards 
situations, you’ll have to ask him. But I’ll never question how hard he’s 
gonna play. That’s never going to be a problem.” 

Perhaps the Konecny/Tortorella relationship — which some theorized 
would be rocky — is going to work out just fine. 

5. Flyers hoping they’ll get healthy … but signs aren’t great 

Tortorella will be aiming to work on improving the team’s underlying play 
over the coming weeks and months, regardless of the personnel 
available to him. But there was a throwaway line in his postgame 
comments that felt less like a prediction and more a plea to the hockey 
gods for them to finally have mercy on his club. 

“I just think that’s the way it’s going to be (struggling by the numbers) 
until we really get our footing, and maybe get some people back from 
injury,” Tortorella said. 

But is that a reasonable hope? 

Yes, the Flyers did get two players back in the lineup on Thursday: Owen 
Tippett (who added an assist and led all Flyers forwards in five-on-five 
xG share at 54.59 percent) and Rasmus Ristolainen. But neither are the 
kinds of game-changers that can be expected to push the Flyers into 
solid play-driving position. Those players — Sean Couturier, Cam 
Atkinson, and to a lesser extent James van Riemsdyk — aren’t coming 
through those doors anytime soon. 

Thursday, after all, may have been a positive on-ice day, but it brought 
bad news regarding Couturier and Atkinson. The former, who had 
resumed skating earlier in October, apparently experienced a setback, 
and his timeline for return remains a long one. 

“He stopped skating. He’s just not ready to skate right now,” Tortorella 
said regarding Couturier. “That’s a ways away.” 

The same apparently goes for Atkinson, whose timeline for return from 
his upper-body issue remains both unknown and long-term as well. 

“I’m not thinking about them right now as far as lineups in the near future 
here, so we’ve just got to wait and see what happens,” Tortorella said. 
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The devolution of Atkinson’s status — as recent as a few days before 
Game 1, Tortorella expressed optimism that he’d be good to go for the 
season opener — is especially concerning and perplexing, calling to 
mind the Ryan Ellis saga, which saw day to day become month to month 
become potentially career-ending over a 12-month span. Could the same 
thing be happening to Atkinson? Tortorella was asked directly about 
those concerns. 

“Things just changed. I’m not going to get into a long discussion about it, 
I hope you can respect it that way. But things changed, and it just went 
the other way,” he said. “That’s one frustrated young man right there. He 
wants to be a big part of this, he was probably one of the better players 
last year when he came here. It’s very frustrating, but his body’s just not 
allowing him to get to the spot when he can start conditioning again, and 
start getting ready to play.” 

In other words, Atkinson isn’t going to return anytime soon either — after 
all, he’d need to fully condition himself for game action even after being 
cleared. The absolute minimum timeframe for a return would be a few 
more weeks, and that would only be if he returned to the ice in the next 
few days. Most likely, Atkinson won’t be back for at least a month — if 
not longer. 

So is his season in jeopardy? Tortorella wasn’t willing to go that far yet. 

“I’m hoping that could change — (that) as quick as it went the wrong way, 
it could go as quickly the right way, and get him back going. I just don’t 
know,” he said. 
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Capitals loan Alex Alexeyev to Hershey on long-term conditioning 
assignment 

 

Samantha Pell 

4-4 minutes 28/10/2022 

 

The Washington Capitals loaned defenseman Alex Alexeyev to the 
Hershey Bears of the American Hockey League on Friday on a long-term 
conditioning assignment. Alexeyev underwent shoulder surgery in June 
and has not played this season. 

The long-term conditioning loan lasts up to six days or three games. In 
some situations, teams are allowed to ask for a two-game extension if 
more time is needed to evaluate a player’s status. 

When Alexeyev’s conditioning loan is over, he probably will join the 
Capitals’ roster. (He can’t be formally assigned to the AHL without 
clearing waivers.) From there, Washington will decide whether it wants to 
send the 22-year-old blue-liner back down to Hershey. 

Capitals assistant coach Kevin McCarthy said in late September that 
Alexeyev’s injury put him “on the back burner a bit,” but once he got 
healthy, Washington was excited to see what he could bring to the table. 

“He is a big body that we feel like can fit in on the left side,” McCarthy 
said. 

The 6-foot-4, 210-pound defenseman recorded a goal and 18 assists for 
the Bears last season. Alexeyev made his NHL debut in December. He 
was selected by the Capitals in the first round of the 2018 draft. 

Washington (4-4-0) may have some tough decisions ahead. As of Friday, 
it has been carrying 14 forwards, seven defensemen and two 
goaltenders for the roster maximum of 23. Washington’s next game is 
Saturday in Nashville. 

When Alexeyev is added — unless there are transactions before that — 
the Capitals will need to send another player down to Hershey or make a 
trade to create a roster spot. 

Connor McMichael, Aliaksei Protas and Beck Malenstyn are the only 
players on Washington’s roster who would not require waivers to be sent 
down. Protas, however, has found a full-time role in the lineup and has 
been gaining confidence on a line with Lars Eller and Anthony Mantha, 
so he seems to be an unlikely choice. 

McMichael, 21, has played in only one game this season and could 
benefit from regular minutes in Hershey. Capitals Coach Peter Laviolette 
said Wednesday that there were no plans for McMichael to be sent 
down. Alexeyev’s conditioning loan could change that, though. 

“We got a roster going that we’re happy with. I’m sure it’s tough sitting 
out,” Laviolette said Wednesday. “Every player wants to play, and that’s 
a good thing. He’s just got to keep working hard and wait for his chance. 
… I think it’s good to play games, and I also think it’s good to be around 
[the NHL level] and practice at a certain level, at a certain pace every 
day.” 

Malenstyn, who was recalled last week after Connor Brown suffered a 
lower-body injury, appears to have found his footing on the fourth line. 
Washington could send him down to Hershey, but it would need another 
player to get up to speed quickly in his place. Malenstyn can go back to 
Hershey without clearing waivers until he plays in 10 games or spends 
30 days on an NHL roster. 

Joe Snively also could be an option. Snively requires waivers though, 
and could be a hot commodity for teams looking to pick up a speedy, 
gritty forward with offensive upside. 

Washington already has lost young talent to waivers this season. Axel 
Jonsson-Fjallby was claimed by the Winnipeg Jets and Brett Leason by 
the Anaheim Ducks when the pair were placed on waivers at the end of 
training camp. Jonsson-Fjallby scored the game-winner Thursday night 
for the Jets. 
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Stars shutout Caps in defensive battle low on scoring chances 

 

by Matt Weyrich 

 

The Capitals were shut out for the first time this season Thursday when 
the Dallas Stars beat them 2-0 in a game that had both teams fighting for 
open looks all night. 

Jake Oettinger continued his red-hot start to the year in net, needing to 
make 27 saves to keep Washington (4-4) off the scoreboard. Jason 
Robertson put the Stars (6-2-1) ahead with a goal on a misdirection late 
in the first period and Joel Kiviranta added some insurance on a short-
handed score in the third. 

While the Capitals proved to be the more physical team in the contest, it 
wasn’t enough for them to maintain control of the puck and generate 
many scoring chances. 

Here are three takeaways from the Capitals’ loss in Dallas. 

After emerging as one of the biggest breakout stars of the 2021-22 
Stanley Cup playoffs, Oettinger has picked up right where he left off. The 
23-year-old entered Thursday’s game with a .953 save percentage and 
NHL-best 1.41 GAA over his first five starts. 
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The Stars’ blue line didn’t put him in many difficult positions, but 
Oettinger responded when called upon. 

He wrestled the starting job away from Braden Holtby last season and 
the Stars showed no reservations about handing him the crease following 
his performance in their first-round playoff series against the Calgary 
Flames that went seven games. 

Thursday’s game provided zero reasons to doubt that confidence. 

Washington registered 27 shots on goal Thursday with just 15 in the first 
two periods. A team that has often been hot and cold from period to 
period, the Capitals played a consistent game throughout the contest — 
it just wasn’t the type of game they wanted to play. 

Every open look was a battle as the puck was wrestled back and forth 
across the neutral zone. 

It was a different pace than Washington had seen in the early goings this 
season. Five of their first seven games ended with goal totals of seven or 
higher. For most of the night, the only goal that stood on the board was 
off a loose puck that Stars defenseman Nils Lundqvist fired from the point 
and Robertson caught with his stick in midair to push it past Kuemper. 

Even on the power play, the Capitals didn’t muster much offensive 
momentum. They got off just one shot during their first opportunity then 
saw their second chance squandered when forward Garnet Hathaway 
was called for roughing without any time coming off the clock between 
penalties. 

In the third period, the Capitals got another power-play chance trailing by 
one, but a bad turnover in the defensive zone allowed Kiviranta to get a 
free chance against Kuemper. 

Washington picked up a penalty with 4:04 left in the game, forcing them 
to pull their goalie just to get an even 4-on-4 situation on the ice. The 
Capitals couldn't score to pull the game within reach and the buzzer 
sounded to send them to 4-4 on the season. They'll take a day to regroup 
before facing the Nashville Predators (3-4-1) in Tennessee on Saturday. 
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Caps content with McMichael on roster despite lack of playing time 

 

by Matt Weyrich 

 

ARLINGTON, Va. — Connor McMichael has appeared in just one of the 
Capitals’ first eight games of the 2022-23 season. Though the 21-year-
old forward made the team’s 23-man roster out of training camp, he’s 
been a healthy scratch for most of Washington’s games over the first two 
weeks with his only start the result of a one-game suspension for center 
Evgeny Kuznetsov. 

Rather than send him to their American Hockey League (AHL) affiliate 
Hershey Bears to play games on a consistent basis, head coach Peter 
Laviolette said in his daily press conference Wednesday that the Capitals 
have no plans to remove McMichael from the roster. 

“He’s part of our 23 right now,” Laviolette said. “Things always change 
from guys going into the lineup or somebody gets injured or decisions on 
the roster that have to be made. There haven’t been any decisions and 
there hasn’t been any conversations about that. Right now, we got a 
roster going that we’re happy with. I’m sure it’s tough sitting out. Every 
player wants to play and that’s a good thing. He’s just got to keep 
working hard and wait for his chance.” 

Drafted by the Capitals 25th overall in 2019, McMichael appeared in 68 
games for Washington last season. He tallied nine goals and nine assists 
but averaged just 10:28 of ice time, lowest on the team among players to 
appear in at least 40 games. He lost out on a starting forward spot to 
fellow 21-year-old Aliaksei Protas in camp and has been passed over for 
the open fourth-line winger spot by Joe Snively and Beck Malenstyn, the 
latter of whom began the year in Hershey. 

McMichael went without a shot in his lone game for the Capitals, a 5-2 
loss to the Ottawa Senators on the road. He did get his coaches’ 
attention by getting into a fight by sticking up for teammate John Carlson, 
who was the victim of an open-ice hit by Senators forward Parker Kelly. 
However, it wasn’t enough for him to remain in the lineup once 
Kuznetsov returned even with winger Connor Brown landing on IR due to 
a significant lower-body injury. 

Laviolette believed there were merits to keeping a young player on the 
NHL roster so that he can gain experience and sending him to the AHL to 
work on things in a game environment. McMichael, who scored 14 goals 
with 13 assists in games for the Bears in 2020-21, has already shown he 
can succeed at that level. 

For now, they are keeping him in D.C., where he stays on the ice with the 
other healthy scratches on game days to get extra work in with the 
Capitals’ coaches. Should another injury strike or one of the other 
younger players start to struggle, he will be one of the next men up. 
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NHL Power Rankings: Bruins climb to the top, Canucks stumble to 
bottom 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Hailey Salvian, Sean Gentille 

21-27 minutes 28/10/2022 

 

Once again, we are caught up in the lavender haze of yet another Taylor 
Swift album, listening day and night, through sunshine or midnight rain. 
“Midnights” is perfect for every mood. 

That means it’s time for yet another labyrinth of Taylor Swift references 
littered throughout the power rankings, with Dom of course being the 
mastermind of that. Don’t question it, just go with it or you’ll be faced with 
bad karma for the rest of your life. 

Sean, ever the anti-hero on his vigilante s––, said “you’re on your own, 
kid” for this one, refusing to participate. In terms of Taylor Swift content, 
he provided sweet nothing for this gimmick — but he’s still here for actual 
hockey talk for those who aren’t as bejeweled by Dom’s obsession with 
Taylor Swift. 

His efforts to maroon Dom’s gimmick this week were thwarted though 
with the addition of Hailey Salvian, our resident Taylor Swift expert. 
Whether she’s trudging through Canadian snow, on the beach in the 
summer, or just lounging at home watching TikToks — she’s always 
game to talk Swift. 

So that’s the deal this week: One lyric from Midnights for every team plus 
Sean providing a one-sentence review for each team to go along with his 
one-sentence review for Taylor Swift’s new album: “I refuse to engage 
with this.” 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 5 

Record: 7-1-0 
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Dom rank: 1 

Sean rank: 1 

Hailey rank: 1 

Pierced through the heart but never killed 

Dom: So many people wanted to bury the Bruins in the offseason 
because they were old and would be missing Brad Marchand, Charlie 
McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk to start the season. What did we learn? This 
team can’t die. Patrice Bergeron will be a Selke-calibre center until he’s 
47 years old. 

I expected the Bruins to be great again but after a middling start as they 
dealt with injuries. To start 6-1-0 without two franchise players and then 
get Marchand back earlier than expected to make it 7-1-0 speaks 
volumes about where this team is heading this season. The Bruins are a 
legitimate Cup contender. 

Sean: The season-opening injury list was ridiculous and made for an 
easy target, but my biggest reason for skepticism — the idea that David 
Krejci was going to jump back in the deep end after a year in the Czech 
league — seems to have an answer. He’s still good. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 1 

Record: 4-1-1 

Dom rank: 2 

Sean rank: 2 

Hailey rank: 2 

Uh oh, I’m falling in love 

Oh no, I’m falling in love again 

Oh, I’m falling in love 

Hailey: This is the year where I go from being on the fence about the 
Hurricanes as a top-tier contender to picking them as my Stanley Cup 
winner in my (way too early) preseason predictions. Andrei Svechnikov 
looks great thus far. Brent Burns and Jaccob Slavin are a great top pair. 
And they’ll get a nice trade deadline boost when Max Pacioretty comes 
off LTIR. 

So yes, you could say that I am falling in love with Carolina this season. 

Dom: The Hurricanes have burned us before, leading to some 
trepidation, but damn, they look for real this season. 

Sean:  I’m just going to use this space to say that anytime you folks see 
the term “oomph per 60” pop up regarding this team — that’s Dom, not 
me. But yes, it seems like there’s an uptick in finishing ability down there. 

Dom: Safe to assume that anything awesome and fun was coined by me, 
yes. 

3. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 6 

Record: 5-1-0 

Dom rank: 5 

Sean rank: 3 

Hailey rank: 3 

Lately I’ve been dressing for revenge 

Dom: After a breakup, the best thing to do is show how much better off 
you are without them. Calgary had two very high-profile breakups this 
summer — but Hot Girl Fall has gone extremely well for the vengeful 
Flames. A 5-1-0 start screams “we don’t need you.” 

Sean: After a shaky start, Jacob Markstrom has stopped 57 of the last 60 
shots he’s faced. If he’s fresh come spring, he’s a league-wide X-factor. 

4. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 3 

Record: 4-2-1 

Dom rank: 3 

Sean rank: 4 

Hailey rank: 4 

Summer went away, still the yearning stays 

I play it cool with the best of them 

Hailey: The Avalanche had a long summer of Stanley Cup parties and 
celebrations. They’re back now, and haven’t exactly had a hot start to the 
season, but we know that they’re still hungry for another championship 
and – barring disaster – should be right in the mix once again. 

Sean: The five-on-five numbers are middling, but it’d take Alexandar 
Georgiev turning out to be an upturned mop wearing an Avs jersey for 
me to worry all that much about this team. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 8 

Record: 6-2-0 

Dom rank: 4 

Sean rank: 5 

Hailey rank: 5 

Best believe I’m still bejeweled when I walk in the room 

I can still make the whole place shimmer 

Dom: This lyric was tailor-made for the Golden Knights. There were 
some writing the team off after last season’s disaster, but they’ve clearly 
still got the goods to be an elite team. 

Hailey: They also have shimmery helmets and their jerseys sparkle. 

Dom: Last year the Golden Knights were in their Mirrorball era. They’ve 
upgraded. 

Sean: Given what Vegas has riding on him, we might as well just start 
doing a weekly check-in on Logan Thompson. He’s doing just fine (1oth 
league wide in GSAx, .931 save percentage). 

6. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 7 

Record: 4-2-1 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 6 

Hailey rank: 7 

Picture me, thick as thieves with your ex wife 

Hailey: The Flames might be doing well post breakup, but Florida still got 
Matthew Tkachuk. He’s playing on the top line with Aleksander Barkov, 
leading the Panthers in scoring, and has been very effective at five-on-
five with three goals and seven points in seven. That’s an area where 
Jonathan Huberdeau (one five-on-five point) and the Flames’ new top 
line (zero goals) are still trying to figure out. 

Sean: Aaron Ekblad is targeting a Nov. 12 return, which should help 
prevent the Panthers from humiliations like “losing to the Flyers.” 
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7. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 2 

Record: 4-2-1 

Dom rank: 7 

Sean rank: 7 

Hailey rank: 6 

Ask me what I learned from all those years 

Ask me what I earned from all those tears 

Ask me why so many fade, but I’m still here 

Dom: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang — still elite. As long 
as they are, so are the Penguins. 

Sean: It’s a big drop from last week, but I’m still not willing to read all that 
much into one horrific period against Edmonton immediately followed by 
a game in Calgary. 

8. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 11 

Record: 4-2-1 

Dom rank: 8 

Sean rank: 8 

Hailey rank: 8 

You know how much I hate that everybody just expects me to bounce 
back 

Just like that 

Hailey: An ode to Tyler Seguin who barely had a quad muscle in 2021 
and everyone expected to just be OK? 

Dom: He’s got six points in eight games. Not a bad start. 

Hailey: It’s almost like we expected him to bounce back too soon. 

Sean: Top 10 in expected goal percentage, top 10 in points percentage, 
elite players at each position. 

9. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 4 

Record: 3-3-2 

Dom rank: 9 

Sean rank: 9 

Hailey rank: 9 

I think I’ve been a little too kind 

Didn’t notice you walking all over my peace of mind 

Dom: A little behind-the-scenes from Power Rankings HQ: Last week, 
Sean and I were absolutely ready to rank the Rangers second (!) after a 
strong start. Whoops! The Power Rankings Curse strikes again as the 
Rangers drop four straight. Just as we were ready to go all in on them. 

Hailey: I do think some of their issues in their last four games are a 
matter of puck luck. Mika Zibanejad has zero goals on 18 shots. The 
team had 87 shots on goal in their last two games and only scored twice. 
Those have to bounce back eventually. Jaroslav Halak played in two of 
the four losses, he’ll (obviously) need to be better whenever Igor 
Shesterkin gets a rest. 

Sean: The Rangers, after aaaaaall that, having solid five-on-five numbers 
and lousy goaltending would be very, very funny. 

10. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 13 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 10 

Sean rank: 10 

Hailey rank: 10 

You say ‘what a mind’ 

This happens all the time 

Hailey: Taylor Swift actually wrote this song for Connor McDavid. 

Sean: Hey, uh, should Stu Skinner start stealing starts from Jack 
Campbell? The latter was rough yet again on Thursday against Chicago, 
and Skinner is fourth leaguewide in GSAx with a .957 save percentage. 

11. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 12 

Record: 4-4-0 

Dom rank: 11 

Sean rank: 11 

Hailey rank: 11 

Does it feel like everything’s just like second-best after that meteor 
strike? 

Hailey: Steven Stamkos on losing in the Stanley Cup Final after winning 
back-to-back championships: “It’s crushing.” 

"It's crushing." 

Dom: High bar in Tampa Bay — one the Lightning are struggling to come 
close to meeting so far. Still early. 

Sean: Tampa opens November with Ottawa, Carolina, Buffalo, 
Edmonton, Washington twice, Dallas and Calgary. We’ll know by then 
whether it’s time to wonder. 

12. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 10 

Record: 4-3-1 

Dom rank: 12 

Sean rank: 13 

Hailey rank: 12 

It’s me 

Hi 

I’m the problem, it’s me 

At teatime 

Everybody agrees 

I’ll stare directly at the sun but never in the mirror 

It must be exhausting always rooting for the anti-hero 

Dom: The chorus to Anti-Hero feels like it was written specifically about 
the Leafs, especially if you think of it as “tee time” rather than teatime. 
And yes, it is exhausting rooting for this team. 

Sean: Everything will be fine, so long as Ilya Samsonov keeps this up for 
several more months. 

13. Minnesota Wild 
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Last Week: 15 

Record: 3-3-1 

Dom rank: 14 

Sean rank: 12 

Hailey rank: 14 

Do I really have to tell you how he brought me back to life? 

Hailey: I don’t know about you guys, but watching Kirill Kaprizov gives 
me life. This can also be applied to Marc-Andre Fleury turning things 
around and bringing life back into the Wild. 

Sean: Maybe those first two games were a blip on the radar for Fleury. 
He had another good night on Thursday against Ottawa (27 saves on 29 
shots). 

Dom: Vintage. 

14. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 20 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 16 

Sean rank: 14 

Hailey rank: 13 

I searched the party of better bodies 

Just to learn that my dreams aren’t rare 

Dom: Ottawa spent all summer attempting to turn the corner by acquiring 
Alex DeBrincat, Claude Giroux and Cam Talbot — and so far it’s working 
well. The problem? The Senators play in the very deep Atlantic where 
there are four contenders, plus the rising Sabres and Red Wings. It’s 
going to be an uphill battle. 

Sean: Josh Norris might be out for the season. That’s a huge loss and 
the main reason I couldn’t bring myself to put them any higher. 

15. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 17 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 15 

Hailey rank: 15 

I can’t speak, afraid to jinx it 

I don’t even dare to wish it 

Hailey: Two years in a row, I’ve said the Devils are going to turn things 
around. They’ve had some shaky games due to goaltending, but there 
are a ton of reasons to be optimistic about New Jersey, including a 
league-leading 69 percent expected goal rate at five-on-five. I don’t want 
to get ahead of myself though. I refuse to be a jinx. 

Dom, on the other hand, had a different idea. Care to explain? 

Dom: I’m thinking of another J-word: Juggernaut. Although, in Swiftlore… 
J-words are a bad omen. 

Sean: Once again, we’re assuming that a goaltender dumped by the 
Capitals is going to be good enough for another Model-approved Eastern 
Conference contender. 

16. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 9 

Record: 3-3-0 

Dom rank: 15 

Sean rank: 16 

Hailey rank: 16 

Trick me once, trick me twice 

Don’t you know that cash ain’t the only price? 

It’s coming back around 

Dom: Three straight multi-goal losses and the Blues are suddenly a 
middling 3-3-0. The big thing is that last year’s magic — outscoring 
expectations — hasn’t quite manifested for St. Louis yet. Once again, the 
Blues are struggling to out-chance opponents with a 47 percent expected 
goals rate… but this time the actual goal rate is even worse at five-on-
five at 37 percent. Isn’t that something? 

Sean: If Jordan Binnington keeps this up (.936 save percentage, 10th-
best GSAx in the league), he’ll offset a chunk of whatever regression the 
Blues wind up facing. 

17. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 19 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 17 

Sean rank: 17 

Hailey rank: 17 

My smile is like I won a contest 

And to hide that would be so dishonest 

And it’s fine to fake it ’til you make it 

Til you do 

Til it’s true 

And it’s like snow at the beach 

Weird but f–––– beautiful 

Dom: Once again, the vibes in Buffalo are pretty incredible. Should this 
team be any good based on the roster? Probably not, but hey, it’s 
working and it’s beautiful. Sabres fans have every right to be happy with 
the team right now — no need to hide it — and even if they aren’t for real 
yet, that time is coming. Soon. 

Sean: They’ve got talent at the top of the roster and two decent 
goaltenders. Might end up being a little realer than we thought. 

18. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 21 

Record: 3-4-1 

Dom rank: 18 

Sean rank: 19 

Hailey rank: 18 

God rest my soul, I miss who I used to be 

Hailey: The Predators played well against St. Louis on Thursday. But, 
they’re still not the contender they were three years ago. 

Sean: They scored five unanswered goals against the Blues, their 
underlyings are half-decent and Juuse Saros hasn’t quite found his form. 
I’m less worried about them than I thought. 

19. Los Angeles Kings 
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Last Week: 16 

Record: 4-5-0 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 18 

Hailey rank: 19 

Take the moment and taste it 

You’ve got no reason to be afraid 

Hailey: The Kings looked promising in their taste of the playoffs last 
season. Then they added Kevin Fiala and locked up Adrian Kempe — 
after having a good offseason the year before too! — it’s time to take the 
next step. 

Sean: Jonathan Quick and Calvin Petersen have been brutal. Combining 
for the 26th-best save percentage in the league, regardless of how much 
there is to like about the rest of the roster, is not going to work. 

20. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 22 

Record: 4-4-0 

Dom rank: 20 

Sean rank: 20 

Hailey rank: 20 

Sometimes I feel like everybody is a sexy baby 

And I’m a monster on the hill 

Dom: This much-discussed line from “Anti-Hero” fits perfectly with the 
NHL’s resident senior’s home who will spend the season thwarting off up-
and-coming teams like Ottawa, New Jersey, Buffalo and Detroit. The 
NHL’s sexy babies. 

Sean: This is the one time I’m going to acknowledge the bit — it’s a “30 
Rock” quote. There’s nothing to discuss. Tom Wilson and Nicklas 
Backstrom are skating a bit, so that’s nice. 

21. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 18 

Record: 3-2-2 

Dom rank: 22 

Sean rank: 21 

Hailey rank: 21 

I laid the groundwork and then, just like clockwork 

The dominoes cascaded in a line 

Dom: This line worked a little better before the Red Wings got throttled by 
the Bruins, a measuring stick game that showed just how far Detroit still 
has to go. Still, everything is going according to plan thanks to the 
foundation Steve Yzerman has built here, Detroit’s mastermind. 

Hailey: I still liked the offseason moves they made. Just because they 
might need one more year of seasoning and drafting high doesn’t mean 
the Yzerplan isn’t going exactly according to plan. 

Sean: They got worked by the Devils the night before, too. The Wings 
went in the tank a few different times last season. Time to see if things 
are actually much different. 

22. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 23 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 21 

Sean rank: 24 

Hailey rank: 23 

If you fail to plan, you plan to fail 

Dom: Honestly, we don’t really know what the Jets are doing. It doesn’t 
really feel like they do either. 

Sean: I just hope Rick Bowness is feeling better. 

23. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 14 

Record: 3-4-0 

Dom rank: 23 

Sean rank: 23 

Hailey rank: 22 

So scarlet, it was maroon 

Hailey: *Gestures wildly at the Islanders’ five-on-five defensive impacts* 

Their expected goals against per 60 (3.45) is second last in the league. 
Who would have thought the Islanders would be a leaky defensive team 
when they fired Barry Trotz? 

Sean: Maybe that Mathew Barzal-Kyle Palmieri-Zach Parise line will 
work, after all. Through seven games, they’ve got an expected goals 
percentage of about 73. 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 24 

Record: 5-2-0 

Dom rank: 25 

Sean rank: 22 

Hailey rank: 24 

And then someone screams out 

“She’s laughing up at us from hell!” 

Hailey: Are the Flyers … good?  

Dom: No. 

Hailey: Looks like the joke is on you. 

Sean: And now they’re bailing out Carter Hart. God bless them. I hope it 
lasts forever. 

Tortorella says that Sean Couturier is no longer skating. Said he's not 
ready to ramp up yet, not expecting him back any time soon. 

— Charlie O'Connor (@charlieo_conn) October 27, 2022 

25. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 25 

Record: 3-4-2 

Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 25 

Hailey rank: 25 

Did all the extra credit then got graded on a curve 
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I think it’s time to teach some lessons 

Dom: In expansion terms, the Golden Knights were a very tough act to 
follow — everything Seattle did would be compared. Opposing front 
offices smartened up and Seattle did the best it could, but that obviously 
wasn’t good enough in Year 1. Year 2 is showing some promise though 
as Seattle already has a more respectable record and excellent 
underlying numbers in the early goings. 

Of course, they also lost to the Canucks despite dominating the shot 
clock… so… maybe it’s the same old Kraken after-all. 

Sean: Matty Beniers had six points in his first eight games with 
underlying numbers that suggest even better things on the horizon, then 
beat Thatcher Demko on Thursday night. Calder stuff. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 27 

Record: 4-4-0 

Dom rank: 27 

Sean rank: 26 

Hailey rank: 26 

‘Cause there were pages turned with the bridges burned 

Everything you lose is a step you take 

Hailey: The Canadiens have lost a lot of key players in the last year 
leading to a somewhat unexpected rebuild. But what they’ve gotten back 
is continuing to stock their prospect cupboard and draft capital. What 
more do you really want in a rebuild? 

Sean: This is going to be one of the best bad teams we’ve seen in years. 

27. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 26 

Record: 3-5-0 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 27 

Hailey rank: 28 

My town was a wasteland 

Full of cages, full of fences 

Pageant queens and big pretenders 

But for some, it was paradise 

Dom: To Johnny Gaudreau, Columbus was exactly where he wanted to 
be. To the rest of us, it was an odd choice going to a very thin team (a 
wasteland) that wasn’t as good as their record (big pretenders). So far so 
good for Gaudreau who’s scoring at a point-per-game, but not so much 
for the 3-5-0 Blue Jackets. 

Sean: I dunno, I’ll throw on the Blue Jackets if the rest of the games are 
lame. Patrik Laine is back. David Jiricek is already on the roster. 

28. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 29 

Record: 4-3-0 

Dom rank: 28 

Sean rank: 28 

Hailey rank: 27 

I should not be left to my own devices 

They come with prices and vices 

I end up in crisis 

Dom: As spooky season comes to an end, there is perhaps no scarier 
duo than “the Chicago Blackhawks” and “have traded.” The first domino 
to this crisis was the Seth Jones trade, but they’ve only dug bigger holes 
since — and now they might not even be bad enough to fully tank. 

Hailey: My favorite thing to happen this week was Blackhawks fans trying 
to galaxy-brain an Alex DeBrincat trade back to Chicago. 

Sean: Alex Stalock had a rough Thursday night — Connor McDavid, 
things of that nature — but he came into the game with a .938 save 
percentage and the sixth-best GSAx in the league. That’s how this is 
happening, in other words. 

29. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 28 

Record: 1-5-1 

Dom rank: 29 

Sean rank: 29 

Hailey rank: 30 

And the voices that implore 

“You should be doing more” 

To you I can admit 

That I’m just too soft for all of it 

Dom: Really expected more out of the Ducks to start the season — they 
look awful. They’re also one of the least physical teams in the league 
which may be a problem if any of their young players want to “skill it up” 
this season. 

Sean: Whatever — Trevor Zegras has a one-timer now. 

30. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 31 

Record: 3-7-0 

Dom rank: 31 

Sean rank: 30 

Hailey rank: 29 

I have this thing where I get older but just never wiser 

Hailey: Are we talking about the previous management group who kept 
signing aging players to long contracts? Or the aging players on long-
term contracts? Choose your own adventure! 

Sean: Congrats to Kevin Labanc and Matt Benning, the only two guys on 
this roster with an expected goals percentage above 50. 

31. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 32 

Record: 2-4-0 

Dom rank: 32 

Sean rank: 31 

Hailey rank: 31 

And every single one of your friends was making fun of you 

But 15 seconds later they were clapping too? 

Then what did you do? 
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Dom: The whole “playing in a college arena” thing is one big joke, a 
Mickey Mouse operation for what should be a major-league team. It’s 
getting routinely made fun of for good reason. 

On the other hand, it’s also going to rule. A college atmosphere is going 
to make Coyotes home games actually fun this year, especially with 
tickets set aside for a students section. And a drumline! Neat! 

Coyotes president Xavier Gutierrez says there will be 200-400 tickets set 
aside for Arizona State students, priced at $25. They'll sit in the usual 
student section. There also will be a drumline, adding to the collegiate 
atmosphere. 

— Mark Lazerus (@MarkLazerus) October 27, 2022 

Sean: It’s unfair that we have to think critically each week about a team 
that doesn’t take this season seriously. Just speed-run this whole thing. 

32. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 30 

Record: 1-5-2 

Dom rank: 30 

Sean rank: 32 

Hailey rank: 32 

You know how scared I am of elevators 

Never trust it if it rises fast 

It can’t last 

Hailey: Did we all put too much trust in the 103-point pace Canucks 
under Bruce Boudreau? Did Thatcher Demko create a mirage with 
excellent goaltending? Do I have trust issues? 

Dom: Some Canucks fans certainly did, but hey — they got their first win 
of the season! Good for them, it only took a couple weeks. 

Sean: If you look at certain numbers, you may think that the Canucks 
don’t deserve to be down here. Do not look at those numbers. 
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ESPN / NHL rookie rankings - Who opens the season at No. 1? 

 

Ryan S. Clark 

 

Four wins in their first six games while also holding the distinction of 
being the NHL's youngest team. That is what it means to be the Buffalo 
Sabres at the moment. 

A number of items have brought the Sabres to this point in the opening 
weeks of the season. One of them is the trust coach Don Granato 
continues to show with his young players. Rookie forward JJ Peterka and 
rookie defenseman Owen Power are examples. 

Peterka has used his brief time with the Sabres to show he could 
potentially be counted upon as a secondary scoring option. His four 
points are tied for fourth among rookies, and he is doing it while 
averaging more than 12 minutes per game. 

"I think getting the trust from the coaches is something that comes 
through work ethic," Peterka said. "If you bring that every day into 
practices and into games, you can earn [trust]. But you also have to 
prove yourself if he puts you out there." 

Then there's Power, who was the No. 1 pick in the 2021 draft and 
projects to become a two-way defenseman with size who can be used in 
every situation. Power leads all rookies with 22 minutes, 44 seconds in 
average ice time and is one of only three rookies to average more than 
20 minutes this season. 

"It gives me the confidence to go out and play and not really worry about 
anything," Power said of the trust that Granato has shown. "Playing those 
minutes has really helped me a lot and has made the adjustment a little 
easier." 

Peterka and Power are part of an impressive rookie class that has found 
ways to make an immediate impact. So where do Peterka and Power 
rank among their peers? 

Let's find out. 

1. Matty Beniers, C, Seattle Kraken 

Stats: 9 GP | 4 G | 3 A | 7 P 

Why he's here: Even as a rookie, Beniers is already a top-line center. His 
offensive contributions have him in a three-way tie with Calen Addison 
and Shane Pinto for the most points (six) among first-year players. Then 
there is what he means to the Kraken. Alex Wennberg is the only Kraken 
forward with more ice time than Beniers. He's tied for second on the team 
in goals, tied for third in points and leads the Kraken in power-play ice 
time. 

Going forward: To have a two-way, top-line center is what made the 
Kraken take Beniers with the second pick in the 2021 NHL draft. They 
are already seeing the offensive returns while the defensive aspect of his 
game is starting to take shape. Beniers is third on the team in defensive 
zone starts and is sixth in defensive zone faceoffs in 5-on-5 play. But he's 
also been on the ice for eight goals in 5-on-5 sequences, which is tied for 
the most on the team. 

2. Jake Sanderson, D, Ottawa Senators 

Stats: 7 GP | 0 G | 3 A | 3 P 

Why he's here: Sanderson's early returns are showing he can do 
whatever is asked of him as a top-four defenseman. He's third on the 
Senators in minutes. He is on the second-team power-play unit and he is 
already on the penalty kill with the fourth-most minutes on the team. 
Sanderson also has held his own in 5-on-5 sequences. He's been on the 
ice for three opposition goals, which is the second-fewest among 
Senators defensemen with at least five games this season. 

Going forward: While he is still waiting for his first goal of the season, 
Sanderson has three assists in six games. His puck-moving ability -- 
along with the fact he can be used in numerous situations -- is setting 
Sanderson up to be one of the Senators' strongest contributors. 

3. Logan Thompson, G, Vegas Golden Knights 

Stats: 5 GP | 3-2 | 2.03 GAA | .931 SV% 

Why he's here: Thompson is part of a tandem with Adin Hill that is 
expected to help the Golden Knights return to the playoffs after missing 
the postseason last year for the first time in franchise history. So far, 
Thompson has made five starts with a 2.03 goals-against average and a 
.931 save percentage. His starts are the most among rookie goalies, 
while his GAA and save percentage are second among first-year 
netminders. 

Going forward: Naturally, there are the questions about how Hill and 
Thompson will perform throughout a whole season. So far, they have 
combined to go 6-2 with a collective 2.00 GAA and a .932 save 
percentage. But what will happen with Vegas' goaltending dynamic when 
Laurent Brossoit is healthy? 

4. Shane Pinto, C, Ottawa Senators 

Stats: 7 GP | 5 G | 1 A | 6 P 
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Why he's here: Any questions about the health of his once-injured 
shoulder seem to have been answered. A five-goal game streak to start 
the regular season opened the door for Pinto to become an early entrant 
for the Calder race. He is tied for the most points (six) among first-year 
players. Furthermore, his five goals lead all rookies and he's tied with 
Brady Tkachuk for the most goals on the Senators. 

Going forward: The news that Josh Norris is expected to be out long term 
could mean there is a chance for Pinto to earn more opportunities. Pinto 
is the team's third-line center and is averaging 14:48 in ice time. He is 
also receiving regular power-play time. Pinto could push for more playing 
time and continue to give the Senators another offensive threat. 

5. Kaiden Guhle, D, Montreal Canadiens 

Stats: 8 GP | 1 G | 2 A | 3 P 

Why he's here: Guhle is the youngest member of the Canadiens' defense 
and is already among the team's most productive options. He is serving 
in a top-four role while ranking third on the team in short-handed ice time 
and second among Habs defensemen in power-play ice time. Only 
teammate Jordan Harris and Power have averaged more minutes among 
rookies than Guhle. 

Going forward: How Guhle continues to develop is important for this year 
and beyond, particularly when one considers the Canadiens' defensemen 
have an average age of 25.6. But if there is a concern, it could be puck 
possession in 5-on-5 sequences. Guhle's shot-attempt percentage is 
39.8. That is the second-lowest figure on the team next to his partner, 
David Savard, at 37.07. 

6. Cole Perfetti, F, Winnipeg Jets 

Stats: 7 GP | 2 G | 3 A | 5 P 

Why he's here: Perfetti is in a tie for fourth in rookie scoring and is two 
points away from being tied for the lead. He stands out even more 
among his teammates, as Perfetti was tied for the lead among all Jets 
forwards in points through seven games. 

Going forward: Perfetti is three points away from surpassing what he did 
last season before he suffered a season-ending shoulder injury that 
limited him to seven points in 18 games. Having another offensive option 
would be a big benefit to the Jets. They are 21st in scoring chances in 5-
on-5 play, 21st in high-danger scoring chances in 5-on-5 play and are 
25th in high-danger goals. 

7. Owen Power, D, Buffalo Sabres 

Stats: 7 GP | 0 G | 2 A | 2 P 

Why he's here: Power is playing a lot. That much is clear. As of the 
middle of the week, he ranked 35th in minutes among all NHL 
defensemen. That gives the Sabres the distinction of having two 
defensemen -- Rasmus Dahlin and Power -- who are averaging more 
than 22 minutes per game this season. 

Going forward: Where it gets complicated is how Power is impacting the 
game. On one hand, he leads the Sabres in 5-on-5 ice time. That said, 
Power has allowed the most shots, scoring chances, high-danger 
chances and the second-most high-danger goals in 5-on-5 play on the 
Sabres' roster. But his usage also means he is receiving second-team 
power-play minutes and has factored into the penalty kill with the fifth-
most minutes among Sabres defensemen. 

8. Jordan Harris, D, Montreal Canadiens 

Stats: 8 GP | 0 G | 1 A | 1 P 

Why he's here: Harris' ice time and what he has done with it has led to 
his strong start. He has become a top-four defenseman and leads the 
Canadiens in 5-on-5 ice time. He has also worked his way into the 
penalty kill, as he is fourth on the team in short-handed minutes. Harris 
also is fourth on the team in defensive zone faceoffs and defensive zone 
starts in 5-on-5 play. 

Going forward: Seeing what Harris does with the offensive part of his 
game could be something to monitor going forward. He averaged 0.56 
points per game during his four years at Northeastern University. This 
season, he has only one point in eight games. But he does have 19 shots 
on goal in eight games. 

9. Calen Addison, D, Minnesota Wild 

Stats: 7 GP | 0 G | 7 A | 7 P 

Why he's here: Addison is something of a curious case. His offensive 
contributions have made him a standout. He is tied for first in points 
among rookies and he is third on the Wild in points. He is also averaging 
17:19 in ice time. Plus, he is in the top 10 in points among all NHL 
defensemen. 

Going forward: But ... The defensive side of his game comes with 
questions. He entered Thursday 11th in 5-on-5 ice time among first-year 
defensemen with 68:22. And while he and Guhle are tied for the most 5-
on-5 goals allowed, the difference is Guhle has played 114:12 in ice time. 
That, and Addison is 42nd in 5-on-5 defensive zone starts and 51st in 5-
on-5 defensive zone faceoffs among this year's rookie class. 

10. Kent Johnson, F, Columbus Blue Jackets 

Stats: 7 GP | 3 G | 2 A | 5 P 

Why he's here: Johnson entered Friday on a four-game points streak that 
has led to him being tied for fourth in scoring with Perfetti. Of note are 
that his contributions have come with Patrik Laine injured, giving the Blue 
Jackets another option to fill that void. 

Going forward: A potential obstacle for Johnson could be the team 
figuring out how to parlay his production into receiving more playing time. 
He is averaging 12:37 in ice time and that is the third lowest on the Blue 
Jackets' roster. But he is also contending for playing time on a team that 
already has Johnny Gaudreau, Boone Jenner, Gustav Nyquist, Jack 
Roslovic, Jakub Voracek and Laine occupying those potential extra 
minutes. 
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ESPN / Coyotes begin their college years at ASU's Mullett Arena 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

TEMPE, Ariz. -- Nick Bjugstad took the ice for the first time at Mullett 
Arena on Thursday, the college hockey rink that will house the NHL's 
Arizona Coyotes for at least the next three seasons. 

He noticed its roughly 5,000 seats. The ones fans will pay not less than 
$100 to occupy, unless they're part of the 200 to 400 Arizona State 
University students paying $25 to sit in the arena's student section. 

He noticed the "Fear The Fork" sign on the wall, the Sun Devils logo on 
the ice and all the other evidence that an NHL team is now sharing a 
barn with an NCAA Division I college program. 

But mostly, Bjugstad noticed how clean and compact it all looked. 

"The intimate setting is something we'll try to use to our advantage. But 
we still don't know what to expect," said Bjugstad, an 11-year NHL 
veteran. "We'll show up, play the same game. I mean, we're playing in 
the NHL. There are no complaints." 

After 18 years playing in Glendale, the Coyotes play their first game at a 
temporary home in Tempe on Friday night when they host the Winnipeg 
Jets (10:30 p.m. ET, ESPN+). The Coyotes have a contract to play the 
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next three seasons and potentially a fourth at ASU while they hope a new 
arena in Tempe is approved and constructed. 

Their home opener follows six regular-season games and an entire 
preseason on the road. Mullett Arena -- named for a family that has 
supported the Sun Devils' Division I hockey program and the inspiration 
for a hockey mullet giveaway on opening night -- officially opened in early 
October and hosted its first ASU men's hockey games on Oct. 14 and 15. 

"It's loud. It's really loud. The atmosphere was as good as anywhere 
we've played in college hockey," said Greg Powers, head coach of the 
Sun Devils, who also noted the speed of the ice was and how "bouncy" 
the boards are. 

Many of the Coyotes players have experienced hockey in smaller 
buildings, whether it was in juniors or in college or in the minor leagues. 
To have this kind of setting for an NHL game is something they can't 
quite process yet. 

"We're excited. We're curious. If the fans are into it, that will be a unique 
experience and a lot of emotion out there," said Andre Tourigny, the 
Coyotes' head coach. "I coached for a long time. If you asked me about 
the great crowds, you would be shocked. Because it would not be 
Madison Square Garden. It would be small barns where people are on 
top of you, and there's emotion and it's intimidating." 

Since 2009-10, the Coyotes averaged over 14,000 tickets distributed at 
their former home in Glendale just once -- in the 2019-20 season, when 
they averaged 14,606. Last season, with the team squarely in a rebuild, 
that average dropped to 11,601 fans. 

The crowds will be smaller at ASU, but the enthusiasm could spike. 
Coyotes president and CEO Xavier A. Gutierrez said it will be "an 
unprecedented experience" in the NHL. 

"It is going to be loud. It's going to be electric. Right over my shoulder is 
going to be a student section," he said, pointing to the concrete bleachers 
where everyone from a marching band to former Coyote and current TNT 
analyst Paul Bissonnette are expected to hang. "You're going to have 
that youthful exuberance every single night bringing that energy." 

How the Coyotes ended up in this boisterous new barn is one of the 
wildest journeys in recent pro sports history. 

THE COYOTES' FORMER home went by many names: Glendale Arena, 
Jobing.com Arena, Gila River Arena and now the Desert Diamond Arena. 
It was the city-owned facility where the Coyotes played for 18 seasons 
after moving from America West Arena out to Glendale in 2003. Owner 
Steve Ellman, a real estate developer, wanted to build in Scottsdale. That 
didn't pan out, so it was off to the West Valley. 

Ellman sold the team to trucking magnate Jerry Moyes two years later. 
Moyes eventually put the Coyotes into bankruptcy in an effort to sell the 
franchise to BlackBerry billionaire Jim Balsillie, who was going to move 
them to Hamilton in Canada. That led to the NHL stripping Moyes of his 
authority as an owner and the league running the Coyotes until a new 
owner could be found. 

The next decade saw owners, real and potential, come and go. There 
was a moment when it looked like the team would relocate to Seattle, 
years before the Kraken would join the NHL. The ownership carousel 
stopped in July 2019, when hedge fund manager Andrew Barroway sold 
his controlling interest to billionaire Alex Meruelo, who owns the Grand 
Sierra Resort in Reno, Nevada, and the Sahara Las Vegas in Las Vegas. 

Throughout that decade, the relationship between the Coyotes and the 
city of Glendale fractured beyond repair. Starting in 2016, the team and 
the city began a series of one-year lease extensions, despite the Coyotes 
asking for multiyear extensions. In August 2021, Glendale announced 
that it was terminating the relationship with the team, effectively evicting 
the Coyotes from their arena. 

"With an increased focus on larger, more impactful events and uses of 
the city-owned arena, the city of Glendale has chosen to not renew the 

operating agreement for the Arizona Coyotes beyond the coming 2021-
22 season," the city said in a statement. 

The Coyotes said they were determined to remain in Arizona. Their focus 
was on building a new arena and an entertainment district on city-owned 
land in Tempe. In the meantime, they needed a place to play. They found 
a temporary home at Arizona State University's new multipurpose arena, 
which would be ready -- for the most part -- by the 2022-23 NHL season. 
The Coyotes signed a contract to play at ASU's 5,000-seat arena for the 
next three seasons, with an option for a fourth. 

"Obviously, this is a temporary solution. We always want to be very clear 
that our goal is about a mile and a half down Rio Salado Parkway for the 
permanent facility," Gutierrez said. 

ASU's $134.7 million project required the Coyotes to absorb $19.7 million 
in add-ons to make the space NHL-ready. That included a 15,000 gross-
square-foot annex built next to the arena that would house NHL-quality 
locker rooms and training facilities for both the Coyotes and away teams. 
Gutierrez believes that Meruelo's total investment is much higher than 
that. 

"If you had an owner who spent $30 million for a temporary solution while 
he is trying to spend $2 billion for a permanent solution, that should show 
you the commitment, that should show you the resources and that should 
show you his will to win," he said. 

As the Coyotes open their multiyear run at Mullett Arena, the team will 
get a definitive answer on their new arena soon. The Tempe City Council 
voted in favor of a bid last month to move forward on negotiations for the 
new arena and entertainment district. The Tempe project has been 
estimated at $1.7 billion. 

Gutierrez said there are three public hearings on the calendar for 
November regarding the Tempe arena bid, and a vote from the city 
council will come on Nov. 29. 

Even if the arena is approved, the Coyotes aren't sure when shovels will 
be in the ground. 

"The reality is you do have a potential for litigation and you do have the 
potential for any referendum that could be called for that. But as far as 
the city of Tempe's approval process that is the vote to approve it," 
Gutierrez said. 

Gutierrez has said the team also has alternate plans around the Tempe 
site for "Plan B and Plan C," but that it is confident the current project is 
the right one. One thing the Coyotes have made clear: They plan on 
remaining in Arizona and have the support of NHL commissioner Gary 
Bettman to continue to find solutions. 

WHEN THINGS WERE going sideways in Glendale, Greg Powers heard 
the Coyotes were inquiring about temporarily moving to Arizona State. 

"Personally, I never thought it would happen. The building was designed 
for Arizona State hockey and college hockey," the Sun Devils coach said. 

He said he wasn't worried about the impact the Coyotes' arrival would 
have on things like scheduling for the Sun Devils. 

"It was never a concern. Not to be too contrite, but it's our building," he 
said. "It will always be our building. It was built for us. It was constructed 
and came into effect because of our donors. So there was never even a 
doubt that we wouldn't get scheduling priority in that building. ASU made 
that abundantly clear to me, from the infant stages of their 
conversations." 

Powers added that the Sun Devils already have their schedule set for 
next season as well. 

That priority is a reason why the Coyotes have only two Saturday night 
home games from October 2022 through March 2023, while they have 
nine Sunday home games. 

There was also a conflict about using locker room facilities before the 
annex is finished. The Coyotes are using the road team dressing room at 
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Mullett Arena, meaning that their first four visiting opponents -- the Jets, 
New York Rangers, Florida Panthers and Dallas Stars -- will use a 
temporary locker room built atop a covered community rink inside the 
facility. Video of that setup, which includes free standing metal lockers 
and temporary walls, went viral this week when it hit social media, as 
other NHL fans mocked the meager arrangement. 

Why couldn't the Coyotes use the Sun Devils' locker room? Gutierrez 
said it was NCAA rules compliance, but a source told ESPN that the ASU 
men's hockey team simply didn't want the hassle of moving another 
team's gear in and out of their room. 

Powers said it was a bit of both. 

"There are some compliance concerns with rubbing elbows with [NHL 
players], literally sharing a locker room," he said. "But for my standpoint, 
most importantly, you're getting into this whole musical chairs thing, and 
that's something I'm not interested in. It's our locker room. All I care about 
is that our players aren't displaced in any way. There's just no good way 
to do it. I wish there was, but there isn't." 

Powers is opening the ASU coaches' offices to Tourigny and his staff 
before the annex is built. 

The annex is one example for why it was a "no-brainer" to have the 
Coyotes play at ASU, according to Powers. The Coyotes have spent 
millions on updating the arena technology for replays and video, as well 
as for television broadcasts. The ice-making system was upgraded to 
produce an NHL-quality surface. 

"They're not going to take the building with them. When they leave, 
they're going to leave behind a beautiful building with two pro dressing 
rooms and offices, a medical facility and some workout rooms," he said. 
"We'll have the space to maybe add club teams or maybe a women's 
program. We can host NCAA regionals. It just enhances the facility in a 
major way. We have absolutely benefitted from this and will continue to." 

The greatest benefit, according to Power, would be to help keep an NHL 
team in Arizona. 

"Being instrumental in helping to keep the NHL in our market. To assist 
and give them a temporary home until this thing in Tempe gets done is 
something we can be proud of," he said. "We need the NHL. The NHL 
being in our market has done so much to grow the game. Look at a kid 
like Auston Matthews. The game has grown at an exponential pace in 
our market because the Coyotes are here. We want them to stay." 

And while they're here, Powers would love to use the Coyotes to boost 
his program's profile. That's as clear as the two logos that share center 
ice. 

"I was selfishly excited about what this does for our program. You can't 
walk into that arena and not know that it [belongs to] Arizona State," he 
said. "Our brand is going to get out there. That's good for us." 

"I always tell the guys that we're trying to become the new Tampa Bay 
Lightning in the league," he said. "They were at the state where they 
played out of an airplane hangar at one point, and now they're a premier 
franchise in the NHL. We're trying to make that next step." 

The players have also talked to Armstrong, expressing what they wanted 
out of this arena. 

"You know, back in my day, they told you what to do. It's totally changed. 
You know, the players on our team are our partners and they've got to be 
on board with this," he said. "You've got to make them a part of the 
process of building the training facility, dressing rooms and also coming 
here. We've tried to include 'em in every step that we've made. 

"As I explained to them: It's all new. There's some really good things 
about it. But I told them it's also temporary. And whenever you have 
'temporary,' you're always missing something. So it's not completely 
perfect." 

There are small changes for the players. For example, the tickets that 
they can secure for friends and family at games due to the capacity. 

"Yeah, they're more expensive," forward Clayton Keller said with a laugh. 
"But it'll be a fun atmosphere." 

There are larger changes for the players, too, like the amount of time 
they'll have to spend on the road early this season. The Coyotes played 
six road games, winning two of them, before this four-game homestand. 
As the annex is completed, they'll play 14 straight games on the road 
before returning to Mullett on Dec. 9 to face the Boston Bruins. 

"There's a good way to look at the schedule and there's a negative way 
to look at the schedule," Armstrong said. "The negative is, you know, it's 
probably the worst or the hardest schedule in the NHL off the start. But 
come December, we get the best schedule in the NHL. So our players 
are excited about that possibility of coming back and getting through the 
road trips and keep getting a little bit better." 

The Coyotes are a rebuilding team. Their NHL draft lottery odds for 
phenom Connor Bedard will likely be more compelling than their season 
point total. 

"You know, it's hard going through the rebuild because your players are 
on the ice fighting for their lives and they might not be here in three 
years," Armstrong said. "So we try to really not focus on the Connor 
Bedard sweepstakes as an organization. 

"That's the way you have to dive into it because there's a lot of negativity 
that losses can occur. It wears down the team. I think our coaching staff's 
done a remarkable job at ignoring the noise and focusing in on getting 
better every single day. When we do that as an organization, we keep 
our spirit alive and we keep fighting." 

That said, Armstrong knows what a rebuilding team really needs. 

"We need a little luck though. Somebody's got to fix the [lottery] ball," he 
said, with a laugh. "The Coyotes haven't had a lot of luck with that ball 
dropping. So we're going to start a new ritual. I'm a little superstitious." 

It's all part of the Arizona Coyotes experience. A team in a temporary 
home, hoping for a city to approve a permanent one. A team in a 
temporary rebuild, hoping for the lottery balls to bounce the right way. Yet 
also a team in the entertainment business, hoping to turn one of the 
NHL's most unique home ices to its advantage. 

"It's similar to Vegas. They came in and their arena was crazy. It's the 
toughest arena to play in because it's so loud. Maybe it'll be an 
advantage for us, too," Bjugstad said. "But it's kind of on us to give them 
something to cheer about." 
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ESPN / Coyotes give fans mullets ahead of first game at ASU's Mullett 
Arena 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

The Arizona Coyotes will call Arizona State University home for at least 
the next three seasons as they wait for approval and construction of a 
permanent home in Tempe, Arizona. The brand new facility in which 
they'll play NHL games is called Mullett Arena, named for a prominent 
benefactor of the Sun Devils men's hockey team. 

For their home opener against the Winnipeg Jets on Friday night, the 
Coyotes are giving the roughly 5,000 fans in attendance a unique 
opportunity: To rock their own mullet inside The Mullett. 
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The Coyotes placed black headbands with blonde hair attached to the 
back on every seat in the new barn, including an ASU student section 
that will seat between 200 to 400 spectators. The front of the band reads 
"GO COYOTES GO"; above the party in the back is a message that 
reads, "YOU DO YOU." 

It's all part of what the Coyotes hope is one of the most enthusiastic 
home-ice advantages in the NHL. 

"We're excited. We're curious. If the fans are into it, that will be a unique 
experience and a lot of emotion out there," said Andre Tourigny, the 
Coyotes' head coach. "I coached for a long time. If you asked me about 
the great crowds, you would be shocked. Because it would not be 
Madison Square Garden. It would be small barns where people are on 
top of you, and there's emotion and it's intimidating." 

There wouldn't be mullets without the Mulletts. 

Don and Barbara Mulletts' family have been ardent supporters of Sun 
Devil Hockey and helped the program reach NCAA Division I status in 
2014. 

"Don has been the biggest benefactor for our program going back to the 
club hockey days,"said Sun Devils coach Greg Powers. "It's the only 
name that deserves to be on the building. It just so happens it's a really 
cool name, too." 
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ESPN / NHL Power Rankings - 1-32 poll, each team's biggest surprise 

 

Kristen Shilton 

 

The first two weeks of the 2022-23 NHL season are in the books, and 
while some things haven't surprised us -- the Carolina Hurricanes and 
Vegas Golden Knights leading their divisions, and the Arizona Coyotes 
near the bottom -- there has been no shortage of shocks for every club 
thus far. This week alongside our updated power rankings, we'll identify 
the player, stat or trend that has surprised us most for all 32 teams. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, analysts, 
reporters and editors rates teams against one another -- taking into 
account game results, injuries and upcoming schedule -- and those 
results are tabulated to produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the last edition,  

Published Oct. 21. Points paces are through Thursday's games. 

1. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 1 

Points percentage: 0.750 

Next seven days: vs. NYI (Oct. 28), @ PHI (Oct. 29), vs. WSH (Oct. 31), 
@ TB (Nov. 3) 

A surprising linchpin to Carolina's early push has been its second line, 
centered by the emergent Jesperi Kotkaniemi. The Hurricanes have been 
waiting to see the best of their young forward, and his unit with Andrei 
Svechnikov and Martin Necas is showcasing just that. Kotkaniemi has 
been a shockingly good two-way contributor, and is 57.5% in the faceoff 
dot. 

2. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 7 

Points percentage: 0.875 

Next seven days: @ CBJ (Oct. 28), @ PIT (Nov. 1), @ NYR (Nov. 3) 

Simply put, this has been a surprisingly great start for a team who many 
believed was past its point of serious contention. Boston was missing 
Brad Marchand (their leading scorer from last season) and Charlie 
McAvoy (who generates ample offense from the blue line) for the first two 
weeks, and still managed a 6-1-0 record while tying for the most goals 
scored in the league (30). 

3. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 9 

Points percentage: 0.643 

Next seven days: @ NJ (Otc. 28), @ NYI (Oct. 29) 

Colorado's power play has been shockingly good, and the Avalanche are 
employing an unconventional style to boot. While Colorado's top unit is 
the classic alignment (four forwards and one defenseman), they've tried a 
second unit with three (!) defensemen and two forwards. Surprisingly, 
that's been a winning recipe -- the Avalanche are at 50% on the man 
advantage, nearly 20 percentage points better than the next team. 

4. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 5 

Points percentage: 0.643 

Next seven days: @ VAN (Oct. 28), @ SEA (Oct. 29), vs. BOS (Nov. 1), 
@ BUF (Nov. 2) 

Sidney Crosby playing like a Hart Trophy candidate won't floor anyone. 
When Crosby's linemate Jake Guentzel got hurt though, the surprising 
pick to initially replace him was Danton Heinen, who is having an 
unexpectedly great start. The winger reeled off three goals and six points 
in his first seven games, and is playing some of his best hockey ever -- 
all on a $1 million deal! 

5. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 2 

Points percentage: 0.833 

Next seven days: vs. EDM (Oct. 29), vs. SEA (Nov. 1), vs. NSH (Nov. 3) 

It's no great shock that Calgary is off to a franchise-best start after 
bringing on Nazem Kadri and Jonathan Huberdeau over the summer. But 
the chemistry Kadri found so quickly with Andrew Mangiapane and Dillon 
Dube on the Flames' second line? That's a welcome surprise for 
Calgary's offense. It's impossible to predict how players will mesh -- and 
getting in the groove can take time -- yet that trio has been perfectly 
complementary. 

6. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 8 

Points percentage: 0.750 

Next seven days: vs. ANA (Oct. 28), vs. WPG (Oct. 30), @ WSH (Nov. 
1), @ OTT (Nov. 3) 

How's this for balance? The white-hot Golden Knights have gotten at 
least one point from 19 of their 20 skaters this season. And Vegas has 14 
different goal scorers already. For a club that struggled to stay 
competitive down the stretch last season, the Golden Knights' 
surprisingly robust offensive attack isn't letting any opponents off easy 
right now. 

7. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 6 

Points percentage: 0.563 
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Next seven days: vs. OTT (Oct. 29), @ ARI (Nov. 1), @ SJ (Nov. 3) 

Remember last spring, when Florida's woeful power play contributed to 
the President's Trophy winner's early postseason exit? Well, in a 
shocking twist, the subsequent special teams overhaul hasn't been good. 
The Panthers are averaging more power-play opportunities per game 
(4.71) than any team in the league, but are an awful 6.1% at converting 
them. Both man-advantage goals Florida scored came in the same 
period of the same game. Back to the drawing board. 

8. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 12 

Points percentage: 0.563 

Next seven days: @ LA (Oct. 29), @ ANA (Oct. 30), vs. PHI (Nov. 2) 

Toronto has looked shockingly out of sorts at times, from their many 
defensive miscues to concerns over streaky scoring. The Leafs' 
surprisingly stable spot? Goaltending. Matt Murray may be out with an 
injury, but Ilya Samsonov has been excellent, providing Toronto every 
opportunity to figure itself out. The goalie could use a little more help 
from his friends. 

9. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 3 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: @ DAL (Oct. 29), @ ARI (Oct. 30), vs. PHI (Nov. 1), vs. 
BOS (Nov. 3) 

The Rangers turned in some surprising results of late with losses to both 
Columbus and San Jose. But below the surface, New York's underlying 
numbers don't suggest catastrophe -- they're a top-five possession team 
(and dominate the face-off circle), average fewer than 30 shots against 
per game and more than three goals per game. 

10. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 4 

Points percentage: 0.688 

Next seven days: vs. NYR (Oct. 29), vs. LA (Nov. 1), @ ARI (Nov. 3) 

It's a surprise that Roope Hintz is a surprise (to some). The center 
launched into a point-per-game pace this season that followed up on one 
of the most unheralded 37-goal seasons in the league in 2021-22. While 
Jake Oettinger (deservedly) draws headlines and Dallas' excellent overall 
start to the campaign is great, Hintz's role in that success shouldn't be 
catching anyone off guard. 

11. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 20 

Points percentage: 0.625 

Next seven days: @ CGY (Oct. 29), vs. NSH (Nov. 1), vs. NJ (Nov. 3) 

For once, Edmonton's success isn't being driven entirely by just those 
two players everyone always talks about (Connor McDavid and Leon 
Draisaitl). The Oilers have gotten surprisingly consistent contributions up 
front from their third line, led by Ryan McLeod and Ryan Nugent-
Hopkins, and that bodes well for the team's direction this season. 

12. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 10 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: vs. MTL (Oct. 29), vs. LA (Oct. 31), vs. NYI (Nov. 3) 

The encore to Jordan Binnington's truly tumultuous 2021-22 season has 
been a shockingly strong opening to this new campaign. The Blues' 

netminder started 3-1-0, with one shutout and a .936 SV% to his credit. 
St. Louis believed in Binnington even when he faltered; now the 
goaltender appears to be proving his mettle all over again. 

13. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 23 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: @ FLA (Oct. 29), @ TB (Nov. 1), vs. VGK (Nov. 3) 

The Senators have exhibited an expected depth of scoring talent up 
front. The real surprise in Ottawa has been their impressively sound 
defense. It's not just the Thomas Chabot show, either. Artem Zub has 
been strong, Jake Sanderson is an emerging star, Erik Brannstrom has 
bounced back, and even Travis Hamonic is fitting in. No wonder Ottawa 
is off to an encouraging start. 

14. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 17 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: vs. CHI (Oct. 29), vs. DET (Oct. 31), vs. PIT (Nov. 2) 

We knew Rasmus Dahlin would be good. But ... this good? Like, leading 
NHL defensemen in points (9), setting records (as the first blueliner in 
history to score a goal in five straight games to open a season) and 
generally dominating one opponent after another? That's a good surprise 
Buffalo can get behind. 

15. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 16 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: vs. MIN (Oct. 29), @ BUF (Oct. 31), vs. WSH (Nov. 3) 

Detroit had a busy offseason, acquiring free agents who have contributed 
to the team's hot start. Elmer Soderblom is an in-house lineup addition 
who's been surprisingly effective early on. The rookie is an intimidating 
presence on the ice, at 6-foot-6, 220 pounds, and uses that size to his 
advantage (see: Soderblom undressing Kings defenseman Sean Durzi 
with an alley-oop pass -- to himself). Soderblom's two goals in five games 
look like just the beginning of his run. 

16. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 26 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: vs. COL (Oct. 28), vs. CBJ (Oct. 30), @ VAN (Nov. 1), 
@ EDM (Nov. 3) 

Jesper Bratt was tied for the league lead in scoring (three goals, 12 
points) through seven games. Just like we all predicted. Bratt is the 
Devils' surprising standout so far in a start that included potting two goals 
and an assist in just 13 minutes of ice time against Detroit. That's some 
impressive efficiency. 

17. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 18 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: @ NSH (Oct. 29), @ CAR (Oct. 31), vs. VGK (Nov. 1, 
@ DET (Nov. 3) 

The Capitals acquiring free agent goaltender Darcy Kuemper was their 
big swing of the offseason. Its netted surprisingly mediocre results. 
Washington is bottom-10 in goals allowed so far (3.43 per game) while 
Kuemper and his new teammates have worked to find a rhythm. These 
things can take time, but given Kuemper's championship pedigree and 
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the veteran-laden lineup around him, it's been an unusually slow 
transition. 

18. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 11 

Points percentage: 0.444 

Next seven days: vs. TOR (Oct. 29), @ STL (Oct. 31), @ DAL (Nov. 1), 
@ CHI (Nov. 3) 

There's been a surprising ascension in the Kings' ranks, and his name is 
Gabriel Vilardi. The 23-year-old had previously struggled to become a 
full-time NHLer, but that looks to be in the past as Vilardi led L.A. with 
seven points through seven games out of the gate -- which also matched 
Vilardi's 25-game point total from a season ago. Onwards and upwards. 

19. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 13 

Points percentage: 0.714 

Next seven days: vs. CAR (Oct. 29), @ NYR (Nov. 1), @ TOR (Nov. 2) 

The Flyers going 3-0-0 out of the gate? Shocker. The surprising 
backbone of their success? Carter Hart. The netminder's 4-0-0 start with 
a .949 SV% and 1.75 GAA powered Philadelphia to a respectable spot in 
the early-season standings. 

20. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 22 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: @ SJ (Oct. 29), vs. OTT (Nov. 1), vs. CAR (Nov. 3) 

Steven Stamkos leading the Lightning with seven goals in seven games? 
Not a surprise. That Tampa Bay scored only 17 goals total through its 
first eight games? More shocking. The Lightning offense has failed to 
catch fire through a below-average start to this season. 

21. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 25 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: @ DET (Oct. 29), @ CHI (Oct. 30), vs. MTL (Nov. 1), 
vs. SEA (Nov. 3) 

The Wild have been a surprising enigma after a 113-point 2021-22 
season. Minnesota went 0-3 out of the gate with a rusty-looking Marc-
Andre Fleury in net (posting an .847 SV% and 5.25 GAA) while leading 
the NHL in goals against. Then Fleury rebounded, and the team 
somewhat followed suit in its next three -- with wins over Vancouver and 
Montreal and an overtime loss to Boston -- but what an unexpected roller 
coaster thus far. 

22. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 14 

Points percentage: 0.429 

Next seven days: @ CAR (Oct. 28), vs. COL (Oct. 29), @ CHI (Nov. 1), 
@ STL (Nov. 3) 

The Islanders' inability to score consistently isn't so surprising given the 
lack of offseason turnover. Ilya Sorokin's difficulties were more shocking. 
New York's starter went 1-3-0 to start, with a 2.84 GAA and .908 SV%. 
Then Sorokin posted a 41-save shutout against the Rangers. Will the real 
Sorokin please stand up? 

23. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 19 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: @ ARI (Oct. 28), @ VGK (Oct. 30), vs. MTL (Nov. 3) 

From the small-sample-size department: When the Jets score four goals, 
they win. When the Jets score fewer than four goals, they lose. That's 
been the surprisingly consistent trend to start their first six games -- and 
is somewhat shocking given the presence of elite netminder Connor 
Hellebuyck. Let's see how long it holds. 

24. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 24 

Points percentage: 0.375 

Next seven days: vs. BOS (Oct. 28), @ NJ (Oct. 30) 

A not-so-fun surprise for the Blue Jackets: Not even Johnny Gaudreau 
could prevent them from being the last team in the NHL this season to 
score a power play goal (starting the season 0-for-20). Yikes. 

25. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 29 

Points percentage: 0.571 

Next seven days: @ BUF (Oct. 29), vs. MIN (Oct. 30), vs. NYI (Nov. 1), 
vs. LA (Nov. 3) 

The Blackhawks have been a surprisingly resilient group. Despite a 
roster depleted of contributors from seasons past, Chicago has managed 
three come-from-behind victories already. That's not so bad, and 
certainly out-paces the low bar of expectations most pundits had for the 
Blackhawks this season. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 21 

Points percentage: 0.500 

Next seven days: @ STL (Oct. 29), @ MIN (Nov. 1), @ WPG (Nov. 3) 

The rebuild may be on in Montreal, but the Canadiens' depth is 
surprisingly strong already. Sean Monahan and Kirby Dach have 
elevated Montreal up front even more than expected, while the freshman-
heavy back end highlighted by Arber Xhekaj and Kaiden Guhle has been 
making strong, consistent contributions. That's a win. 

27. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 15 

Points percentage: 0.438 

Next seven days: vs. WSH (Oct. 29), @ EDM (Nov. 1), @ CGY (Nov. 3) 

It's early, but seeing Nashville at the bottom of multiple league 
categories? Shocking. The Predators have consistently blown leads, and 
rank among the NHL's worst in goals, shots on net and in special-teams 
success. Nashville has talent in its depths, that talent just hasn't come to 
the forefront. 

28. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 30 

Points percentage: 0.444 

Next seven days: vs. PIT (Oct. 29), @ CGY (Nov. 1), @ MIN (Nov. 3) 

The Kraken appear to be giving Shane Wright a surprisingly limited 
audition. The rookie averages fewer minutes (6:51 per game) than any 
other Kraken skater, and he hasn't had much chance to really get 
involved. Given the nine-game window Seattle has to decide about 
Wright's next move -- and the fact Wright could be playing big minutes in 
with his junior team -- it's an interesting strategy to take. 
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29. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 31 

Points percentage: 0.333 

Next seven days: vs. WPG (Oct. 28), vs. NYR (Oct. 30), vs. FLA (Nov. 
1), vs. DAL (Nov. 3) 

Arizona averaged more goals (3.17 per game) through their first six 
games than the following clubs: Florida, Tampa Bay, Toronto and the 
New York Rangers. Don't act like you're not (a little) surprised. 

30. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 32 

Points percentage: 0.300 

Next seven days: vs. TB (Oct. 29), vs. ANA (Nov. 1), vs. FLA (Nov. 3) 

Did anyone have an Erik Karlsson resurgence on their Sharks' Bingo 
card? San Jose's early returns have been iffy, but Karlsson's shockingly 
good play has not been. The veteran looks better than he has in years, 
averaging over 23 minutes of ice time per game, and leading the Sharks 
in points. Talk about a bright spot. 

31. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 28 

Points percentage: 0.250 

Next seven days: vs. PIT (Oct. 28), vs. NJ (Nov. 1), vs. ANA (Nov. 3) 

The Canucks have been shockingly bad at holding a lead (see: multiple, 
multi-goal advantages disappeared) during their historically poor 0-5-2 
run to open this season. Vancouver was believed to be on the upswing, 
stocked with maturing young talent, stable goaltending and the right 
veterans. Surprisingly, nothing has added up yet. 

32. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 27 

Points percentage: 0.214 

Next seven days: @ VGK (Oct. 28), vs. TOR (Oct. 30), @ SJ (Nov. 1), @ 
VAN (Nov. 3) 

John Gibson has been Anaheim's saving grace for a few seasons. It's 
surprising how often the Ducks still leave him out to dry. Anaheim is top 
three in goals against (4.50), and Gibson has a below-.900 SV%, but for 
a team that has some good talent overall, it's shocking how the Ducks 
can't offer more support to their goaltender. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks follow-up first win of the season by thrashing 
Penguins at home 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

October 29, 2022, 2:33 AM 

 

VANCOUVER – Friday was not the first time Vancouver Canucks rookie 
Andrei Kuzmenko has played against Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin. 
It was just the first time in person. 

“He was telling me before game, he plays, like, PlayStation against 
them,” Vasily Podkolzin, Kuzmenko’s Russian teammate, explained after 
the Canucks’ impressive 5-1 win at Rogers Arena. “You play (against), 
like Crosby and Malkin. They are great players.” 

“Legends,” Kuzmenko chimed in. 

Which is why the 26-year-old, who barely celebrated his previous two 
goals in the National Hockey League, let out a primal scream and 
launched himself joyously into the glass after tipping in Luke Schenn’s 
point shot at 10:28 of the third period, extending Vancouver’s lead to 3-1 
in easily the Canucks’ best game in what has been a pretty awful month. 

“Emotions,” Kuzmenko said in English. “Pittsburgh is very good team. 
Crosby.” 

In the span of 27 hours, the Canucks followed their biggest win of the 
season, which ended a seven-game winless streak, with their best one. 
There have been only the two. 

But where they needed some bounces and a lot of saves to hang on 
Thursday to beat the Seattle Kraken 5-4, they were excellent from the 
start against the rested Penguins and resilient in the final period – the 
period of so much sorrow for the Canucks, who blew leads in six of their 
first seven games. 

They’ll need much more than two good days at the end of October to 
escape the pit they dug for themselves, but they suddenly look a much 
different team. 

“I think you guys can probably feel it in the room just when you walk in 
here,” captain Bo Horvat said of the transformation. “Obviously, there's a 
lot more energy, smiles on our faces. But I mean, we've got to dig 
ourselves out of a hole here. Just because we won two games, you can't 
be satisfied. We've got to keep going here.” 

Coach Bruce Boudreau said: “It's two games. But I mean, you could tell it 
was like the weight of the world was lifted off our shoulders. Every other 
third period has been like, ‘Oh-oh, what's going to happen that's 
negative?’ Once we got through the first three minutes (tonight), it was 
like, 'Okay, let's go.' And everybody just played. I think confidence is an 
amazing thing. When you don't have it, it kills you. When you have it, it's 
really good. And it looks like we're gaining a little bit right now. We're not 
out of the woods. . . but I mean, we're better than we were a week ago.” 

The Canucks outscored the Penguins 3-0 in the third period. Until the 
Seattle game, Vancouver had been outscored 17-2 after the second 
intermission. 

The 2-5-2 team does not play again until Tuesday against the New 
Jersey Devils. Nothing the Canucks experience on Halloween weekend 
will be as disturbing as their franchise-record losing streak to start the 
year. 

But their systems play and defending actually looked tight and quick 
against the Penguins. Their special teams were good for a second 
straight night, going two-for-four on the power play and holding the 
Penguins to a single power-play goal by Rickard Rakell late in the 
second period amid a stretch of three straight Canuck penalties. 

Backup goalie Spencer Martin, who deserves to play more often as 
starter Thatcher Demko struggles to re-establish last season’s elite form, 
made 34 saves. 

J.T. Miller scored into an empty net to continue his momentum after an 
atrocious start to the season, and Canuck centres Horvat and Elias 
Pettersson were outstanding playing head-to-head against Crosby and 
Malkin as Boudreau went with hard matchups. 

Ilya Mikheyev, who scored his first two Canuck goals in Seattle, helped 
set up a pair on Friday, including Tanner Pearson’s power-play tap-in 
that opened scoring at 13:52 of the first period. 

Horvat fooled Pittsburgh goalie Tristan Jarry with a short-side wrist shot 
that made it 2-0 32 seconds into the middle period, and appeared to 
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score again in the third on a deflection although the official scorer 
credited the goal to defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

“I think that was probably as complete a game, as far as systems, as far 
as work ethic, as far playing for each other. . . that was just a good, gutsy 
effort, especially on the back to back,” Vancouver defenceman Kyle 
Burroughs said. “It's awesome to see. You look at what our team can do 
when we play and when we bring everything to the table. We've got to 
bring that effort every night. It's only going to get better from here.” 

The Canucks won despite superstar defenceman Quinn Hughes missing 
his fourth straight game with an undisclosed injury. Defencemen Travis 
Dermott, Tucker Poolman and Riley Stillman are also out indefinitely, 
which is why there was some urgency for general manager Patrik Allvin 
to finally close Friday’s trade with the Carolina Hurricanes for 
defenceman Ethan Bear after discussions that began last summer. 

Bear was expected to arrive in Vancouver on Saturday. And if he’s close 
to game shape, despite not playing once for Carolina this season, he 
could be in the lineup on Tuesday. So too should be depth forward Jack 
Studnicka, acquired by Allvin on Thursday from the Boston Bruins. 

It will be a different Canucks team on Tuesday. But even without the 
newest players, it’s a different team than it was a few days ago. 
Boudreau waited six months for his 600th NHL win as a head coach. The 
wait for No. 601 was only 24 hours. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Mullett Arena opener delivers electric atmosphere: 
'Everything about it was awesome' 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

October 29, 2022, 2:50 AM 

 

TEMPE, Arizona — The building was rocking and the mullets were 
flowing. 

In short, the anticipation and build-up for the first NHL game at Mullett 
Arena actually lived up to the hype, as the music pulsated, the drum line 
banged away and the student section brought the electricity. 

There was a sincere element of the unknown that came along with 
playing an NHL game on a college campus in a rink that only holds 5,000 
fans and change. 

The Coyotes provided a nod to their past and a glimpse of the future by 
having former captain Shane Doan and his son Josh (who is the captain 
of the Arizona State Sun Devils and a Coyotes draft pick) on hand for the 
ceremonial puck drop. 

As expected, the bulk of those in the building were fans that were 
dressed in Coyotes gear, and they did their part to make sure this was a 
memorable atmosphere, chanting, cheering and clapping throughout. 

There was definitely a college hockey vibe at times, with the chorus of 
“It’s all your fault” being directed at Jets goalie David Rittich after the two 
goals were allowed and the “You can’t do that” which was voiced toward 
the Jets players who committed an infraction and made their way to the 
penalty box. 

There were some Jets fans that made the trek, along with a smattering of 
supporters of other teams, ranging from the Seattle Kraken to the 
Minnesota North Stars. 

There were also fans sporting Sun Devils colours and an enthusiastic 
group of fans seated in the student section in track suits and definitely 
enjoying themselves. 

“We knew what we were coming into. It's unique. It's pretty cool to be the 
first (road) team to ever be a part of this,” said Jets forward Cole Perfetti. 
“It's fun. It's definitely, it's something. It's weird but it's cool. (The ice) was 
great. It was unbelievable. Everything about it was awesome and I had a 
blast playing in that rink. 

“There's a difference between 5,000 people and 20,000 people, but the 
smaller atmosphere and them being right on top of you, and they were 
pretty excited for the first game here. It was loud and exciting. Glad we 
were able to get the win there.” 

The Jets got that win by rallying from behind for the second time in as 
many days, overcoming a pair of one-goal deficits before improving to 5-
3 on the season after delivering three consecutive victories. 

Jets forward Blake Wheeler supplied the game-winner just 32 seconds 
into overtime, burying a feed from Piere-Luc Dubois, who stripped the 
puck from Coyotes defenceman Shayne Gostisbehere and found 
Wheeler on the doorstep. 

Wheeler has scored goals in consecutive games and he’s quietly up to 
two goals and six points in eight games this season. 

“He’s a guy you can certainly rely on,” said Jets associate coach Scott 
Arniel. “He’s an experienced guy on the walls. A couple of times when 
other teams have had the goalies out, he’s made great plays to help us 
score empty netters. (Friday) he was just a guy who had details to his 
game. He’s a veteran guy and it’s great to see him get rewarded with that 
goal at the end.” 

Arniel pulled out the line blender for the Jets late in the second period, 
flip-flopping Mark Scheifele and Pierre-Luc Dubois. 

The move helped lead to an equalizer from Mark Scheifele (his sixth goal 
in eight games this season), but Arniel went back to his usual pairs for 
overtime. 

It was the second time in as many games the Jets (who improved to 5-3 
and have collected three consecutive wins) have rallied from a two-goal 
deficit. 

This time, the Jets weren’t hanging on for dear life, they actually pushed 
the pace and took control of the game, rather than relying on being 
opportunistic. 

“We really wish we wouldn’t have to, but at the same time, in this league, 
if teams take your foot off the gas and we’ve got a team that can push 
and score goals, we can put ourselves in a situation where we can come 
back,” said Arniel. “We really don’t want to keep doing it, but (this) was a 
really good game in the sense that we just kept it simple. We knew they 
were going to have some energy early on, we knew that we were going 
to have to try to get through that neutral zone and make them play more 
defence than they wanted to. 

“That’s what we did. It took a little longer to get going, but comebacks 
happen and I just like the fact that we just don’t ever believe we’re out of 
a game. We just stay in there.” 

Back to the mullets for a second, what an outstanding idea for a 
giveaway on opening night. 

That’s what you call leaning into a promotion, and it was a nice touch for 
the Coyotes to include the ‘You Do You’ message on the headbands that 
were attached to the mullets handed out to every fan in attendance. 

Former Coyotes enforcer and current TNT hockey analyst Paul Bisonette 
even made a cameo appearance during the pre-game festivities, working 
the crowd into a frenzy as he encouraged them to get loud. 

They were more than happy to oblige. 
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No, the visiting locker room is not up to NHL standards but that should be 
remedied by the time the Coyotes hold their next homestand in 
December, when the $25 million annex is scheduled to be completed. 

“Actually, our locker room is fine. It’s big. It’s wide open here,” said Arniel. 
“Everything about the building was actually pretty cool. Intensity, 
atmosphere – it’s like a junior or college game, because everybody is 
right on top of you and really loud and they seemed to be having a lot of 
fun. The facility is good. They got a couple weeks before they get all their 
new stuff ready to go. It’s good for us, we’re the first team to win a 
hockey game here. We’re pretty happy about that.”  

Jets winger Sam Gagner has seen a lot during his pro hockey career as 
he approaches his 1,000th regular season game, but Friday’s venue was 
a first, and he chose to look at the bright side after getting his first 
glimpse of the facility. 

“You play exhibition games in different arenas, in junior arenas,” said 
Gagner. “It’s a unique experience. A temporary solution for the league 
and something as players that you’ve got to run with and enjoy while 
you’re going through it. Throughout my years in the league, there’s a lot 
of different things that get thrown at you and looking back at them, 
they’re all great parts of it.” 

Wheeler played at the University of Minnesota, where the Golden 
Gophers were well supported, so he was quick to throw a bouquet 
toward his alma mater when asked about Friday’s atmosphere. 

“Five thousand people man, it was fine,” said Wheeler. “I played in front 
of 10 (thousand). You just try to approach it like any other game. At the 
end of the day, these games are super important for us. If you get lost in 
the surroundings, the locker room or whatever, you’re going to be 
distracted and not give yourself a chance to win. 

“All in all, I think it was made out to be a lot worse than what it actually 
was. As long as you have a spot to put your gear on, talk about the 
game. It really is a beautiful college hockey rink. I’ve played in way worse 
arenas, for sure.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks acquire Ethan Bear, Lane Pederson from 
Hurricanes for draft pick 

 

Staff Report 

Sportsnet Staff@Sportsnet 

October 28, 2022, 2:37 PM 

 

The Vancouver Canucks have traded for defenceman Ethan Bear from 
the Carolina Hurricanes. 

"I'm hoping he's going to find his way. I said before, especially for 
defencemen, I've seen a lot of them (who have) a lot of ups and downs 
before you establish yourself and understand how to play night in and 
night out," said Canucks general manager Patrik Allvin prior to Friday's 
game against the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

"He's definitely capable of being a top-four defenceman. We're just going 
to make sure he understands how we want to play, and then the coach is 
going to find a fit for him." 

Carolina will also send minor league forward Lane Pederson in exchange 
for a 2023 fifth-round draft pick while also retaining $400,000 of Bear's 
salary in the deal. 

"It's always important when you're working in a cap system here, and for 
us, being on LTIR, every dollar matters," said Allvin of how important the 
retained salary was. "It was definitely a big part of the negotiation with 
Carolina, but I thought that this was a fair deal for both of us." 

Bear has not played a game this season after signing a one-year, $2.2 
million deal with the Hurricanes this past off-season. 

The 25-year-old was selected in the fifth round of the 2015 draft by the 
Edmonton Oilers but was traded to Carolina in 2021 for forward Warren 
Foegele. 

The right-shooting rearguard has 13 goals and 34 assists for 47 points in 
190 NHL games. 

"I think he's a very smart defenceman, and he showed early in his career 
in Edmonton that he's a really good puck mover and transition 
defenceman there," said Allvin. 

"He's still young, and if you look around the league, there is a lot of 
defenceman that. . . break through in this age. And I thought he was 
good in Carolina as well. Hopefully here he's excited about the 
opportunity that we have to give him." 

Pederson has appeared in four games in the AHL for the Chicago 
Wolves (AHL) so far this season. In 44 career NHL games for the San 
Jose Sharks and the Arizona Coyotes, the 25-year-old has five points. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs’ defence a growing concern as struggles with 
consistency persist 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

October 28, 2022, 3:25 AM 

 

SAN JOSE — The rebuilding San Jose Sharks entered their game 
against the Cup-aspiring Toronto Maple Leafs as the weakest offensive 
group in the entire National Hockey League. 

Yet by the time Erik Karlsson called game at 4-3, scoring on a walk-off 
breakaway overtime winner, it was raining tacos in Silicon Valley. 

Yes, Taco Bell has implemented a home-game promotion in these parts. 

Anytime the local hockey team scores four in one night, every fan in 
attendance (which is on a downturn) gets four tacos. Once the Sharks’ 
top line had generated three, a “We! Want! Tacos!” chant arose from the 
nosebleeds. For the first time all season, the hungry mouths got fed. 

San Jose scored on solo rushes on the contest’s first shot and its last, 
crunching a couple of power-play markers in between. 

Already the fourth non-playoff team to defeat Toronto this season, the 
men in teal celebrated by gleefully cranking the Maple Leafs’ Hall & 
Oates goal song in their dressing room. 

“It's not an excuse, right? The season started already,” said David 
Kämpf, a rare Leaf who has lived up to expectations this month. He, too, 
wonders where the consistency has gone. 

“It’s a good question. I think we are trying our best, but it's not coming.” 

Auston Matthews adds, accurately: “I just don't think we've really put 
together a full 60-minute game.” 
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Errant passes. Missed nets. Lost puck battles. Failure to seize a lead and 
dictate pace. A second loss by a third-string goalie. Sloppy penalties. A 
soft backcheck. 

The latest Maple Leafs loss checks plenty of boxes on the bingo card. 

Including some rather sharp postgame commentary from a head coach 
who is wearing the frustration of his group’s underachieving. 

“Moving the puck from our defence up to our forwards and getting onto 
the attack, I felt we had a real hard time with that. Vegas was similar. So, 
I think our inability to move the puck right now has really slowed us 
down,” Sheldon Keefe said. 

“We've got a lot of really good players, a lot of skill on our team, and 
we're just not connecting on passes,” Keefe said. “We're either making 
the wrong decision and passing to the wrong guy, or we're holding on too 
long and it gets disrupted. That’s a big problem for us.  

“Our inability to move the puck up the ice efficiently is slowing down all of 
our game on offence. And it's really hurting our game defensively as well 
— because we’re just getting stressed.” 

Do the Leafs’ forwards need to be more diligent in coming back and 
helping with the zone exits? 

“Starts with the D,” Keefe replied, firmly. “Their touches. Their first touch 
has to be better.” 

Would switching up the pairings help?  

“I don't see that that would change anything.” 

Is it only an execution issue, or is there a personnel issue going on? 

Watch the Toronto Maple Leafs play defence. 

Can you picture this collection of blueliners holding the fort for a deep 
playoff run, as is the organization’s aspiration?  

Do you see this back end, as currently constructed, winning one playoff 
round? 

Do you kinda miss Ilya Lyubushkin? 

With Jake Muzzin on LTIR and his return date a mystery, the Maple 
Leafs are dressing a D corps making just $18.26 million. That’s seventh-
least in the NHL.  

Mark Giordano is doing everything in his power. He’s also 39.  

Justin Holl is the only natural right shot in the group, and he’s struggling 
mightily with top-four dependability.  

Victor Mete is heavily sheltered and should be. 

The next man up is Filip Král, who hasn’t played an NHL game in his life. 

On the bright side, Timothy Liljegren and Jordie Benn have both begun 
conditioning stints with the Marlies and could be available sooner than 
later. 

Still, the composition of Toronto’s defence is of growing concern. It’s why 
you’ve heard rumours of GM Kyle Dubas’s interest in Jakob Chychrun 
and Ethan Bear. 

For now, however, there are no easy fixes. 

To hear Keefe speak, the coach is making do with what he has available.  

The answers must come from within. And they start with a fast, crisp, 
smart first pass. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Timo Meier finally, mercifully registered his first goal of the season. It 
only took 10 games and a league-leading 48 shots. That’s some rough 
puck luck for a guy entering in a critical contract season. 

Meier’s goal arrived on a tipped Logan Couture shot that was originally 
credited as Couture’s third of the game. The fans reacted accordingly.  

“Sorry to the people who lost their hats,” Meier apologized postgame. 

• Matthews has been moving from his usual flank and circling to the top 
of the point on the Maple Leafs power-play more often. That’s how he 
pounded his one-timer goal Thursday. 

“It's just good to give a different look,” Matthews explains.  

“I feel like a lot of times, I’m kind of just getting sat on. So, I think it's 
important to get us moving around and generate some other looks to 
keep them guessing a little bit more.” 

• San Jose’s new head-to-toe teal home unis are spectacular. 

• Sandin was jacked up to share the ice with Erik Karlsson, Swedish 
defence god. 

“I used to follow him lots growing up,” Sandin says. “He's obviously an 
unbelievable player.” 

Karlsson had himself a fabulous game, registering a pair of assists, 
generating chances aplenty, and even successfully defending a rushing 
Marner without a stick in his hands. 

• “Sandy got all of it there,” John Tavares says of the Sandin clapper that 
temporarily removed him from Monday’s loss in Vegas. “He said he was 
sorry. I said he's got nothing to be sorry about. He's just trying to put the 
puck to the net.” 

Says Sandin, smiling: “He should be happy it’s me who took the shot, 
because I don’t shoot that hard.” 

The blast literally struck a nerve in the unpadded side of Tavares’s knee, 
and the captain couldn’t put any weight on his left leg for 10 minutes. The 
pain was intense, but luckily Tavares escaped with only a contusion, and 
the swelling is under control. 
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TSN.CA / Holl, Leafs’ defence core aim to stop the snowball 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, who practised at Crypto.com Arena in Los Angeles on Friday 
ahead of Saturday’s game against the Kings. 

Sheldon Keefe spoke with struggling defenceman Justin Holl following 
practice.  

"Justin likes really direct and honest feedback," the Leafs coach said. 
"We have given him that. It was certainly a little more direct today 
because it has been snowballing here ... He is an important guy that we 
need to get more out of." 

The main message?  

"Learn how to drive play a little bit better," Holl revealed. "As defencemen 
we need to do a better job of putting our forwards in better positions." 

    Sheldon Keefe on Holl: “Justin likes really direct & honest feedback. 
We’ve given him that. Certainly, a little more direct here today because 
it’s been snowballing …” pic.twitter.com/BNsGoRnaaX 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) October 28, 2022 
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With Jake Muzzin out indefinitely with a neck injury and Timothy Liljegren 
working his way back from hernia surgery, Toronto's defensive depth is 
being tested. Holl is averaging 20:24 of ice time per game, including 2:59 
shorthanded.  

"With the injuries we have had, he is an important guy for us on the PK," 
Keefe stressed. "He is our only right-shot defenceman at this time. He 
takes on a lot of heavy minutes defensively." 

Per NaturalStatTrick.com, Holl has the worst expected goals against 
mark on the team. But it's not just Holl who's off right now. The entire 
defence core feels a bit disjointed at the moment.  

"Our inability to move the puck up the ice efficiently is slowing down our 
game on offence and really hurting our game defensively as well," Keefe 
said following Thursday's 4-3 overtime loss to the Sharks in San Jose. "It 
starts with the D. Their first touch has to be better." 

The team worked to address that during Friday's practice.   

"We started with some skill development stuff we would normally do as 
part of our regular routine when we are at home," Keefe said. "We have 
been away from home for quite some time now. Generally, what happens 
is that over the course of the season in a busy schedule, some of the 
habits and details of your game start to slip. That is why we do skill 
development as much as we do. It is reconnecting with some of those 
principles that our defencemen, in particular, usually have the ability to 
execute at a high level. It hasn't been the case. We wanted to touch on 
that." 

Toronto hasn't had a practice at home since Oct. 21.  

Liljegren, a righty, and Jordie Benn (groin) are eligible to be activated 
from the long term injured reserve early next month. Both defencemen 
are currently on a conditioning stint with the Toronto Marlies in the 
American Hockey League.  

What's holding back the Leafs right now? 

The Maple Leafs received goals from Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner 
in their overtime loss to the Sharks but they still don't look like 
themselves. That's Hockey discusses what's plaguing this team right 
now. 

--- 

Keefe doesn't believe changing the pairs will help so Morgan Rielly 
remains with T.J. Brodie while Holl continues to skate alongside 21-year-
old Rasmus Sandin. There will be one change, though, on Saturday as 
Filip Kral makes his National Hockey League debut on the third pair 
alongside Mark Giordano.  

"Of course a little bit nervous, but I'm excited," the 23-year-old from 
Czechia said. "I was waiting a bit for this moment. I'm excited and ready 
to go."  

The smile didn't leave Kral's face during Friday's entire media session.  

"Kral is a guy who has had good camps for us and hasn't had this 
opportunity," said Keefe. "He is a good young player who has confidence 
with the puck. He moves it well. He has some good size to him [6-foot-2, 
198 pounds] and all of that. There are things we like about him." 

Kral, who was Toronto's fifth-round pick in the 2018 draft, lists Ales 
Hemsky, Marek Zidlicky and Tomas Kaberle as his favourite players 
growing up.  

What are the keys for Kral against the Kings?  

"Just play smart, be simple and play the team structure," he said. 

Kral is looking forward to going up against his old Spokane Chiefs 
teammate Jaret Anderson-Dolan, who skated as Los Angeles' fourth-line 
centre at their practice on Friday. Kral is also eager to build chemistry 
with Giordano, who is Toronto's oldest player at 39.  

"He's experienced so he's going to help me a lot and hopefully I'll help 
him too." 

Keefe wanted to get Kral into one of the final two games on this trip, 
which wraps up on Sunday in Anaheim.  

"If you are him and you are playing in your first NHL game, it is good to 
know in advance and come off of a practice day rather than being thrown 
in for a 5 p.m. game on a back-to-back," the coach explained. "With the 
schedule being what it has been and the length of the time on the road, 
we feel like we need to use some of the extra guys." 

Victor Mete will be a scratch on Saturday.  

Kral excited to make NHL debut with Leafs 

The Leafs have had a tough start to their road trip out west, dropping 
their first two games while allowing at least three goals during that span. 
As a result, the blueline is getting a little shakeup, as 23-year old Filip 
Kral will be making his NHL debut on Saturday. 

--- 

Mitch Marner made it clear that Toronto's struggles aren't just on the 
defence.  

"We're not helping our D," the winger said. "We're not coming back to 
pucks ... This forward group, we need to get way hungrier on the puck. 
We need to create way more chances up ice and help our D out a little 
more."  

"We need them in the right spots as well," Holl agreed. "It's going to be a 
group effort." 

Keefe is still seeking the right mix up front. At Wednesday's practice, he 
juggled three forward lines. At Friday's workout, all four lines had a new 
look.  

Michael Bunting is now back with Auston Matthews and Marner. Alex 
Kerfoot moved to left wing with John Tavares and William Nylander. Nick 
Robertson slid down to the third line with Calle Jarnkrok and Wayne 
Simmonds, who returns after being a healthy scratch in San Jose. 
Nicolas Aube-Kubel will draw back in after sitting out the first three 
games on the trip. He skated with David Kampf and Pierre Engvall. Zach 
Aston-Reese and Denis Malgin will be scratches on Saturday.  

The second line with Tavares between Robertson and Nylander had 
been the only one to survive Wednesday's makeover, but that trio 
struggled mightily in San Jose.  

"Wanting to give Robertson a different look," Keefe said. "Being on the 
road as much as we have been, that line has been targeted in terms of 
matchups and having to play against other teams' best players. We are 
just trying to lighten the load there a little bit. At the same time, we want 
to capitalize on the fact that Kerfoot is coming off of a good game on the 
wing." 

The Sharks held a 13-4 edge in shot attempts with Robertson, Tavares 
and Nylander on the ice in San Jose. That trio saw a steady diet of the 
Tomas Hertl line.  

"Last night [it] was hard for our line to get that sustained pressure," 
Nylander said.  

"We just didn't execute with the puck as much as we'd like," Tavares 
acknowledged. "We had a lot of matchup against probably their best 
offensive line and trying to be cognizant and aware of making sure we're 
good away from the puck especially when things maybe don't feel quite 
as connected and we're not executing the way we need to. So, we need 
to defend well and maybe simplify and get pucks in behind them and use 
your speed and your forecheck to try and create some turnovers and get 
some looks that way. Certainly, a game we can improve on for us." 

Kerfoot produced a pair of assists while playing on the top line on 
Thursday. He generated a career-best 51 points while playing primarily 
with Tavares and Nylander last season. 
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"We've had great chemistry whenever we've played together," Nylander 
noted. "Whether we play together all year or just get put together for one 
game, I think we click right off the bat."  

NHL: Maple Leafs 3, Sharks 4 (OT) 

Erik Karlsson scored 0:57 into overtime as the Sharks handed the Maple 
Leafs their second straight loss. Logan Couture scored a pair for San 
Jose - reaching the 300 goal mark for his career, while Auston Matthews 
tied the game in the third period with his second of the campaign. 

--- 

Keefe is also pulling some sentimental strings by playing Robertson, a 
native of Pasadena, Calif., with Simmonds.  

"He has talked about the fact that Wayne Simmonds is one of the guys 
he watched and now he is on his line," Keefe said. "It is crazy how things 
work out sometimes. A big moment for him and his family. I know he is 
excited. I can see it in talking with him." 

Does Simmonds feel old hearing about Robertson's origin story?  

"No, he's just really young," the 34-year-old said with a chuckle. "It's cool. 
I guess you could feel old, but at the same time, for me, it's kind of an 
honour, because it's a testament. I'm still in this league. I'm still going."  

The veteran may need to calm Robertson down as he plays his first 
homecoming game in the NHL in front of a big group of friends and 
family.  

"I think he has given us a lot of energy and has put everything he has into 
every shift," Keefe said of Robertson. "We want to make sure he relaxes, 
plays his game and does the things he is capable of doing." 

Former Pasadena Maple Leaf Robertson gets nostalgic on California trip 

Nick Robertson grew up in California, but says he hasn't played a game 
there since he was eight years old. The former Pasadena Maple Leafs 
reflects on his time playing hockey as a kid in California, and talks about 
what it means to be back in the state that helped raise him. 

--- 

Feeling under the weather, Ilya Samsonov dressed as the backup goalie 
on Thursday.  

"It seems like he is shaking it off," Keefe said. "It wasn't a huge deal, but 
it was something that going into the Vegas game was bothering him. He 
pushed through it. Given how much we had to rely on him in that game, 
in particular, we thought it made sense to give him the extra day. He will 
be ready tomorrow." 

Samsonov is 2-0-0 with a .982 save percentage against the Kings.  

The Leafs brought a practice goalie on the trip, which has allowed 
Samsonov to get some extra rest.  

Kallgren allowed four goals on 31 shots in the loss to the Sharks.  

"Not our best performance," Kallgren said glumly. "Not my best 
performance. Yeah, it sucks."  

--- 

Marner and Matthews both scored on Thursday. It was the second tally 
of the season for both players.  

"It doesn't matter," Marner said. "We didn't do enough to help this team 
win." 

Sent out to set the tone, Toronto's top line surrendered a goal on the first 
shift in San Jose.  

"We were creating opportunities, creating chances, but that first shift we 
got to be better on," Marner admitted. "We talk about our starts and we 
want to be better and giving up a goal right off the start isn't good enough 
from our line and our standards." 

The Leafs have allowed the opening goal in six straight games.  
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USA TODAY / Boston's Brad Marchand making solid case for 
enshrinement in NHL Hall of Fame 

 

Joe McDonald 

Telegram & Gazette 

 

BOSTON — In the near future Nos. 33 and 37 will hang from the rafters 
at TD Garden. 

Unless you’ve been living under a Zamboni, you know that means Zdeno 
Chara and Patrice Bergeron will one day have their sweater numbers 
retired by the Bruins. Both also have a place waiting for them at the 
Hockey Hall of Fame in Toronto. 

Chara is enjoying his first year of retirement, and Bergeron could be 
watching games from the couch a season from now. Their respective 
legacies are set in Boston and in the hockey world. 

Since teammate Brad Marchand returned to the lineup Thursday for the 
first time this season after undergoing offseason surgery on both hips, it’s 
a good time to ignite another interesting hockey discussion. 

Is No. 63 a future Hall of Famer? 

After asking several NHL personnel the answer was a resounding “yes.” 

“No question he is, especially if he has three, or four more years like his 
last three, or four,” said one NHL executive. “No reason to believe he 
won’t because he’s a rare player that keeps getting better in his 30s.” 

A few current NHL coaches also answered, “yes” to the inquiry. Another 
former NHL general manager questioned why Doug Weight is not in the 
Hall of Fame. He certainly has the resume – 19 seasons, 1,238 games 
played, 1,033 points and a Stanley Cup – but he does not have a plaque 
in Toronto. 

So, where does that leave Marchand? 

He has a reputation with opponents and fans outside of Boston, but he’s 
the prototypical player you want on your team and despise playing 
against. 

He showed zero rust in his game Thursday night. 

Marchand scored a pair of power-play goals and added an assist to help 
the Bruins to a 5-1 victory over the Detroit Red Wings at TD Garden. He 
now has 353 goals and 445 assists for 798 points in 875 games played. 

The 34-year-old winger has plenty of time remaining to increase those 
already Hall-of-Fame-worthy numbers. 

In his 14th season, Marchand ranks No. 6 all-time in goals and has 
registered 11 20-goal seasons and five 30-goal seasons. Oh, and he won 
the Stanley Cup in 2011. 

He really has improved through all his experience. 

“You just learn where the holes are on the ice, where you can be to get 
room for yourself and where the ice is available,” he said after the win. 
“That’s the biggest thing I’ve learned as the years went on ... That’s the 
thing with age, you just know the game so much better than you did early 
on.”  
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Thanks to Twitter follow @ibbirdman who sent a screen shot of a graphic 
during Thursday’s game, explaining Marchand ranks fourth in the NHL 
for most points (506) since the 2016-17 season. He trails Edmonton’s 
Connor McDavid (660) and Leon Draisaitl (568), and Chicago’s Patrick 
Kane (522). 

That’s impressive company. 

“There’s a pretty long history of Brad being an impactful player for us in 
all situations,” said Bruins general manager Don Sweeney. “It just goes 
to show how hard the player is willing to work, compete and get himself 
arguably at least a month in front of what the timeline was (to return).” 

According to hockey-reference.com, Marchand’s comparables (adjusted 
point shares) include Hall of Famers Brett Hull, Steve Yzerman, Teemu 
Selanne, Marcel Dionne, Bobby Hull, Gordie Howe, along with future 
HOFers Joe Thornton, Steven Stamkos, Evgeni Malkin and Patrick Kane. 

That’s outstanding company. 

Marchand’s numerous suspensions and fines could hinder his chances 
soon after he retires, but he’s earned the respect of past and current 
players. 

Marchand has been asked the question in the past about the possibility 
of enshrinement, but he said it’s not something he thinks about. Whether 
that’s true or not, the answer is simple. Yes, Marchand is a future Hall of 
Famer. 

“Just an incredibly impactful player in all facets of the game,” Sweeney 
said. “We missed him ... He adds to our team in every area and we’re a 
better team because of him." 
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